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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Focus
The nature of communication has evolved in recent years from purely human
driven communication—with the demand for voice calls and simple data
packages such as short message service (SMS)—to a mixture of high-speed
human communication and machine-driven communication [Sch15, KD18].
This leads to networks that support an increasing number of services with
different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements and an increasing number of
devices. This development comes at the expense of a wide range of different
needs of services that have serious implications for the architecture of mobile
communication systems. Some forecasts predict an explosion of connected
devices already in the near future [Cis19].

In the history of mobile communication systems, the first generation (1G)
was developed primarily for the human voice. Also, the first development for
digital mobile communication in Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM) (2G) was mainly designed for the transmission on human speech.
Here, the communication between a base station (BS) and the user is realized
as a single-carrier (SC) transmission with Gaussian minimum shift keying
(GMSK) with a possible maximum data rate of 9.6 kbit/s for small data
transmissions. The application of General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
(practically up to 54 kbit/s) by the use of channel bundling and Enhanced
Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) (with up to 220 kbit/s) by using a
more efficient symbol mapping 8-phase shift keying (PSK) exhausted the
opportunity for further growth, but enabled the first meaningful use in terms
of usability of data services for the Internet via Wireless Application Protocol
(WAP). The third generation (3G) Universal Mobile Telecommunication
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System (UMTS) was designed to handle upcoming demand on data services
over the air and the Physical (PHY) layer multiple access (MA) scheme is
based on the code domain, where users are multiplexed using code division
multiple access (CDMA), i.e. by different code sequences. Data rates of up
to 384 kbit/s can be achieved here. With the extension to High Speed Packet
Access (HSPA) with higher-order symbol mapping and the application of
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) techniques, data rates of up to
42 Mbit/s are achievable.

The current standard in the mobile communications world is Long Term
Evolution (LTE) (4G), where a more flexible design was the main criterion
to cover a wide range of applications. The PHY layer multiple access
scheme is orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)-based on
cyclic prefix-based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (CP-OFDM),
which is an orthogonal multi-carrier (MC) scheme that applies a rectangular
waveform to each sub-carrier. It offers simple 1-tap frequency domain
equalization techniques for synchronous transmissions. The separation into
time-slots and sub-carriers allows a flexible assignment of the data symbols
to this so called time-frequency (TF) grid (also called resource elements
in LTE). LTE is designed by flexible use of bandwidth configurations, i.e.
B=1.4 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz, 15 MHz and 20 MHz to achieve data
rates up to 300 Mbit/s.

Further progress in the context of 4G has been achieved in LTE-advanced
through the application of carrier aggregation, an improved implementation
of the multi-antenna technique MIMO with 8x8 MIMO in the downlink.
Additionally, relay nodes are introduced in LTE-advanced, which are small
base stations with low power to increase the coverage and decrease the
power needed to serve a higher number of devices. However, LTE and
LTE-advanced have been tailored to meet the needs of high bandwidth of
wirelessly connected users. To this end, the PHY layer was designed to be
strictly synchronous and orthogonal during transmission.

In contrast, the new communication needs such as in two-way relaying
channel (TWRC), in massive machine type communication (mMTC) or
others suffer from the cumbersome synchronism implementation for a massive
number of devices [Wu17, BPN+16, SW19]. Accurate synchronization is
difficult to implement and disproportionate, especially with a massive number
of user nodes. Since the goal for the future is that even small active devices
such as mobile phones or other devices should support the network, the
limitation to orthogonal and synchronous systems is hardly possible.

In the past, the application of CP-OFDM in LTE has still shown the
flexibility of this MA scheme. The MC transmission schemes with their
flexible assignment of time and frequency resources form the basis for future
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systems. However, the use of new waveforms with better spectral shape is
preferred to the rectangular waveform used in CP-OFDM in LTE.

For this reason, the need for a new MC scheme using waveforms with
well-localized shape in time and frequency domain and flexible use of re-
sources in both dimensions was addressed in several major projects such
as 5th Generation Non-Orthogonal Waveforms for Asynchronous Signalling
(5GNOW), Physical Layer For Dynamic Spectrum Access And Cognitive Ra-
dio (PHYDYAS), and Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for the
Twenty-twenty Information Society (METIS) for the new 5th Generation (5G)
of the mobile communication system and beyond [MA15, MHMR18, LZ16].

Accompanying the development of this dissertation, the mobile community
has seen numerous waveform suggestions for the so-called 5G new radio
[DPS18]. Most of the proposals that are MC waveforms are variants of
CP-OFDM. The trend is to optimize CP-OFDM in some way—sub-carrier
filtering or pulse shaping, filtering groups of sub-carriers that allow successive
symbols to overlap over time, eliminating cyclic prefixes, replacing cyclic
prefixes with zeros or another sequence [MA15]. Various waveforms have
become strong competitors for 5G—numerous research publications have
shown that CP-OFDM has been outperformed [ZBT+16]. For a long time,
it looked like any MC waveform could be part of 5G, except CP-OFDM.

In December 2018 the first definition of the 5G standard according to
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 15 was published
[3GP18] and updated in March 2019 [3GP19]. For 5G according to 3GPP
Release 15, the standardization organization had decided to use CP-OFDM
as the access method [DPS18]. Unlike LTE, 5G now also supports the
CP-OFDM method in the uplink.

Today, from a standardization perspective, CP-OFDM seems to be the
best choice of key performance indicators—multi-antenna compatibility,
high spectral efficiency. Especially the low implementation complexity and
the already broad development of software and hardware, which already
exists, was a main argument for the decision to reuse CP-OFDM for the new
radio 5G. Nevertheless, the new needs in communication will further lead to
discussion that the traditional orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) will be unable to meet many new demands required for the new
mobile generations by its own and the research and development on other
waveforms is still ongoing in the future.

Consequently, an overall system design must be robust in terms of timing
inaccuracies. The design of the waveforms improves robustness against
transceiver mismatches, and as adequate synchronization of multiple dis-
tributed nodes is a difficult task, adapting these innovative non-orthogonal
waveforms to different scenarios, such as two-way relaying systems [Sch16]
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and mMTC communication [HWC+17], is a very promising approach.

1.2 Thesis Origin and Objectives
Future communication systems will have to be much more flexible to the
needs of users and the underlying applications. It is becoming apparent that
in the future many devices with different requirements will want to exchange
information wirelessly. Simple single point-to-point (P2P) links alone will
no longer be sufficient to meet this need for communication. In addition to
P2P, we consider two further scenarios for improving the individual needs
of the underlying technology.

A B

Figure 1.1: Point to point transmission.

• An important scenario beside unidirectional P2P transmission (shown
in Fig. 1.1) is two-way relaying (TWR) transmission, where data
symbols are exchanged via an auxiliary relay, as shown in Fig. 1.2.
For example, relaying is considered as a key technology on the PHY
layer to enhance future wireless communication systems in terms of
coverage extension and system throughput and was introduced in
LTE-advanced. However, since the deployment of relay nodes also
entails impairments due to the half-duplex constraint, sophisticated
cooperative communication approaches are indispensable. In order to

A R B

Figure 1.2: Two-way relay transmission.

support the exchange of messages between two nodes, the concept of
two-way relaying has recently aroused tremendous interest starting by
the application of network coding (NC) [ACLY00], as it enables the
simultaneous transmission of both directions using the same resources.
The relay may be a low-power cellular base station, another mobile
subscriber in a communication environment, or even a satellite, for
example, when we look at space communication. To improve effective
bandwidth efficiency, both data streams are sent simultaneously to
the relay, which is sensitive against synchronization errors. Innovative
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waveforms and advanced coding and modulation concepts, including
physical layer network coding (PLNC), are urgently needed to
achieve high spectral efficiency while remaining robust to imperfections
in the transceiver design [HLL14].

• Another challenge for future wireless communication systems is a
massive number of Internet of Things (IoT) devices that do not
explicitly require an increased data rate. This third scenario is a

BS

1

2 u

Nu

...

. . .

Figure 1.3: Multi-point transmission.

multi-point transmission illustrated in Fig. 1.3, in which a massive
number of cheap sensor nodes wants to transmit their status to a
base station. They have a completely different type of communication,
such as sporadic transmission of really small data packets for sending
simple status messages. This property was also seen by the 3GPP
group, so they defined a first step to operate IoT devices with LTE
in a narrow band and it is therefore called narrow band Internet
of Things (NB-IoT)[WLA+17, 3GP17]. In such a scenario with a
massive number of nodes, the probability of concurrent transmission
of nodes is very high and was so far avoided by collision avoidance
techniques, and resources are still specified orthogonal, which reduces
the efficiency and limits the number of devices served. One approach
to solving this problem is to apply direct random access (DRA) to
the PHY layer to reduce the amount of signaling required for such
a scenario. A key technology for estimating the unknown activity
information in DRA is compressed sensing-multi-user detection
(CS-MUD), in which the activity of the nodes and the transmitted
data are estimated together. This scenario also requires a robust MA
scheme that allows reliable communication from a massive number
of devices to a BS. In particular, the new requirement for the mobile
interface are changing because the type of communication is changing
to a sporadic transmission of small packets with high reception accuracy.
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This change will be a major challenge for the design of new PHY layer
solutions in the future.

Nevertheless, in all these three scenarios a synchronous transmission is
helpful or even required, but the realization is cumbersome and sometimes
impossible. For TWR transmission, it has been already shown that these
timing and frequency offsets can lead to considerable degraded performance
in the transmission to the relay [WLW+14] and [Wu17]. The multi-point
channel, which serves a much higher number of users, is also sensitive to
these affected offset transmissions. A key technology already mentioned,
i.e. MC methods with well-localized waveforms, for future systems were
already proposed in the early 1960s by Saltzberg and Chang [Sal67, Cha66].
These schemes are proved to be very robust MC methods for single point
transmissions [BN10] and further offer a good spectral shape. Furthermore,
non-orthogonal MC schemes are even more promising in an offset affect
transmission [KM98]. These technologies can be seen as one key components
for the two-way and multi-point channels mentioned above, as unfortunately
one cannot remove or ignore the timing and frequency offsets but has to
deal with them.

Thus, the scope of this work is the application of MC schemes with
well-localized waveforms in the above mentioned scenarios to improve the
performance under timing and frequency offsets.

However, the non-orthogonal MC schemes applying well-localized wave-
forms will always inherently introduce interference terms even in a perfectly
synchronized transmission, and the challenge is to design an equalizer being
able to deal with the introduced but known interference. Therefore, the
use of MC schemes with non-orthogonal waveforms inherently includes an
equalizer design, which is found in this work with the concept of the factor
graph-based approach as a realizable and flexible solution. Especially the
interaction of the selected waveform and the resulting influence on the re-
ceiver provides a design framework that can adapt very well to the channel
conditions.

MC schemes with well-localized waveforms and factor graph-based equal-
izer (FGE) in TWR transmission, and multi-point channel are very interest-
ing for the future demand, which have been investigated only individually
so far. In an OFDM setup, however, some publications exist that analyze a
combination of TWR and FGE. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there
are no publications other than his own, that analyze non-orthogonal MC
with general waveforms and FGE in P2P, TWR or multi-point context. The
goal of this thesis is, thus, to partially close this gap by giving an overview of
the potential of non-orthogonal MC schemes and a proper adapted equalizer
design. To this end, the presented schemes are investigated regarding their
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performance under timing and frequency offsets towards the application in
future mobile communication systems.

1.3 Contribution and Thesis Structure
The main contribution of the work can be found in its own previous pub-
lications and is highlighted in relation to each of the following chapters.
Additionally, the state of the art (SotA) of MC, TWRC and CS-MUD are
given also in the related chapters.

• Chapter 2 discusses the basics of P2P transmission in terms of the
underlying structure, such as channel coding, symbol mapping, a brief
discussion of general MC transmit signals, and the transmission over
a physical doubly-dispersive channel. First extensions to multi-point
channels and the general but brief discussion of factor graph (FG)-
based symbol estimation are given for P2P reception, which serves
as basis for the following chapters. A deeper description on FGs and
estimation techniques can be found in Appendix B.

• Since MC transmission is the fundamental consideration of this thesis,
Chapter 3 focuses on famous MC candidates known from literature.
In addition to the famous orthogonal CP-OFDM, also windowed-cyclic
prefix-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (w-CP-OFDM),
universal filtered - orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (UF-
OFDM), and offset quadrature amplitude modulation/orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OQAM/OFDM) are introduced as or-
thogonal schemes. Furthermore, the promising non-orthogonal candi-
dates like quadrature amplitude modulation/filter-bank multi-carrier
(QAM/FBMC), general frequency division multiplexing (GFDM), and
cyclic prefix-based filter-bank multi-carrier (FBMC) (CP-FBMC) are
introduced [SPS+15]. All schemes are classified and a common rep-
resentation for all MC schemes in a uniform context is derived in
this thesis, which serves as a basis for the subsequent chapters. The
schemes are compared in terms of spectral shape and the properties of
the effective channel matrix.

• Chapter 4 is based on the preliminary work of the project priority
program “Communication in Interference Limited Networks (COIN)”,
which was partially supported by the German Research Department
(DFG) and summarized in [WLW+16a, WLW+16b, Uts16]. The con-
tent and achievements of this chapter are based on the third part of
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this project COIN III titled “Joint Optimization of Generalized MC
Waveforms and Power Allocation for Two-Way Relay Systems”.

– Following the introduction of the fundamental idea of a TWRC
based on Fig. 1.2, the considered system model, and PLNC detec-
tion schemes known from literature, the combination of general
MC schemes, in particular quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM)-based FBMC, and TWRC is introduced. Initial analyses
related to the combination were published in [SWW+14].

– Next, the pure effects of synchronous frequency-flat channels
and the influence of the general MC schemes in TWRC are
analyzed. In the publication [WLW+14], the sensitivity of car-
rier frequency offset (CFO) were shown by a CP-OFDM-based
software-in-the-loop implementation on hardware demonstrators
of the Arbeitsbereich Nachrichtentechnik (ANT) institute.

– Based on the findings that the system is very sensitive to frequency
and timing offsets, the even more extreme impact of doubly-
dispersive channels in TWRC with general waveforms is the topic
of the subsequent discussion and are part of the work [Min15] and
published in [WWD+15b] by the application of a linear equalizer,
[WWD15a] with additional soft interference cancellation (sIC)

– Since offset quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM)-based
FBMC is also a MC scheme applying well-localized waveforms
and being known to be robust in P2P scenarios, a comparison
between OQAM-based and QAM-based FBMC was shown in
[WZWD16], which shows that QAM-based FBMC has superior
performance than OQAM-based FBMC in a one antenna case
with relaying and is not that sensitive against phase errors.

– Almost all previous results are summarized in the book chapter
[WSW+16]. Therein, the equalizer at the relay is based on these
linear equalization concepts and on sIC.

– Different receiver structure known from literature are represented
by FGs and extended to deal with the influences of the doubly-
dispersive channels and general waveforms. The combination of
general waveforms and the FGE at the relay provides control
over the computational complexity and error rate performance
at the relay. The concept of FGE, robust MC schemes with
general waveform in TWRC was first presented in [WWD16] by
the author and the journal article [WWD18] consolidates this
concept to obtain the final structure as presented here.
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In addition to the conference and journal publication, the main contri-
bution of this chapter lies in the common consideration of all introduced
schemes. Furthermore, various simulation performance evaluations
were performed and are shown and discussed.

• Chapter 5 introduces a practical system concept for the multi-point
scenario in Fig. 1.3, which, in contrast to current radio transmission
standards, is tailored to the requirements of mMTC. For this pur-
pose, three key components are combined to fit the needs of a such
a system: 1) CS-MUD for detection of a massive number of nodes,
2) MC transmission applying well-localized waveforms for allocating
the sensor nodes within a narrow-band system, and 3) non-orthogonal
pilot symbols. The combination of these key components allows the
use of DRA with a significant reduced signaling overhead.

– The combination of all components is called multi-carrier com-
pressed sensing multi-user detection (MCSM) and allows a simple
sensor node implementation with low signaling overhead as in-
troduced in [MWBD15b]. This makes it possible to use very
cheap sensor nodes and shifts the detection of activity and data
estimation to the BS.

– This chapter addresses the key challenges for aggregating a
massive number of machine type communication (MTC) espe-
cially in an asynchronous reception, which is also addressed by
[MWBD15a].

– Beyond the simulative evaluation of MCSM in this chapter, prac-
tical verification through a CP-OFDM-based software-in-the-loop
implementation of MCSM was demonstrated on hardware demon-
strators published in [BMWD15, WMBD16]. Here we were
able to show that simulations and practical over the air transmis-
sions match.

– However, the need for a further generalization to the use of robust
MC schemes is required because in a realistic scenario synchro-
nization of a massive number of nodes is difficult or somehow
infeasible. The main new contribution of this thesis is given
within this chapter by the extension of MCSM with general MC
schemes, which provides better activity and data detection under
offset-affected reception at the BS. Furthermore, the use of a
FG-based data estimation in MCSM with simple channel estima-
tion technique is proposed. These new concepts have not been
published yet.
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The MCSM system concept is filed as a patent under [MWBD16a]
in Germany, [MWBD15c] in Luxembourg, [MWBD16b] at the
European patent office, the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
[MWBD16c], [MWDB18b] in the USA, and [MWDB18a] in
China.

1.4 Notation and Conventions
Here, the most important nomenclature of the entire thesis is given. Unless
otherwise stated, this nomenclature applies to all parts of this work. The
extended list of this nomenclature can be found in the list of symbols at the
end of this work.

• Small italic characters denote scalars a and bold lowercase characters
denote a column vector a. Upper case bold characters denote a matrix
A.

• One column of a matrix A is given by A:,j and one row of a matrix A
by Ai,:.

• The vector operator a = vec{A} stacks each column A:,i into a vector
consecutively or vice versa using A = vec{a}.

• An underlined letter a is used for a frame of signals. Thus, a is a
stacked column vector and A is a stacked matrix.

• Sets are indicated by calligraphic characters A and |A| is the cardinality
of the set.

• The diag {A} operator returns the diagonal elements of the matrix A.
A pure diagonal matrix, where non-zero elements are only on the main
diagonal of a matrix is denoted by Σ.

• A letter with tilde ã, ã, or Ã denotes a soft estimate of the correspond-
ing variable a, a, or A, respectively.

• A letter with hat â, â, or Â denotes a hard estimate of the correspond-
ing variable a, a, or A, respectively.

• The transposed of a matrix A is denoted by AT and AH denotes the
hermitian of the matrix A. A−1 denotes the matrix inverse, and A†
the Moore Penrose inverse of matrix A.

• The N ×N identity matrix is denoted as IN×N . The N × L all zero
matrix is denoted as 0N×L.
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• The Kronecker product of two matrices A and B is denoted by A⊗B.
With matrix A ∈ Cm×n and matrix B ∈ Cp×q, the Kronecker product

is A⊗B =




a11B · · · a1nB
... . . . ...

am1B · · · amnB


 ∈ Cmp×nq.

• δ (·) describes the Dirac distribution.

• The sign � determines the point-wise division.

• A Galois field with base q is denoted by Fq.

• The bit-wise eXclusive OR (XOR) operation of bits a and b is denoted
by a⊕ b.

• A probability density function (PDF) of the random variable Y is
written as pY (Y = y) with realization y, a likelihood function of the
random variable X with realization x based on the observation Y with
realization y is written as pY |X(Y = y|X = x). For simplicity, the
base of the random variable is often omitted, like p(y) = pY (Y = y)
and p(y|x) = pY |X(Y = y|X = x). A probability mass function (PMF)
is written as Pr (x). We do not differ between the random variables
and their realizations within this thesis.

• A PDF of the Gaussian distribution is denoted by N
(
µ, σ2) with mean

value µ and variance σ2. The PDF of the uniform distribution U (a, b)
has a constant amplitude 1

b−a in the interval [a, b].

• The logarithm with base 2 is given by log2 (·).

• The function x(t) and X(f) are connected via the Fourier transforma-
tion X(f) = F {x(t)}.
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals and
Preliminaries

2.1 Overview
This chapter deals with the basics of general wireless transmission, on which
the following chapters are based. Onto this end, we will first focus on a
general unidirectional P2P transmission as an equivalent baseband model
shown in Fig. 2.1 before generalizing the wireless channel model to multi-
point channels. One may note that the overall detection, decoding and

Transmitter

ChannelReceiver

Encoder
C

Symbol
Mapper M

MC

w (τ , t)

n (t)
MC−1M−1C−1

b c d x(t)

y(t)d̃c̃b̂

Figure 2.1: System model of an unidirectional P2P transmission.

equalization process in this thesis is based on FG-related message passing
estimation techniques. Therefore, each block is subsequently introduced and
represented by FGs. A general discussion on the subject of FGs is given in
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Appendix B for the interested reader. In Fig. 2.1, the transmitter (Tx) is a
general function that maps the discrete information sequence b to a time
continuous signal x (t) to produce a reliable and bandwidth efficient transmit
signal. This mapping can usually be decomposed into three main blocks. The
first two blocks, namely the encoding block C and the symbol mapping block
M, are described in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, respectively. The third block
modulation, (herein we only use MC transmissions) weights each complex
symbol from the symbol mapper block with a general waveform to physical
resources in time and frequency domain. This is the main challenge of this
thesis. Therefore, it is generally presented in Section 2.4 and described in
detail in Chapter 3 with concrete transmission schemes. The transmit signal
x (t) is transmitted via a wireless time-variant unidirectional P2P channel
with impulse response w (t, τ ) and received at the destination as received
signal y (t) as discussed in Section 2.5. The receiver (Rx) has the task to
recover the information sequence b and is briefly introduced in Section 2.6.

2.2 Channel Coding
The principle idea of channel encoding is to introduce additional information
(redundancy) to the information sequence b , which can be used at the
receiver to detect or even correct errors in case of an erroneous transmission.

Encoder
C

b c
C Π

b c

Figure 2.2: Encoder.

In general, an encoder C maps the binary information sequence b ∈ FNb
2

of length Nb to a binary code sequence c ∈ FNc
2 with code rate Rc = Nb

Nc
by

c = Π (C (b)) , (2.1)

as also depicted in Fig. 2.2. An optional interleaver Π(·) scrambles the
information bits before transmission. The de-interleaver at the receiver
ensures the de-correlation of error-events introduced by the transmission
over a channel. A random interleaver is always assumed if not otherwise
stated.

In this work, two types of encoding schemes are considered, which provide
forward error correction (FEC) capabilities. One is a capacity approaching
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low density parity check (LDPC) encoding scheme and the other one is a
convolutional code. Furthermore, a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code is
applied as an outer code to check the decoding success but it is not discussed
in this thesis. More information on CRC codes can be found in [PB61, Fri95].

LDPC Encoding
In his Ph.D. thesis, Gallager invented the concept of LDPC codes and

CLDPC
b c

b0 b1 b2 b3

= = = =

c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6

Figure 2.3: General FG of LDPC encoding with parity check matrix H given
the example (2.4).

described the relationship between coded bits using a graphical model
[Gal62]. LDPC codes are a special kind of linear block codes, which map an
information word b linearly to a code word c by1

c = Gb (2.2)

where G ∈ FNc×Nb
2 is the generator matrix. The validity of a code word

can be verified with the parity check matrix H like

HTc = 0, (2.3)

where the parity check matrix fulfills the condition HTG = 0.
By utilizing the parity check matrix as a FG, the famous belief propagation

algorithm, also known as sum-product algorithm (SPA), which is a message
passing algorithm, can be applied for decoding. As will be introduced
in Appendix B, a connection in a FG is generated by the “1s” in the
corresponding adjacency matrix A, which for LDPC is A = H. The SPA
exchanges messages on the edges of the FG and approximates or even solves
the symbol-by-symbol maximum a-posteriori (MAP) estimation problem
(B.6). As the complexity grows with the number of edges, Gallagers idea
1 In this thesis column vectors are used in contrast to the common convention in coding
literature, where row vectors are usually used.
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was to use a low number of “1s” in the parity check matrix. However,
the complexity of the SPA was still too high to be computed in 1963.
After inventing the turbo principle in [BGT93] by Berrou et al., MacKay
rediscovers the idea of Gallagers LDPC codes in [MN97] and Richardson and
Urbanke showed the capacity approaching property of proper designed LDPC
codes under message-passing decoding [RU01]. Nowadays, LDPC codes are
widely used in communication systems, like Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access (WiMax) [IEE06], Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
[IEE09, IEE12], digital video broadcast, terrestrial 2nd Generation (DVB-
T2) [ETS15] or digital video broadcast, satellite 2nd Generation (DVB-
S2)[ETS14] and further more.

As an example, a linear Hamming code (7,4,3) with generator matrix G
and the corresponding parity check matrix H are given as

G =




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 1 0 1
1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1




H =
[1 1 0 1 1 0 0

1 0 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 1

]
. (2.4)

Although this matrix is not of low dense, it is used to principally show the
corresponding FG in Fig. 2.3 on the right-hand side. For the design of LDPC
codes, we refer to [BKA04, SFRU01].

Convolutional Encoding
Another type of codes used in this work is the concept of convolutional
codes invented by Peter Elias in 1955 [Ber74], where the code sequence is
generated by a sliding window combining (adding in F2) a various subset of
information bits in this window. The encoding of convolutional codes can
be realized by shift registers as depicted in Fig. 2.4 on the left-hand side.
As an example, the non-recursive convolutional code with code rate Rc = 1

2
with generator polynomials g0 (D) = 1 + D + D2 and g1 (D) = 1 + D2 is
used resulting in two memory elements D and a constraint length of three.

Applying the sequence MAP problem (as also introduced in the Ap-
pendix B), the receiver should determine the “most likely transmitted”
sequence. In contrast to a brute force search considering all possible se-
quences, a powerful and widely used method solving this problem is the
Viterbi algorithm [Vit67], which is based on a trellis representation [For73].

Due to its memory elements the convolutional code can be interpreted as
a hidden Markov model and thus a FG as a state-space model [Wym07] can
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D Db c
f0 f1 f2 · · · fNb fNb +1

b0 b1
bNb −1

c0 c1 c2 c3 cNc −2 cNc −1

Figure 2.4: Realization of a convolutional code by shift registers with generator
polynomials g = [78, 58] in octal representation on the left-hand side.
The corresponding FG is depicted on the right side.

be used illustrated in Fig. 2.4 on the right-hand side. Here, the function f$
determines the state transition of the memory elements per information bit
b$ with $ = 0, . . . , Nb − 1, where f0 and fNb +1 correspond to the initial
and final state, respectively. The algorithm applied on the state-space model
is the famous forward-backward algorithm, which was invented in [BCJR74]
called Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm solving the symbol-by-
symbol MAP problem (cf. (B.6)). The complexity is mainly controlled by the
number of possible states available at each state transition. The application
of convolutional codes is very popular, especially the implementation as
concatenated codes used for turbo decoding, for example, as implemented in
LTE [STB11] or UMTS [HT11].

2.3 Symbol Mapping
The task of the symbol mapper denoted by M in Fig. 2.1 is the mapping
of the code bit sequence c ∈ FNc

2 to a symbol sequence2 d ∈ CNd in the
complex plane. The symbol mapper M is defined by the symbol alphabet D
with cardinality |D| = M . In general, one complex symbol d of the vector
d is generated by a code bit group č = [cc, . . . , cc+log2(M)−1] of dimension
log2 (M) resulting in a number of complex symbols Nd = Nc / log2 (M)3 .
The amount of information bits per complex symbol is given by the ratio

% = Nb
Nd

= Nb
Nc

log2 (M) = Rc log2 (M) . (2.5)

The choice of the symbol alphabet D and thus the mapping of code bits
tuples has a significant impact on the performance of the overall system
2 Throughout this work, the symbol vector d is a frame-based vector denoted by an
underlined vector. 3 Note that the encoder adds Nc mod log2 (M) zeros, if needed,
to ensure that Nd is an integer number.
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Figure 2.5: Symbol mapping and symbol alphabet of BPSK and QPSK.
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Figure 2.6: Symbol mapping and symbol alphabet of 16-QAM with normalization
constant a = 1/

√
10 and D-QPSK.

performance as bandwidth efficiency η or frame error rate (FER) performance.
The symbol mapping schemes in this thesis are described in detailed below.
We assume unit power symbol mapping with E{|d|2} = 1.

• M-ary phase shift keying (M-PSK): In M -PSK mapping the
complex symbols are arranged on a unit circle in the complex plane as
illustrated in Fig. 2.5. All symbols in the set D have the same amplitude
and the possible angles are 2π

M q + φ0 with q = 0, . . . ,M − 1 with an
arbitrary starting phase φ0. With M = 2 and φ0 = 0 the symbol
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Symbol
Mapper M

c d
M M · · · M

č0 č1 čNd −1

d0 d1 dNd −1

Figure 2.7: General factor graph of symbol mapper.

mapping is called binary phase shift keying (BPSK) (cf. Fig. 2.5a),
which is purely real, whereas for M = 4 results in quaternary phase
shift keying (QPSK) (cf. Fig. 2.5b with φ0 = π/4). By applying gray
mapping, we obtain the mapping of code bit tuples to symbols as
labeled in the figure.

• M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM): In M -
QAM mapping the amplitudes of the real and the imaginary part
have the same Euclidean distances in the complex plane. The special
case M = 4 achieves the same mapping as QPSK with starting phase
φ0 = π/4 illustrated in Fig. 2.5b. The QAM with M = 16 is depicted
in Fig. 2.6a. Furthermore, by delaying either the real or the imaginary
part by half of the symbol duration, the OQAM mapping is achieved.

• Differential-M ary-phase shift keying (D-M-PSK): Contrarily
to the aforementioned mapping schemes, where the code bit tuples are
directly mapped to the symbols, differential symbol mapping maps
the information to the difference between two consecutive symbols.
First M -PSK symbol mapping is performed. Afterwards the difference
mapping is done, as d̊i = di−1d̊i−1 for i = 1, . . . , Nd with an arbitrarily
chosen initial symbol, e.g. d̊0 = (1 + j) /

√
2. The resulting symbols for

M = 2 are shown in Fig. 2.6b, where the arrows denote the difference
between the upper right symbol to the other symbols. This approach
is mostly used for incoherent reception, where the receiver has no
knowledge of the carrier phase.

The block diagram and the FG representation of the symbol mapper M are
illustrated for the coherent mappings in Fig. 2.7.
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overall
MC

d x (t) Sub-carrier
Mapping MC

d D x (t)

Figure 2.8: General multi-carrier block.

2.4 Multi-Carrier Transmit Signal
The complex symbols d ∈ CNd are mapped by a MC transmission scheme to
a time-continuous transmit signal x (t) as depicted in Fig. 2.8. A sub-carrier
mapping block rearranges the frame-based symbol vector d to a frame-
based symbol matrix D ∈ CNSC×NTS , with NSC and NTS denoting the
number of sub-carriers and time-symbols, respectively. Herein, a so-called
“localized” mapping is used, i.e. all used sub-carriers are adjacent, which can
be realized by a simple serial to parallel (S/P) mapping by the vectorization
operator D = vec{d}. By applying

x (t) =
∑

k

∑

`

dk,`g
Tx (t− `T0) ej2πkF0tejφk,` , (2.6)

each element dk,` of matrix D is shifted to the corresponding TF point
(`T0, kF0) and weighted by transmit filter gTx (t). The time index ` and the
frequency index ` are introduced and used for this purpose. The choice of
this function gTx (t) and the symbol spacing T0 in time and F0 in frequency
direction mainly determine the used MC transmission scheme.

As the MC concept is a key technology of this thesis, we will introduce
the concept of MC schemes in a separate chapter. Thus, in Chapter 3 we
will give an outlook on orthogonal transmission schemes offering perfect
symbol reconstruction. The concept of perfect reconstruction essentially
defines the conditions under which a signal passing through the multi-
carrier system (without any impact like wireless channel or noise) remains
undistorted in amplitude and phase without further processing [BMN11,
SGA13]. Furthermore, non-orthogonal schemes with a robust design under
timing offset (TO), carrier frequency offset (CFO) or a more severe impact
like time-variant channels will be introduced.
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2.5 Transmission over Doubly-Disturbed
Channels

In this section, we start with the discussion of a transmission over a time-
variant unidirectional P2P channel and its representations, before we gen-
eralize it to multi-point channels considered in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5
[MH03, MH11].

Point-to-Point Channels

w (τ , t)

n (t)

x (t) y (t)

physical P2P channel

Figure 2.9: Block diagram of a point-to-point channel.

The signal x (t) generated by the MC block of the transmitter is sent
via a wireless, generally time-variant channel with the time-variant impulse
response w (τ , t) to a receiver, where t is the time and τ is the time interval
between excitation and reception (or also called delay or shift in time).
Throughout this work we also use the term τ for time shifts with other
origins than delay, since the mathematical description is the same. In general,
the time-variance is due to the mobile setup, however even if the Tx and
Rx remain static the transmission can be affected by moving objects that
are reflecting, shadowing or scattering. Also in a completely static scenario
non-ideal oscillators are another source of time-variation in a wireless channel.
The received signal at the destination illustrated in Fig. 2.9 results in

y (t) =
∞∫

−∞

x (t− τ )w (τ , t) dτ + n (t) , (2.7)

where n (t) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with N
(
0, σ2

n
)
.

Time-variant channels and their representations A time-variant
channel can be described by the time-variant impulse response w (τ , t)
or the time-variant transfer function WTF (f, t), which is the representative
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function in the frequency domain (f denotes the frequency). Both functions
are connected by the Fourier transformation w.r.t. the delay τ by

WTF (f, t) =
∞∫

−∞

w (τ , t) ej2πfτ dτ . (2.8)

In contrast to the time-invariant case, where the channel remains unaltered
due to time changes and thus is fully determined by the aforementioned
functions, the time-variant channel has two more representations: 1) the
Doppler-variant impulse response s (τ , ν) and 2) the Doppler-variant transfer
function sTF (f, ν), where ν is called Doppler shift, which can be interpreted
as shift in the frequency domain. Throughout this work we also use the term
ν for frequency shifts with other origins than Doppler, since the mathematical
description is the same. Similar to (2.8) also the other functions are connected

w (τ , t)

WTF (f, t)

s (τ , ν)

sTF (f, ν)

τ
c sf

t c sν

t c sν

τ
c sf

Figure 2.10: Relation between the channel functions.

by a corresponding Fourier transformation w.r.t. the delay τ , the time t,
the Doppler shift ν or the frequency f , where Fig. 2.10 shows the relation
between these functions. The Doppler-variant impulse response is given by

s (τ , ν) =
∞∫

−∞

w (τ , t) ej2πνtdt . (2.9)

This function is also called delay-Doppler spreading function because it
characterizes the impact of the wireless channel w.r.t. the delay shift τ
and the Doppler shift ν . The Doppler-variant transfer function sTF (f, ν)
is generated by the Fourier transformation of the Doppler-variant impulse
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response w.r.t. the delay τ by

sTF (f, ν) =
∞∫

−∞

s (τ , ν) ej2πfτ dτ . (2.10)

Further parameters and physics on time-variant channels So far,
we have seen which function can represent a time-variant channel. One
typical model of a linear time-variant channel used within this work can be
given by the impulse response as

w (τ , t) =
Npath−1∑

γ=0
ςγδ
(
τ − τγ

)
ejνγt (2.11)

and the corresponding delay-Doppler function then reads

s (τ , ν) =
Npath−1∑

γ=0
ςγδ
(
τ − τγ

)
δ
(
ν − νγ

)
, (2.12)

where ςγ is the complex channel coefficient, τγ is a time-delay and νγ a shift
in frequency direction of the γth path out of Npath paths in total.

Tx Rx

NMicroPath

NMicroPath

Npath

Figure 2.11: Mobile wireless radio channel.

Usually, within a radio communication as in Fig. 2.11, the electromagnetic
waves interact with objects (so-called scatterer) as buildings, trees, cars or
mountains. Each macro path is assumed to have NMicroPath micro paths at
each of these scatterer, where each micro path is disturbed along the surface
of the object by a complex channel coefficient. With these assumptions, the
general equation (2.12) related to [Sch01, Vog06, KD18] can be rewritten
into

s (τ , ν) =
NMacroPath−1∑

q=0
ςqδ
(
τ − τq

)NMicroPath−1∑

ι=0
δ
(
ν − νq,ι

)
ejφq,ι (2.13)
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with the assumption that the change in amplitude for different micro paths
is irrelevant. However, the change in phase has to be considered, thus, the
frequency shift νq,ι and the phase shift φq,ι are micro path dependent.

The parameters in (2.13) can be classified as follows

• Scatterer: The number of scatterer or number of overall macro paths
is denoted by NMacroPath. The channel is called multi-path channel, if
NMacroPath > 1.

• Micro path: The number of micro paths per object is given by
NMicroPath.

• Delay spread: The cluster of time delays τq is also known as delay
spread. The time delay with the largest delay is known as τmax.

• Doppler spread: The frequency shifts νq,ι are known as Doppler
spread with the largest spread νmax.

Both spreads can be decomposed into a static and a variable part. The
frequency shift can be decomposed into νq,ι = νD(q, ι) + ∆ν , where ∆ν is a
constant part, e.g. a CFO and νD denotes the Doppler frequency, with

νD(q, ι) = v0f0 cos(αq,ι)
c0

. (2.14)

It depends on the carrier frequency f0, the relative velocity v0, and on the
angle of arrival αq,ι [KD18, Pro07]. c0 is the speed of light.

The coherence bandwidth Bc is the bandwidth of a wireless channel in
which the transfer function WTF remains roughly constant and it can be
approximated by

Bc ≈
1

τmax (2.15)

Similarly, the coherence time τc can be approximated by

τc ≈
1

νmax , (2.16)

in which the channel is not changing over time, thus, it can be approximated
as a time-invariant channel.

Multi-Point Channels
Up to here, we focused on a unidirectional P2P transmission from a trans-
mitter to a receiver equipped with one antenna each. In this thesis basically
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the generalization to a more dimensional problem is important. Beside the
unidirectional P2P channel, Chapter 4 deals with a two-point channel, where
two user nodes A and B simultaneously transmit over an assisting relay R to
the other user. The received signal at the relay can be given as

y (t) =
∞∫

−∞

xA (t− τ )wA (τ , t) dτ +
∞∫

−∞

xB (t− τ )wB (τ , t) dτ + n (t)

(2.17)

and the transmission to the relay is illustrated in Fig. 2.12a.

a) Two-Point Channel (Chapter 4) b) Multi-Point Channel (Chapter 5)

wA (τ , t)

wB (τ , t)

nR (t)

xA (t)

xB (t)

yR (t)

physical Two-point channel

w1 (τ , t)

w2 (τ , t)

...

wNu (τ , t)

+

n (t)

x1 (t)

x2 (t)

xNu (t)

y (t)

physical Multi-point channel

Figure 2.12: General multi point channel with a) Two-point channel used in
the TWRC in Chapter 4 and b) massive multi-point channel in
Chapter 5.

A massive MTC setup is assumed in Chapter 5, where a huge number of
Nu devices are connected to an aggregation node as illustrated in Fig. 2.12b,
the received signal at the aggregation node is given by

y (t) =
Nu∑

u=1

∞∫

−∞

xu (t− τ )wu (τ , t) dτ + n (t) . (2.18)
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2.6 Receiver Structure

Decoder
p(c | b)

b0 b1 b2 bNb −1· · ·

Demapper
p(d | c)

c0 c1 c2 cNc −1· · ·

Equalizer
p(y | d)

d0 d1 d2 dNd −1· · ·

Figure 2.13: FG given by equation (2.21).

So far, we had a look at the transmitter and the transmission over a
physical channel. Here, we want to focus on the receiving side, where the
data b have to be detected. In Bayesian statistics the MAP detection is
a well-known and famous procedure to recover the data by the sampled
observations y at a destination and is given by

b̂ = arg max
b∈BNb

p(b | y) (2.19a)

= arg max
b∈BNb

p(y | b) Pr (b) . (2.19b)

Here, p(b | y) is the a-posteriori probability (APP) and (2.19b) is achieved
by the application of Bayes’ rule, where p(y | b) is the likelihood function
for a given observed y and Pr (b) is known as a priori probability. The
MAP approach takes that sequence b̂ out of all possible b ∈ BNb , which
maximizes the APP. In some cases, it is infeasible to find the solution with
appropriate complexity. To this end, a symbol-by-symbol MAP approach as

b̂$ = arg max
b$∈B

p(y | b$) Pr (b$) (2.20)

is applied. According to Appendix B, a multiple use of Bayes’ rule leads to
the factorization w.r.t. encoding, symbol mapping and channel (mapping to
physical resources) resulting in

p(b$ | y ,d, c) = p(y | d)︸ ︷︷ ︸
eff. Channel

p(d | c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mapping

p(c | b$)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Encoding

Pr (b$)︸ ︷︷ ︸
a priori

. (2.21)
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The factorization to these functions is illustrated by the FG in Fig. 2.134 ,
where each function corresponds to a function node in the FG: 1) equalization,
i.e. symbol reconstruction corresponds to the effective channel including MC
scheme and physical channel, 2) symbol demapper corresponds to symbol
mapper and 3) channel decoding corresponds to channel encoding. This FG
is the basis for the factorization in the TWRC case in Chapter 4 and the
MCSM case in Chapter 5.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter the principles of transmission via time-variant channels were
presented. For this purpose, the transmitter was decomposed into an encoder,
a symbol mapper and a multi-carrier scheme. To gain a deeper insight
into time-variant wireless channels, four different representative functions
and properties like Doppler spread, delay spread, coherence bandwidth
or coherence time, etc. were introduced before a generalization to multi-
point channels followed. A short discussion on estimation procedures for
unidirectional P2P transmissions concludes the chapter and the overall FG
for P2P transmission was shown.

4 Note that the y variable and the a priori probability Pr (b$) function nodes are not
represented to facilitate the representation.
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Chapter 3

Multi-Carrier
Transmission Schemes

3.1 Overview
In the previous chapter we have discussed the entire transmission concept
of a unidirectional P2P link between a source and a destination, including:
1) encoding 2) symbol mapping and 3) a very brief discussion about generat-
ing the transmission signal of multi-carrier (MC) transmission schemes. We
will now examine the MC system in P2P in detail, including the transmitter,
the receiver, and the influence of a time-variant physical channel w (τ , t),
before the next chapters will extend the MC schemes to the needs of TWRC
in Chapter 4 and for MTC in Chapter 5.

Structure of the Chapter Therefore, we present the basic concept of
MC transmission in Section 3.2. Here the efficient mapping of the complex
symbols to the available bandwidth and time duration can be implemented
by the aid of filter-banks (FBs) for generating the transmit signal y(t). The
use of FBs at the Rx also allows data detection. Here, general waveforms
that are embossed on the time-frequency plane, and their parameters will
be further discussed. Important values such as the expansion in time and
frequency direction are given by some important parameters, namely the
Heisenberg-Gabor and the direction parameter. The expansion is illustrated
by the ambiguity function for different waveform candidates. An orthogo-
nality condition is introduced which is often used to design MC schemes
with perfect reconstruction properties [Vai93, BMN11, Du08]. A general
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matrix description is given before a FG-based representation of the MC
scheme concludes this section. Section 3.3 begins with a brief classification of
properties in MC transmissions, before first orthogonal MC schemes like the
famous guard interval (GI)-based CP-OFDM and zero padded-orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (ZP-OFDM) are introduced. These schemes
allow orthogonal transmission within time-invariant channels with maximum
delay spread captured by the GI, but they suffer from high out-of-band
emissions (OoBE) due to the rectangular waveform. Windowed-orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (w-OFDM) introduces smoothing techniques
to improve the spectral shape. Furthermore, the introduction of universal
filtered - orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (UF-OFDM) allows
for a compromise between w-OFDM and bandwidth filtered OFDM by
sub-block filtering. By eliminating the limitation of complex-valued orthogo-
nality, waveforms with a better shape in time and frequency can be used
by offset quadrature amplitude modulation/orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OQAM/OFDM) [KD18]. All these orthogonal schemes offer
simple equalization techniques in synchronized systems with time-invariant
channels. After introducing orthogonal MC schemes, we have a look at non-
orthogonal QAM/FBMC that naturally cause interference. This property
makes an equalizer indispensable even for a perfectly synchronized transmis-
sion. However, this scheme offers a robust design under offset condition, as
the effective channel matrix changes only marginally. Subsequently, general
frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) is discussed, which is a frame-based
realization and, in contrast to QAM/FBMC, offers narrow frame boundaries.
The chapter is summarized in Section 3.4.

The main own contributions of this thesis are: A common rep-
resentation for all MC schemes used in this thesis is derived in a uniform
context regarding time-frequency localization (TFL), lattice i.e. symbol
and frequency spacing, used waveform, effective channel matrix, indicated
interference level, which prepares the basis of the P2P system model and
which are extended in Chapters 4 and 5 to the underlying needs.

3.2 Multi-Carrier Transmission
The main question of this section is “How to allocate the available resources,
i.e., time and frequency in the best fashion to achieve data detection with
lowest FER?”. For this the data signal of a user should be appropriately
allocated on the available resources. Usually in communication systems, we
have the physical resources 1) time 2) frequency 3) code and 4) space. In
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this work we concentrate mainly on the first two items, but we add the code
domain in Chapter 5.

We introduce subsequently robust MC transmission schemes applying
general waveforms in a unidirectional P2P setup, which are known in the
literature [SN96, SGA13, JK16, NSR17] to mention some and references
therein. This will be the main basis in this thesis for the extension of MC
schemes to two user transmission for the TWRC in Chapter 4 and for a
massive number of sensor nodes with sporadic communication in Chapter 5.

3.2.1 Transmit Signal
As we have seen in Section 2.4, the overall MC scheme can be decomposed
into a sub-carrier mapping block and the MC block. In this chapter we
focus on the MC block as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 and assume that a symbol
matrix D ∈ CNSC×NTS is already available, with elements of dk,`, with k as
sub-carrier index and ` as time symbol index. Furthermore, NSC denotes the
number of sub-carriers and NTS is the number of time symbols per frame
[MBH13]. The total number of elements in one frame is Nd = NSC ·NTS.
The objective is the general description of a MC transmit signal x (t) and

︸ ︷︷ ︸
effective channel

gTx
k,` (t)

gTx
k−1,` (t)

gTx
k+1,` (t)

...

...

+ w (τ , t)

n (t)

gRx
k′, ′̀ (t)

gRx
k′−1, ′̀ (t)

gRx
k′+1, ′̀ (t)

...

...

dk−1,`

dk,`

dk+1,`

x (t) y (t)

yk′−1, ′̀

yk′, ′̀

yk′+1, ′̀

physical P2P channel

Figure 3.1: Multi-Carrier System Model (with localized sub-carrier mapping).

the effective channel (cf. Fig. 3.1) which connects the symbols dk,` and
observations yk′, ′̀ in frequency domain, getting introduced piece by piece.
Therefore, we start the discussion with one arbitrary element d (omitting
the indices k, `) of the symbol matrix D, before we generalize it to capture
all elements of the whole frame in D. To shift this symbol d to a physical
resource in time with a delay τ ∈ R and in frequency by a shift ν∈ R, the
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symbol is weighted by the impulse response of a transmit filter

gTx
ν ,τ (t) = gTx (t− τ ) ej2πνtejφ , (3.1)

such that the transmit signal for this symbol is x (t) = dgTx
ν ,τ (t). This

transmit filter gTx
ν ,τ (t) is derived from the prototype filter gTx (t) and gets

shifted by τ in time and ν in frequency direction. Additionally, a constant
phase rotation φ may be applied, which is needed for the MC scheme OQAM
later on.

The transmit filters gTx
ν ,τ (t) are called a Gabor analysis function [Gab46,

Str98, MBH13], where gTx (t) is the so-called Gabor atom.

Time-Frequency Grid The choice of the shifting parameters ν, τ config-
uring the TF plane [SK16, TJ18] plays an important role. In general, this
can be done by a so-called lattice Λ, which is a subgroup of Rn (here with
n = 2), describing a set of discrete locations in the TF plane R2. This lattice
Λ can be described by a generator matrix

L =
[
x y
0 z

]
, (3.2)

with parameters x, z ∈ R\ {0} and y ∈ R. By choosing x = T0, z = F0
and y = 0 a rectangular lattice is achieved as illustrated in Fig. 3.2 with
sub-carrier spacing F0 ∈ R and time symbol time spacing T0 ∈ R. Each
possible TF point in the lattice can be generated by the application of L to
a vector with numbering elements. One may also note that the term lattice
and time-frequency grid can be used interchangeable and the use mostly
depends on the community (either communication or mathematical view).
Throughout this work, we focus on the rectangular setting1 and, therefore,
the prototype filter gTx

k,` (t) in (3.1) is shifted to the discrete points (`T0, kF0)
calculated by

[
`T0
kF0

]
=
[
T0 0
0 F0

] [
`
k

]
. (3.3)

As short-hand notation the index pair (k, `) with ` ∈ Z, k ∈ Z are used
leading to the concrete transmit filter

gTx
k,` (t) = gTx (t− `T0) ej2πkF0tejφk,` (3.4)

1 Generally other types of lattices exist, e.g. hexagonal lattices and the interested reader
is referred to [SGA13] and references therein.
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t

f
T0 ︸︷︷︸

F0

︸
︷︷

︸

Figure 3.2: Illustration of a rectangular TF grid with sub-carrier spacing F0 and
symbol time spacing T0.

with discrete shifts in frequency kF0 and time `T0. Thus, the overall transmit
signal for all elements is given by

x (t) =
∑

k

∑

`

dk,`g
Tx
k,` (t) . (3.5)

As this summation can be realized by bank of filters gTx
k,` (t), the name FBMC

is often used.

Lattice Density and Bandwidth Efficiency Another question is the
choice of the parameters F0 and T0 which determines the density of the
symbols within a given TF region. One major key performance indicator
(KPI) of transmission schemes is the amount of information within given
resources. Thus, we want to answer the question: How efficient is a system?
The bandwidth efficiency η is the amount of information carried on a given
sub-carrier spacing F0 and symbol time spacing T0 and it is given by

η = %

T0F0
, (3.6)

where % is the number of information bits per complex symbol (cf. (2.5)).
The bandwidth efficiency η can be seen as the amount of bits per channel
use, which is a measure of Bit/s/Hz. In terms of a lattice Λ the calculation
of (3.6) can be generalized to

η = %δLD (Λ) = %

vol (Λ) = %

|det (L)| . (3.7)
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Here, δLD (Λ) = 1/vol (Λ) denotes the density of the lattice, which can be
calculated by the volume of the lattice vol (Λ)2 . In the case of a rectangular
lattice introduced above, the lattice density is δLD (Λ) = 1/(F0T0).

The density is important: choosing the density δLD (Λ) too small will
result in an ineffective transmission. In contrast, choosing a value too large
will lead to a non-unique representation of the data symbols [SK16, TJ18].

We can differ three different cases: 1) oversampled: δLD (Λ) > 1, this
TF grid is too dense, such that no transmitter/receiver (Tx/Rx) filter pair
gTx
k,` and gRx

k′, ′̀ exists that fulfills orthogonality in f and t (cf. (3.19) and
(3.58)), 2) critically sampled: δLD (Λ) = 1, where an orthogonal system
can only be achieved with filters of non-localized infinite shape, e.g. the
rectangular waveform in time domain with sinc shape in frequency domain,
which was proven by the Balian-Low theorem [Dau90], and 3) under-sampled:
δLD (Λ) < 1, an orthogonal transmission is possible with well-localized filters
[SB03]. All following transmission schemes will be analyzed regarding this
aspect. From a communication engineering perspective, i.e. high bandwidth
efficiency, the density should be chosen as close to one as possible to achieve
a highly efficient system.

But not only the choice of the density δLD (Λ) is important also the sub-
carrier spacing F0 and the symbol time spacing T0 are essential. Fig. 3.3
illustrates two schemes with the same density δLD (Λ) = 1/ (F0T0) and with
NSC = NTS but with different F0 and T0 configurations. On the left-hand-
side the amplitudes of a time-invariant frequency selective channel transfer
function |WTF (f)| are illustrated and on the upper part the corresponding
amplitudes of the channel impulse response |w (τ )| are shown. The scheme
in the first plot Fig. 3.3a is mainly known as SC transmission, where only
one “sub-carrier” is used occupying the whole available bandwidth B = F0.
Therefore, a relatively short symbol time spacing T0 is used to achieve the
density δLD (Λ). Here, the channel WTF (f) will have a huge impact on each
symbol, due to the high frequency selectivity per symbol and the relatively
long delay spread τmax of the physical time impulse response w (τ ). In
contrast to SC transmission, a MC transmission illustrated in Fig. 3.3b splits
the available bandwidth B = NSCF0 to many “small” sub-carriers with a
nearly frequency-flat channel behavior. This highly reduces the impact of
the frequency selective channel w (τ ) on the subsequent symbols.

The relatively small sub-carrier spacing F0 in Fig. 3.3b subdivides the
channel transfer function WTF (f) in small sectors with roughly constant
channel gain, which can be approximated by just one channel coefficient.
This behavior allows simple and low-complexity 1-tap frequency domain
2 The volume of the lattice vol (Λ) = |det (L)| can be calculated by the absolute value of
the determinant of the generator matrix L.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of different settings for the sub-carrier spacing F0 and
symbol time spacing T0 with NSC = NTS.

equalizer structures for orthogonal transmission schemes. However, this
results in long symbols in time direction T0 and the assumption of 1-tap
equalization only holds for slow-fading channels within the symbol duration
[Roh16].

Throughout this work, we assume time-variant channel impulse responses
w (τ , t), e.g. due to CFO or velocity, which strongly affect the transmission.

3.2.2 Receive Signal of a Multi-Carrier Transmission
As depicted in Fig. 3.1, an analyzing FB is established at the receiver to
observe the complex transmit symbols dk,`. The prototype filters at the
receiver can again be described by a Gabor synthesizing function with receive
filters

gRx
k′, ′̀ (t) = gRx (t− ′̀T0) ej2πk

′F0tejφk′, ′̀ , (3.8)

where the index pair (k′, ′̀) contains the corresponding lattice (TF grid)
point at the receiving side. After the transmit signal x (t) passes a time-
variant channel w (τ , t) as in (2.7), the analysis filter for the TF point (k′, ′̀)
is applied to the receive signal y (t) and sampled at ι = 0 yielding the
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observations

yk′, ′̀ =
∞∫

−∞

y (t) gRx
k′, ′̀ (ι− t) dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣
ι=0

. (3.9)

Subsequently, we use the short-hand notations s = k + `NSC for the sending
index and r = k′+ ′̀NSC for the receiving index. As derived in the Appendix
A, the received signal can be rewritten as

yr =
∑

s

hr,sds + ñr , (3.10)

where ñr is a noise sample (cf. (A.22)). The coefficient hr,s is the effective
channel coefficient including the impact of the physical channel and the used
waveform and it is given by

hr,s = ej(φr+φs)
Npath−1∑

γ=0
ςγe

jφγA∗gTx,gRx

(
τ γ , νγ

)
, (3.11)

where ςγ denotes the channel gain for path γ = 0, . . . , Npath − 1 given
in (2.11). Furthermore, we use the frequency shift abbreviation
νγ = (k − k′)F0 + νγ , the time shift abbreviation τ γ = (`− ′̀)T0 + τγ and
the phase abbreviation φγ = −π

(
2kF0τγ − νγτ γ

)
.

The cross ambiguity function Ag1,g2 (τ , ν) used in (3.11) is a two-
dimensional function with delay shift τ and Doppler shift ν and generally
defined by

Ag1,g2 (τ , ν) = F
{
g1

(
t+ τ

2

)
g∗2
(
t− τ

2

)}

∞∫

−∞

g1

(
t+ τ

2

)
g∗2
(
t− τ

2

)
e−j2πνtdt, (3.12)

where F {·} is the Fourier transformation. The cross ambiguity function
describes the impact of the waveforms g1 and g2 under time shifts τ and
frequency shifts ν . Historically, it was invented in radar research, where it is
important to know if obstacles are within a specific range and at a specific
speed around a radar station [Woo53].

We can define two special cases without a frequency shift, i.e. ν = 0,
giving us the time-correlation function or inner product [LAB95]

Ag1,g2 (τ , 0) =
∞∫

−∞

g1

(
t+ τ

2

)
g∗2
(
t− τ

2

)
dt (3.13)
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and without time shift (τ = 0) leading to the Fourier transformation of the
multiplication of both filters by

Ag1,g2 (0, ν) =
∞∫

−∞

g1 (t) g∗2 (t) e−j2πνtdt . (3.14)

The cross ambiguity function can be interpreted as follows: the cross am-
biguity function is the Fourier transformation of the cross-instantaneous
correlation between shifted transmit and receive filter3 .

The channel coefficient hr,s in (3.11) can be interpreted as the sum over
ambiguity functions shifted in time and frequency and weighted by the
corresponding channel gains ςγ affected by an additional phase term. To
further analyzed the ambiguity function as it is an important function for
time and frequency shifted filters, we introduce first famous filters.

Waveform Properties

In order to gain a deeper understanding of waveform properties, different
measurements like the cross ambiguity function, the direction parameter and
the Heisenberg-Gabor uncertainty will be discussed in the following section
for exemplary chosen waveforms, which we will first introduce.

Rectangular Waveform The rectangular waveform [KD18] of symbol
length TS is given by

grect (t) =
{

1/
√
TS |t| ≤ TS

2
0 otherwise

. (3.15)

It is limited in time and has a constant amplitude 1√
TS

within the sym-
bol duration. The corresponding frequency response G (f) has a broad
sinc (f) = sin(πf/TS)

(πf/TS) shape in frequency domain with zeros crossing at multi-
ples of 1/TS. The two dimensional Nyquist criterion is fulfilled by choosing
T0 = TS and F0 = 1/TS.
3 Related to [Du08], we use the term “instantaneous” to indicate that no expectation is
taken compared to the common correlation function
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Root-Raised-Cosine Waveform The frequency-limited root-raised-
cosine (RRC) waveform [KD18] given by

gαRRC (t) =





1√
TS

(
1− α+ 4απ

)
t = 0

α√
2TS

[(
1 + 2

π

)
sin
(
π
4α
)

+
(
1− 2

π

)
cos
(
π
4α
)]

t = ± 1
4α

1√
TS

sin((1−α)πt/TS)+4αt/TS cos((1+α)πt/TS)
πt/TS(1−(4αt/TS)2) otherwise

(3.16)

fulfills the first Nyquist condition [KD18] in time direction, if the other
symbols are placed into equidistant zero-crossings at `TS. The filter shape
can be adjusted with the roll-off factor α to find a trade-off between the
used bandwidth and impulse response duration.

A special case, also used in this work [FB11, LAB95, FBY10, SSL02, Du08]
is the half-cosine (in time) waveform, which is achieved by setting the roll-off
factor α = 1:

ghalf-cosine (t) = gα=1
RRC (t) = 4 cos (2πt/T0)

π
(

1− (4t/T0)2
) . (3.17)

The dual function ghalf-cosine in freq (f) is achieved by interchanging the time
index t with the frequency index f and T0 → F0.

Gaussian Waveform The well-localized Gaussian waveform [KD18] is
given by

g
(ρ)
Gaussian (t) = (2ρ) 1

4 e−πρt
2

, (3.18)

where the shape in time and frequency can be adjusted by the localization
parameter ρ ∈ [0,∞). By choosing ρ = 1 the waveform has the same
response in time and frequency direction.

Orthogonality An orthogonal transmission is achieved, if the inner prod-
uct of two functions has the following property [Du08, SGA13, KD18]

〈gTx
k,`, g

Rx
k′, ′̀〉 =

∫ ∞

∞
gTx
k,` (t) g∗Rx

k′, ′̀ (t) dt =
{

1 , if ′̀ = ` and k′ = k

0 , otherwise
.

(3.19)

Properties of Cross Ambiguity Function The orthogonality condition
(3.19) can be rewritten by the sampled cross ambiguity function (cf. A.2
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and [Du08]) at (`T0, kF0) like

Ag1,g2 (`T0, kF0) =
{

1 , ` = 0, k = 0
0 , otherwise

, (3.20)

which can be interpreted as a two-dimensional Nyquist criterion in time and
frequency domain.

The ambiguity function of the rectangular Tx/Rx filters (3.15) of same
length TTx

S = TRx
S is shown in Fig. 3.4a. At the frequency shift ν -plane

the projection of a cut of the ambiguity function A (τ = 0, ν) (cf. (3.14)) is
depicted. This can be interpreted as the Fourier transform of the Tx/Rx
filters and exhibits the sinc(ν) shape typical for rectangular filters. Cutting
the ambiguity function A (τ , ν) at ν = 0 equals the convolution (cf. (3.13)) of
the two Tx/Rx filters in time domain and a triangular shape is achieved. The
crossing points in Fig. 3.4a illustrate the sampling points for the TF grid (k, `)
by choosing T0 = TS and F0 = 1/TS to fulfill the orthogonality condition
(3.20). Thus, no self-interference terms are present on the neighboring
TF points. Additionally, Fig. 3.4b illustrates the ambiguity function with
TTx

S > TRx
S which is stretched in time domain due to the longer shape at

the Tx, such that a flat plateau of length TGI = TTx
S − TRx

S is generated
around τ = 0. This combination is used in the MC scheme CP-OFDM
to improve the robustness against delay spread as introduced later on.
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Figure 3.4: Ambiguity function for rectangular Tx/Rx filters.

Fig. 3.5a shows the ambiguity function of the Gaussian waveform with
localization parameter ρ = 1 leading to the same shape in time and frequency
domain and Fig. 3.5b shows the half-cosine waveform (3.17). The lattice is
chosen with the same parameters as in the rectangular case like in Fig. 3.4a.
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Figure 3.5: Ambiguity function for a) Gaussian and b) half-cosine Tx/Rx filters.

It can be observed that each transmit signal has a considerable influence
on adjacent TF grid points around the desired sampling point at (0, 0).
However, TF grid points of larger distance to the origin are even unaffected
in case of an offset shift of the TF grid in time or frequency direction.

Classification of Waveform Parameters The choice of the waveform
directly determines the behavior of a transmission in time and frequency
domain. So far we have illustrated the transmission with waveforms only
illustratively and intuitively with the ambiguity function. Based on the ideas
of Heisenberg [Hei27] and Gabor [Gab46], numerical TFL properties of a
filter can be calculated either by the Heisenberg-Gabor (or only Heisenberg)
uncertainty parameter given by

ξ = 1
4πσt · σf

≤ 1 , (3.21)

where the product σt · σf is called time-bandwidth product [KD18], or by
the direction parameter [DS08] given by

κ = σt
σf
, (3.22)

where the “width” of a function (or the dispersion in the specific domain) is
calculated by the second order moment as

σt =

√√√√√
∞∫

−∞

(t− µt)2 |g(t)|2 dt , σf =

√√√√√
∞∫

−∞

(
f − µf

)2 |G(f)|2 df (3.23)
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and the center of a function by

µt =
∞∫

−∞

t |g(t)|dt , µf =
∞∫

−∞

f |G(f)|df . (3.24)

Waveforms with good TFL properties have a Heisenberg-Gabor parameter
ξ close to 1 and are then called well-localized. The direction parameter
indicates if the main direction of the waveform is located more in time
(κ > 1) or in frequency (κ < 1) direction.

The Heisenber parameter ξ and the direction parameter κ for the rect-
angular, the half-cosine and the Gaussian waveform are given in Table 3.1.
The rectangular waveform has a direction parameter κ→ 0 indicating that

Table 3.1: Waveform parameter [HB94, HB97, SR00, Du08]

rect.4 half-cosine Gaussian Mirabbasi5 EGF6

Heisenberg ξ 0 0.8851 1 0.9769 0.8839
Direction κ 0 0.68796 1/ρ 0.5 0.8369

the main energy is located into frequency direction due to σf →∞ as and
the Heisenberg parameter ξ = 0 indicates the infinite dimension [Du08]. The
half-cosine waveform is “more located” in frequency direction and has a
higher Heisenberg parameter denoting a better shape in frequency and time
domain than the rectangular waveform. The Gaussian waveform has the
best TFL property with a Heisenberg parameter ξ = 1 and by the choice of
ρ = 1 the waveform gets identical in time and frequency domain (indicated
by κ = 1).

Beside the rectangular, the RRC and the Gaussian waveform, a variety
of other waveforms were investigated in the past decades. We invite the
interested reader to [SN96, SGA13, JK16, NSR17] and references therein.
However, we want to mention two additional waveforms, the Mirabbasi
waveform gMirabbasi (t) (A.10) [Mar98, MM02] and the extended Gaussian
function (EGF) waveform g

(ρ)
EGF,F0,T0

(t) in (A.11) [RS97, SR00]. The cor-
responding mathematical expressions can be found in the Appendix A.3.
The Mirabbasi waveform has a high efficacy on decaying in frequency direc-
tion and has been further investigated in the PHYDYAS project on FBMC
[Bel10]. The EGF waveform extends the basic idea of orthogonalization like
4 These are the theoretical values. However, we get ξ = 0.1840 and κ = 0.1925 by
numerical evaluations via MATLAB, similar to [Du08]. 5 With an overlapping factor
Q = 4 as used in Fig. 3.21b 6 These values are derived with ρ = 2, T ′0 = 1/2T0 and
F ′0 = F0 as used in Fig. 3.21a
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in the isotropic orthogonal transform algorithm (IOTA) [LAB95] procedure
to general TF grids. So far, these waveforms do not fulfill the orthogonality
condition (3.20), but they become more interesting in OQAM-based FBMC
introduced later on.

Matrix Representation of Multi-Carrier Schemes

In this subsection we will introduce a matrix notation for the MC scheme
(3.10) to simplify the notation. So far, the MC scheme is not limited in the
number of sub-carriers or time instances used. This model would not result
in a matrix description with finite dimension and the result could (other
descriptions are possible) look like




...


...
y−1,−1
y±0,−1
y+1,−1

...







...
y−1,±0
y±0,±0
y+1,±0

...







...
y−1,+1
y±0,+1
y+1,+1

...




...




︸ ︷︷ ︸
y

=




...
H−1,−1H−1,±0H−1,+1

· · ·H±0,−1H±0,±0H±0,+1· · ·

H+1,−1H+1,±0H+1,+1
...




︸ ︷︷ ︸
H




...


...
d−1,−1
d±0,−1
d+1,−1

...







...
d−1,±0
d±0,±0
d+1,±0

...







...
d−1,+1
d±0,+1
d+1,+1

...




...




︸ ︷︷ ︸
d

+




...


...
ñ−1,−1
ñ±0,−1
ñ+1,−1

...







...
ñ−1,±0
ñ±0,±0
ñ+1,±0

...







...
ñ−1,+1
ñ±0,+1
ñ+1,+1

...




...




︸ ︷︷ ︸
ñ

(3.25)
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with the sub-matrices H ′̀,` ∈ CN ′SC×NSC given by

H ′̀,` =




...
hk′−1, ′̀,k−1,`hk′−1, ′̀,k±0,`hk′−1, ′̀,k+1,`

· · ·hk′±0, ′̀,k−1,`hk′±0, ′̀,k±0,`hk′±0, ′̀,k+1,` · · ·

hk′+1, ′̀,k−1,`hk′+1, ′̀,k±0,`hk′+1, ′̀,k+1,`
...




. (3.26)

The matrix model (3.25) can be summarized as

y = Hd + ñ (3.27)

where the frame-based effective channel matrix H has dimension
N ′SCN

′
TS × NSCNTS, with NSC and NTS the number of sub-carriers and

time symbols considered sent in one frame, respectively, and N ′SC and N ′TS
the number of sub-carriers and time symbols, respectively, considered at
the receiver. Interpreting the elements dk,` as elements of a matrix D of
dimension NSC×NTS, with NSC sub-carriers and NTS time-symbols, the `th
column d` = [d0,`, d1,`, . . . , dNSC−1,`]T of size NSC × 1 corresponds to the `
MC symbol7 sent at the time instance `T0. Stacking all symbol vectors d`
of one frame into an overall stacked vector d = [dT

0 ,dT
1 , . . . ,dT

NTS ]T results
in the frame-based symbol vector d with size NSCNTS × 1 introduced
in Section 2.4. One may note that this sub-carrier mapping is realized with
S/P and parallel to serial (P/S) mapping by the vectorization operator
d = vec{D}. In the same fashion the frame-based receive vector y
with dimension N ′SCN

′
TS × 1 and the receive matrix Y ∈ CN ′SC×N ′TS with

y = vec{Y} are obtained. Furthermore, the frame-based noise vector
ñ with dimension N ′SCN

′
TS × 1 is also re-presentable by ñ = vec{Ñ}.

The sub-matrices H ′̀,` (3.26) of frame-based effective channel matrix H
denote the impact of a transmit MC symbol in frequency domain d` on the
receive related MC symbol in frequency domain y ′̀ at the receiver.

To get a finite and therefore implementable matrix description the investi-
gation is limited to a finite number of sub-carriers NSC and time instances
NTS. In Fig. 3.6 two windows are shown within the TF grid. Exemplary, the
black filled TF grid points corresponds to the points used at the transmitter
side, where NSC is the number of sub-carriers and NTS the number of time
instances considered, respectively. A larger area within the TF grid can be
7 We use here the related term MC symbol, as the vector d` covers the coefficients of all
sub-carriers in one time instance `T0 in frequency domain.
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t

f

︸ ︷︷ ︸
NTS

︸ ︷︷ ︸
N ′

TS

︸
︷︷

︸

NSC

︸
︷︷

︸

N ′
SC

Figure 3.6: Illustration of rectangular TF grid with NSCNTS transmit symbols
and a receiving window considering N ′SCN

′
TS TF grid points.

affected due to the transmission over a wireless channel, even if orthogonal
transmission schemes are used. To collect all spread signals within the TF
grid a larger window with N ′SC sub-carriers and N ′TS time instances in gray
may be used.

Factor Graph-based Representation

Based on the system model (3.27) and the derivation in the Appendix B
the FG for a MC transmission can be illustrated as in Fig. 3.7, where only
a part of three transmit symbols ds and five receive signal yr are shown
[LYWM05]. It is worth noting that the entries in the effective channel matrix
H determine the connection in the FG. All entries unequal to zero result in
an edge between the corresponding factor and variable nodes. Furthermore,
by using this representation usually cycles occur between adjacent TF grid
points as illustrated by the black dashed line in the figure.

Summary

This section introduced the mapping of the symbol vector d to a transmit
signal x (t), which was derived for general waveforms by the help of FBs
shifting the complex symbols to discrete points in the TF plane. The
reception of the signal after passing a time-variant channel and the procedure
at the receiver to recover the data symbols by an analyzing FB was discussed.
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p
(
yr−2 | ds−1

)
p

(
yr−1 | ds−1, ds

)
p

(
yr | ds−1, ds, ds+1

)
p

(
yr+1 | ds, ds+1

)
p

(
yr+2 | ds+1

)

ds−1 ds ds+1
cycle

Figure 3.7: Factor graph representation with three transmit symbols and five
connected receive signals. One cycle is illustratively shown by the
black dashed line.

This general scheme is called FBMC. Furthermore, we derived a matrix
model (3.27) capturing the general FBMC system. Finally, we gave a FG-
based representation of the overall receiver procedure. The next section
will introduce concrete MC schemes which are already used in standards
or which were in discussion for the 5th generation (5G) and future mobile
communication standards [Wun13, WJK+14].

3.3 Classification of Multi-Carrier Schemes
In this section different MC schemes will be introduced, compared and the
differences in terms of signal generation and signal recovery at the receiving
side will be shown. The design of a MC scheme is subject to the following
conditions

1) Orthogonality: a (complex- or real-valued) orthogonal transmission
results in an interference-free reception with simple equalization tech-
niques also called the (near) perfect reconstruction property. The
concept of perfect reconstruction [Vai93] defines what conditions are
necessary so that any signal passing through the entire MC chain
(without noise and without physical channel) remains undistorted with
its amplitude and phase without further processing. Another impor-
tant concept is near-perfect reconstruction, where some amplitude and
phase changes are allowed [BMN11].

2) Time-frequency grid density: the lattice density δLD (Λ) determines
the bandwidth efficiency η of a system.

3) The waveform localization (i.e. TFL property) offers control over the
spectral shape and it is very important regarding the high expense of
the available spectral bandwidth.
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The connection of the conditions are illustrated in Fig. 3.8. Each change
of one parameter has a direct influence on the other parameters. Note
that a complex-valued orthogonal transmission with well-localized filters, i.e.
good TFL properties, and a lattice density δLD (Λ) = 1 is not achievable
[Gab46, Dau90, SB03].

MC
transmission

schemes

lattice
density δ (Λ)

(complex)
orthogonality

waveform
localization

Figure 3.8: Multi-carrier conditions.

3.3.1 Orthogonal Multi-Carrier Transmissions
Schemes

Within this section, we focus on orthogonal transmissions, which offer perfect
symbol reconstruction at the receiver and, thus, simple 1-tap equalization
techniques. The first scheme plain-OFDM uses a rectangular waveform
to design an orthogonal transmission and results in flat-fading channels,
where the distortion is simply equalized by one-tab divider. To mitigate the
influence of multi-path fading, i.e. frequency-selective channels, a GI is used
in the following two schemes, also based on a rectangular waveform. The
high OoBE introduced by this waveform with corresponding sinc(f) shape in
frequency domain are reduced by the additional application of a smoothing
filter a the Tx in w-OFDM. Block-wise filtering is performed in UF-OFDM
to achieve lower OoBE by applying filter with small filter lengths.

The last scheme considered here is OQAM-based FBMC, it offers perfect
reconstruction with waveforms, like the aforementioned Mirabbasi and EGF
filter with a better spectral shape by dropping the condition of complex-
valued orthogonality.

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)

A very famous MC candidate is OFDM-based on a rectangular waveform
(3.15) with symbol length TS. It is important to note that for OFDM
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T0 = TS holds. The rectangular shape in time domain corresponds to a sinc
shape in frequency domain X (f) = F {x (t)} as illustrated in Fig. 3.9 with
equidistant zeros at 1/TS. By placing all other sub-carriers onto the zeros
with sub-carrier spacing F0 = 1/TS, the overall transmission will end up in
an orthogonal transmission, which was already indicated by the ambiguity
function in Fig. 3.4a. The OoBE also depicted in Fig. 3.9 has high amplitudes
due to the sinc shape of the rectangular waveform in frequency domain with
the first side-lobe level of approximate −13dB compared to the main lobe.

The resulting lattice density becomes critically sampled
δLD (Λ) = 1

TS
1
TS

= 1 with the ill-conditioned, i.e. non-localized rect-
angular waveform.

-5 0 5
-40

-30

-20

-10

0 OoBE OoBE

f/F0

|X
(f

)|2
in

dB

Figure 3.9: Spectrum of plain-OFDM utilizing 7 sub-carriers with a normalized
sub-carrier spacing F0 = 1/TS. The gray curves correspond to the
sub-carriers and the black curve shows the overall transmit signal.

A discrete description by sampling with sampling time TA = TS
wNSC

is
used8 . The transmit signal (3.5) with the rectangular filter (3.15) and no
additional phase rotation φs = 0 results in x (t)|t=qTS/NSC → x(q TS

NSC
) given

8 Within the description we use the oversampling factor w = 1 and thus we skip the
oversampling factor throughout our description.
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by

x

(
q
TS
NSC

)
=
NTS−1∑

`=0

NSC−1∑

k=0
dk,`g

Tx
rect

(
q
TS
NSC

− `T0

)
e
j

2πkF0qTS
NSC (3.28a)

⇔ x

(
q
TS
NSC

)
=
NTS−1∑

`=0

NSC−1∑

k=0
dk,` g

Tx
rect

(
q
TS
NSC

− ` TS
NSC

NSC

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
gTx
rect[q−`NSC]

e
j 2πkq
NSC

(3.28b)

⇔ x [q] =
NTS−1∑

`=0

NSC−1∑

k=0
dk,`g

Tx
rect [q− `NSC] ej

2πkq
NSC

︸ ︷︷ ︸
x
`
[q−`NSC]

. (3.28c)

In step (3.28a) the sampling take place. In the next step (3.28b) T0 = TS
and F0 = 1/T0 are used. Finally, the shorthand notation for discrete signals
x [q] = x(q TS

NSC
) are used for the transmit signal x [q] and the filter gTx

rect [q]
in (3.28c).

The rectangular shape gTx
rect [q] of length TS works like a window function

and leads to the fact that each MC symbol x` [q− `NSC] can be calculated
separately over all sub-carriers. Thus, the signal for each MC symbol ` can
be generated separately for q = 0, . . . , NSC − 1 as

x` [q− `NSC] =
NSC−1∑

k=0
dk,`e

j 2πqk
NSC . (3.29)

Afterwards the single MC symbol x` [q− `NSC] can be summed over ` in
(3.28c). It can be easily seen that (3.29) is similar to the inverse discrete
Fourier transform (IDFT) and the calculation for a transmit symbol vector
d` can be realized by the multiplication with the inverse Fourier matrix9

FH
NSC

of size NSC ×NSC yielding the `th MC transmit signal vector x` at
time slot ` [KD18, KK18].

x` = FH
NSCd` . (3.30)

At the receiver the inverse operation is performed, i.e. multiplication with the
Fourier matrix F ∈ CN ′SC×N ′SC , such that the effective channel sub-matrices
9 The power normalized Fourier matrix FNSC contains the elements
fa,b = 1/

√
NSCexp(j 2πab

NSC
). One may note that the inverse Fourier matrix is

given by the Hermitian version of the Fourier matrix F−1 = FH. We skip the size of the
matrix to ease the notation throughout this thesis as otherwise stated.
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(3.26) result in

H ′̀,` = FWconv, ′̀,`FH . (3.31)

As the convolution in (2.7) with the impulse response w (τ , t) (2.11) can be
described by a convolutional matrix in the discrete domain [KD18], we use
here the matrix description Wconv, ′̀,` ∈ CN ′SC×NSC is a sub-matrix of the
overall frame-based convolution matrix given by

Wconv =




Wconv,0,0 Wconv0,1 · · · Wconv,0,NTS−1

Wconv,1,0 Wconv1,1 · · ·
...

...
... . . . ...

Wconv,N ′TS−1,0 Wconv,NTS−1,1 · · ·Wconv,N ′TS−1,NTS−1




(3.32)

with elements w [r , q], which are the sampled version of the time-impulse
response (2.11), with rTS/NSC as discrete delay step and qTS/NSC denoting
discrete time.

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

a) ∆ν = 0,∆τ = 0

ISI

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

b) ∆ν = 0,∆τ = 0.1TS

ISI

ICI

ACI

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

c) ∆ν = 0.1F0,∆τ = 0.1TS

Figure 3.10: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix H
for plain-OFDM. Only the first four sub-matrices (cf. (3.33)) are
shown.

To illustrate the effect of channel impacts on the structure of the effective
channel matrix H (3.27) we focus on a small cutout as defined by

[
y0
y1

]
=
[
H0,0 H0,1
H1,0 H1,1

]
·
[
d0
d1

]
+
[
n0
n1

]
. (3.33)

Fig. 3.10 illustrates the four sub-matrices of the effective channel matrix
given by (3.33) for a channel with a maximum delay spread τmax ≈ 0.1T0 with
Rayleigh-distributed channel coefficients of decaying power. In a perfectly
synchronized system (see Fig. 3.10a), i.e. no TO ∆τ = 0 and no CFO
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∆ν = 0 are present (cf. Chapter 2), it can be observed that the effective
channel matrix H ′̀,` results in non-zero matrices for ′̀ 6= `. These diagonal
elements in H1,0 producing inter-symbol interference (ISI) at the receiver.
By the presence of a TO ∆τ = 0.1TS normalized to the symbol time spacing
T0 = TS (cf. Fig. 3.10b) or by the presence of a TO ∆τ = 0.1TS and a
CFO ∆ν = 0.1F0 (cf. Fig. 3.10c), the effective channel sub-matrices are
not purely diagonal anymore, i.e. inter-carrier interference (ICI) for ′̀ = `,
adjacent carrier interference (ACI) for ′̀ = `, and ISI (diagonal elements
′̀ 6= `) are introduced and orthogonal transmission is impossible10 . To

reduce these effects one can use equalization techniques or apply a GI as
will be introduced in the next part. Therefore, this multi-carrier scheme will
be named plain-OFDM throughout this work.

OFDM with Guard Interval

A main drawback of plain-OFDM is that multi-path fading channels, will
destroy the orthogonality of the transmission directly as adjacent symbols
overlap in time. To cope with time-invariant multi-path fading channels, a GI
can be used. Fig. 3.11 shows two popular implementations of the GI namely

MC Symbol ` MC Symbol ` + 1 MC Symbol ` + 2

t

TGI︷︸︸︷ TGI︷︸︸︷ TGI︷︸︸︷
a)

MC Symbol ` MC Symbol ` + 1 MC Symbol ` + 2

t

b)

MC Symbol ` MC Symbol ` + 1 MC Symbol ` + 2CP CP CP

t

copy︷︸︸︷ copy︷︸︸︷ copy︷︸︸︷
c)

MC Symbol ` MC Symbol ` + 1 MC Symbol ` + 2

t

d)

Figure 3.11: Transmission of OFDM symbols using zero padded-OFDM a) before
and b) after transmission (with decay effects) and cyclic prefix-based
OFDM c) before and d) after transmission (with decay effects)
[KD18].

a zero padded (ZP) and a cyclic prefix (CP)-based approach [KD18]. In
both cases the MC-symbols are pulled apart in time domain and an interval
of length TGI is inserted. It should be noted that we term the plain-OFDM
10 We do not differ between ACI and ICI throughout this work and assign both as ICI,
subsequently.
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MC symbol as core MC symbol. This leads to a relaxed symbol time
spacing of T0 = TS + TGI maintaining the sub-carrier spacing F0 = 1/TS.
After transmission over time-invariant multi-path channels with a maximum
delay spread of τmax, the symbols in Fig 3.11 are smeared over the interval.
The main idea is to design the GI length TGI ≥ τmax such that the impact
of the channel will not affect adjacent time symbols [Roh16, STB11] and
the number of observation at the receiver with N ′SC = NSC and N ′TS = NTS
are sufficient to cover the overall impact of the channel.

Zero padded-OFDM (ZP-OFDM) As shown in Fig. 3.11b by relaxing
the symbols in time domain, no ISI occurs and the decay time of the channel
is captured by the GI. To generate the transmit signal x` a zero-padding
matrix TI,ZP = [INSC0NSC×NZP ]T can be used11 :

x` = TI,ZPFHd` (3.34)
inserting zeros at the end of each MC symbol. One may note that the
behavior of the waveforms remains similar to plain-OFDM as the Tx/Rx
filters are the same and, thus, the shape of the ambiguity function Fig. 3.4a
does not change. The main difference to plain-OFDM is the change in the
TF grid, where the lattice density δLD (Λ) = 1

T0F0
= TS

TS+TGI
< 1 gets reduced

by the GI length TGI lowering the bandwidth efficiency. Furthermore, the
impact of an impulse response w (τ , t) to the effective channel coefficient
(3.11) is relaxed by the change to a larger TF grid with (` (TS + TGI) , kF0).

It can be observed in Fig. 3.11b that the receive signal is longer than the
core MC-symbol ` introduced by the linear convolution with the physical
channel. To deal with this longer influence a possible method is to use a
Fourier matrix F2NSC with double length 2NSC at the Rx and to pad the
receive signal by zeros such that the effective channel matrix yields

H ′̀,` =





F1:2:2NSC,1:NSC

[
Wconv, ′̀,`TI,ZPFH

NSC

0

]
′̀ = `

0NSC×NSC otherwise
. (3.35)

No ISI occurs for the synchronized case yielding the sub-matrix Wconv, ′̀,` = 0
for ′̀ 6= `. Doubling the Fourier matrix size and zero padding the receive
signal results in an interpolated signal of a factor of two in the frequency
domain. This can be interpreted as virtually doubling the number of sub-
carriers, where the data of the original transmission is carried on every
second sub-carrier. The resulting dimension becomes NSC by using only
every second row of the Fourier matrix F, denoted by 1 : 2 : 2NSC in (3.35).
11 Instead of a zero-padding at the end of the MC symbol, one can of course also do the
zero-padding at the beginning, as described in [KD18].
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c) ∆ν = 0.1F0,∆τ = 0.1TS

Figure 3.12: Illustration of the amplitudes of four sub-matrices of the effective
channel matrix H in (3.33) for ZP-OFDM with τmax ≈ 0.1TS and
TGI = 0.1TS.

Consequently, the off-diagonal matrices are zero in the synchronized case
as also depicted in Fig. 3.12a and no ISI occurs if the delay spread is
smaller than the GI length. However, even under offset conditions, like
with TO ∆τ = 0.1TS (see Fig. 3.12b) or with CFO ∆ν = 0.1F0 and TO
∆τ = 0.1TS (see Fig. 3.12c) interference is introduced, which again destroys
the orthogonality. Please note that the TO is normalized to the symbol time
spacing of the core symbol TS, so we can fairly compare it to plain-OFDM.

Cyclic prefix-based OFDM While in ZP-OFDM zeros are added to
the signal, as illustrated in Fig. 3.11c a copy of the last NGI samples
corresponding to TGI is inserted in front of the OFDM-symbol in CP-OFDM
[ZY95]. According to the derivation in (3.28) and the changed symbol
spacing T0 = TS + TGI, the transmit signal of CP-OFDM is calculated for
q = −NGI, . . . , NSC − 1 by

x` [q− ` (NSC +NGI)] =
NSC−1∑

k=0
dk,`e

j 2πkq
NSC (3.36)

and the addition of the cyclic prefix (CP) can be interpreted as an adopted
transmit filter in contrast to plain-OFDM by

gTx
rect,CP (t) =

{
1/
√
TS |t| ≤ TS+TGI

2
0 otherwise

, (3.37)

where the receive filter gRx
rect (t) in CP-OFDM remains unchanged (3.15).

Hence, the ambiguity function will change to Fig. 3.4b for CP-OFDM.
Comparing the ambiguity functions with Fig. 3.4a, it can be observed that
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the shape in time domain gets broader which leads to higher robustness
against delay spreads. This stretching allows a delay with a maximum
spread τmax ≤ TGI resulting in an orthogonal transmission even under time-
invariant multi-path fading. Also in CP-OFDM the lattice density is reduced
δLD (Λ) = TS

TS+TGI
< 1 by the GI length TGI.

In matrix description, the application of a CP can be realized by the
multiplication with a CP insertion matrix given by

TI,CP =




0NGI×(NSC−NGI) INGI

INSC


 (3.38)

such that the transmit signal changes to

x` = TI,CPFHd` . (3.39)

On the one hand, no ISI affects the MC symbols ′̀ 6= ` due to the insertion
of a GI with τmax ≤ TGI. On the other hand, by applying a CP, the linear
convolution in (2.7) of the physical channel resulting in a cyclic convolution.
The latter property is the most powerful feature of CP-OFDM in comparison
to many other schemes in mobile communications. Hence, the consideration
of the core symbol is sufficient and furthermore each sub-carrier is only
affected by one complex channel coefficient. At the receiver the CP is
removed by the rectangular receive filter by the removal matrix

TR,CP =
[
0NSC×NGI INSC

]
(3.40)

is applied such that the effective channel matrix changes to

H ′̀,` =
{

FTR,CPWconv, ′̀,`TI,CPFH ′̀ = `

0NSC×NSC otherwise
. (3.41)

An important observation is that the matrix multiplication
TR,CPWconv, ′̀,`TI,CP results in a circulant matrix (cf. Appendix A.4), if
the channel is time-invariant for a duration TS and the condition τmax ≤ TGI
is fulfilled. From linear algebra [Str16] it is well-known that circulant
matrices can easily be decomposed by the singular value decompensation
(SVD) into Fourier matrices F and a pure diagonal matrix ΣH, ′̀,` with
singular values on the main diagonal like

TR,CPWconv, ′̀,`TI,CP = FHΣH, ′̀,`F , (3.42)

where the diagonal matrix is calculated by the Fourier transform of the
time-invariant channel impulse response. Inserting (3.42) into the effective
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Figure 3.13: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix of
CP-OFDM applying the model (3.33) with τmax ≈ 0.1TS and
TGI = 0.1TS.

channel matrix (3.41) yields a purely diagonal matrix

H ′̀,` = ΣH, ′̀,` . (3.43)

As indicated above, each transmit symbol dk,` is only affected by one co-
efficient resulting in a simple equalization procedure at the receiving side
for the synchronized case as indicated by Fig. 3.13a with the same model
used in (3.33) Similar to ZP-OFDM the impact of offsets like TO and CFO
destroys the orthogonality as indicated by Fig. 3.13b and Fig. 3.13c.

Windowed-OFDM (w-OFDM)

As introduced so far, the aforementioned plain-OFDM and GI-based OFDM
schemes have a sinc shape in frequency domain based on the underlying
rectangular Tx/Rx waveform, leading to high OoBE and, thus, high distur-
bances with other systems in adjacent frequency regions indicated by the
spectrum in Fig. 3.9

t︸ ︷︷ ︸
g1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
g2

Tg

I IV

Figure 3.14: Exemplary chosen smoothing filter g (t) [FB11] with a filter length
Ng = 16.
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To reduce the impact on neighboring systems and maintain the advantages
of orthogonal transmission, a scheme called w-OFDM (or w-CP-OFDM if a
CP is applied) can be used [FBY10, FB11, Pra04, MP13, LKK14, LKK08,
IEE12, JK16, ZSG+16].

Here, the Tx filter can be generated by the convolution of the rectangular
waveform with an additional smoothing filter g (t) illustrated by Fig. 3.14 of
length Tg like

gTx (t) = grect (t) ∗ g (t) , (3.44)

which makes the “hard” cut of the rectangular waveform softer and reduces
the OoBE. According to [FB11], we use the smoothing filter given by

g (t) = π

2Tg
sin
(
πt

Tg

)
· grect

(
t− Tg

2
Tg

)
, (3.45)

with the corresponding absolute value in frequency domain

|G (f)| =
∣∣∣∣∣

cos (πfTg)
1− (2fTg)2

∣∣∣∣∣ . (3.46)

The convolution of the rectangular waveform with the smooth-
ing filter g (t) translates into a multiplication in frequency domain
GTx (f) = Grect (f) ·G (f) as illustrated by Fig. 3.15 with an exemplary
chosen smoothing waveform g (t) with Tg = 0.2TS (The resulting zero cross-
ings of the smoothing filter are at multiples of qf = q π

2Tg
≈ q7.85F0,). The

positions of the zero-crossings of the combined filter remain unchanged due
to the multiplication with the sinc function. Also, the ambiguity function
changes the characteristic according to the used waveforms. The spectrum of
the convolved filter (3.44) in Fig. 3.15c result in a lower OoBE. However, the
power of the first side lobe remains roughly at a level of −13dB compared
to the main lobe, which is similar to the pure rectangular waveform in
Fig. 3.15a and results in a similar sensitivity to CFO as in plain-OFDM
or GI-based OFDM. The better OoBE comes by the cost of a lower lattice
density δLD (Λ) = TS

TS+TGI+Tg
< 1. The transmit signal can be separated

into four parts as shown in Fig. 3.16, where part II and III are the afore-
mentioned CP-OFDM parts. The part I and IV are the ramp up and
down parts introduced by the smoothing filter each of length Tg/2, which
corresponds to a sampled filter length of Ng/2 for each part.

To generate the corresponding signal [Sch01] we can use the weighted
overlap-add (WOLA)[Cro80, DM88, FB11, KK18] procedure as derived in
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Figure 3.15: Spectrum of one sub-carrier in windowed-OFDM with Tg = 0.2TS
[FB11].

the Section A.5 like

x` = T′I,winFHd` + T′′I,winFHd`−1 , (3.47)
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CP Symbol ` CPSymbol ` − 1
t

I II III IV

︸ ︷︷ ︸
x`

Figure 3.16: Transmit signal generation by the separation into four parts and
applying WOLA algorithm in (3.47).

where the guard interval and windowing matrix reads

T′I,win =

[ ]0Ng/2×(NSC−Ng/2−NCP) Σg1 0Ng/2×NCP I
0NGI×NSC−Ng/2−NCP INGI II

INSC III
. (3.48)

It captures the ramp up part I , the CP part II and the core symbol part
III within one matrix. Matrix T′′I,win is given by

T′′I,win =

[ ]
Σg2 0Ng/2×(NSC−Ng/2) IV
0(NSC+NGI+Ng/2)×NSC

(3.49)

and contains the ramp down part for the previous MC symbol d`−1. The
ramp up and down parts are generated by the introduction of the diagonal
matrices Σg1 = diag {g1} and Σg2 = diag {g2} with the Ng filter coefficients
derived by sampling the smoothing filter symmetrically illustrated in Fig. 3.14.
Similar to CP-OFDM, where the receive filter gRx

rect (t) remains unchanged
(3.15) and the received signal can be generated by a cut out of the core
symbol with a CP and filter removal matrix TR,win given by

TR,win =
[
0NSC×(NGI+Ng) INSC

]
(3.50)

and transforming the signal back into frequency domain by the Fourier
matrix F such that the effective channel matrix results in

H ′̀,` =
{

FTR,winWconv, ′̀,`T′I,winFH ′̀ = `

0NSC×NSC otherwise
. (3.51)

One may note that the cross terms ′̀ 6= ` will result in
FTR,winWconv, ′̀,`−1T′′I,winFH = 0 due to the cutting performed by TR,win.
The w-CP-OFDM scheme is used, e.g., in IEEE802.11a [IEE12] standard or
in HIPERLAN/2 to achieve a lower OoBE even if most literature name it
CP-OFDM.
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Universal Filtered-OFDM (UF-OFDM)

Another MC candidate is UF-OFDM, which can be seen as generalization
of a bandwidth filtered ZP-OFDM, where the entire band is filtered, and
w-OFDM, where each sub-carrier is smoothed individually [VWS+13]. In
this MC scheme N b

SC adjacent sub-carriers are grouped to one block b

out of NBlocks, with NSC = NBlocksN
b
SC. Correspondingly, the data vector

d` is grouped to block vectors db,` with d` = [dT
0,`,dT

1,`, . . . ,dT
NBlocks−1,`]T,

where each block contains N b
SC data symbols. Each block of data db,` is

transferred into time domain by a partial inverse Fourier transform FH
p =

FHIT
p ∈ CNSC×N b

SC (similar to OFDMA, which is an access scheme using
OFDM per user.) and filtered individually by a convolutional filter matrix
Gb ∈ CNSC+Ng×NSC . The total transmit signal for one MC symbol ` is the
sum over all blocks and yields

x` =
NBlocks−1∑

b=0
GbFH

pdb,`. (3.52)

No additional GI is used as the application of the convolutional matrix Gb
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Figure 3.17: UF-OFDM spectrum with NBlocks = 3 blocks each with N b
SC = 7

sub-carriers, with configuration listed in Table 3.2.

leads to a relaxed time spacing T0 = TS + Tg. Fig. 3.17 shows the individual
spectra of NBlocks = 3 blocks with N b

SC = 7 sub-carriers per block with the
same filter matrix Gb,∀b derived from the impulse response g (t) in (3.45).
The choice of the number of blocks NBlocks and the number of sub-carriers
per block N b

SC determine the resulting system. Many configurations are
possible, here exemplary with an overall number of sub-carriers NSC = 21
given in Table 3.2 and shown in Fig. 3.18.
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Table 3.2: UF-OFDM Configuration

Case Number of Blocks Filt. length Resulting Scheme
Fig. 3.18a NBlocks = 1, N b

SC = 21 Tg = 0 plain-OFDM
Fig. 3.18b NBlocks = 1, N b

SC = 21 Tg = 0.1TS Bandw. filt. OFDM
Fig. 3.18c NBlocks = 3, N b

SC = 7 Tg = 0.1TS UF-OFDM
Fig. 3.18d NBlocks = NSC, N b

SC = 1 Tg = 0.1TS w-OFDM
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c) UF-OFDM d) w-OFDM

Figure 3.18: Spectrum of different configurations of UF-OFDM given in Tab. 3.2.

The plain-OFDM in Fig. 3.18a (cf. Fig. 3.9) and the w-OFDM in Fig. 3.18d
(cf. Fig. 3.15) were already discussed and are shown as special cases from
UF-OFDM. The bandwidth filtered OFDM in Fig. 3.18b is a normal plain-
OFDM signal (or GI-based OFDM) that has been filtered after generation
in the time domain to reduce the OoBE. UF-OFDM with a block length
NBlocks = 3 and N b

SC = 7 sub-carriers each is shown in Fig. 3.18c.
All filtered schemes, i.e. Fig. 3.18b-Fig. 3.18d apply the same filter length

Tg = 0.1TS. Generally, it can be observed that all filtered schemes have a
reduced OoBE in comparison to GI-based OFDM. The schemata behave
differently with regard to their spectrum. This is due to the different use of
the filters. Where in the bandwidth filtered scheme one filter is used for all
sub-carriers at once, the UF-OFDM uses a filter per block for a much lower
bandwidth, or even in the special case w-OFDM one filter per sub-carrier.
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Figure 3.19: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix of
UF-OFDM applying the model (3.33) with τmax ≈ 0.1TS and
Tg = 0.1TS.

Similar to ZP-OFDM the method, a discrete Fourier transformation with
double length can be used to detect the desired symbols[VWS+13]. The
corresponding effective channel matrix leads to

H ′̀,` =





F1:2:2NSC,1:NSC

[
Wconv, ′̀,`

∑NBlocks−1
b=0 GbFH

p
0

]
′̀ = `

0NSC×NSC otherwise,
(3.53)

where also the implementation of the filter with length Tg leads to a reduction
of the lattice density δLD (Λ) = TS

TS+Tg
< 1 and therefore a reduced bandwidth

efficiency η .
Similar to previous effective channel plots with (3.33), Fig. 3.19 shows

the amplitudes of a UF-OFDM setup with NBlocks = 4 blocks and N b
SC = 7

sub-carriers per block. The impact of offsets destroys the orthogonality
similar to the other orthogonal schemes as indicated by Fig. 3.19b and
Fig. 3.19c.

Offset QAM-based OFDM (OQAM/OFDM)

As indicated in Section 3.3 no (complex-valued) orthogonal MC design is
possible applying well-localized waveforms and a lattice density δLD (Λ) = 1.
In, [Cha66, Sal67, DS07c, FBY10, BN12, FB14, Fli94, MK97, JK16, KD18]
the constraint of the lattice density δLD (Λ) = 1 and complex orthogonality
is dropped, which would result in a too dense system with increased density
δLD (Λ) > 1 and result in a system, where no orthogonal transmission seems
to be possible. However, this drawback is solved by lattice staggering, where
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the main idea is to use a combination of two hexagonal TF grids with lattice
density δLD (Λ) = 1 such that the overall lattice density results in δLD (Λ) = 2.
The first TF plane is filled with purely real data and one with imaginary
data is shifted by either T ′0 = T0/2 in time domain keeping F ′0 = F0 or by
F ′0 = F0/2 keeping T ′0 = T0 in frequency domain. The staggering is indicated
by Fig. 3.20 and is performed per time domain 1) proposed by [Sal67] and
known as staggered multi-tone (SMT) or 2) in frequency domain by [Cha66]
known as cosine modulated multi-tone (CMT). The resulting staggered TF
grid can be generated by a lattice generator matrix defined in (3.2) as

LSMT =
[
T0/2 0

0 F0

]
LCMT =

[
T0 0
0 (F0/2)

]
. (3.54)

Naturally, each complex symbol can be separated into two parts, i.e. the
real and the imaginary part, reducing the amount of complex symbols per
unit by the factor of two %SMT = %CMT = 1

2%
QAM. Hence, the efficiency

ηSMT for SMT and ηCMT for CMT in (3.7) remains equivalent even with a
density δLD (Λ) of 2 as shown by

ηSMT = %SMTδLD (Λ) = %QAM

2
1

(T0/2)F0
= %QAM

T0F0
= ηQAM (3.55a)

ηCMT = %CMTδLD (Λ) = %QAM

2
1

T0(F0/2) = %QAM

T0F0
= ηQAM (3.55b)

The schemes SMT and CMT can be seen as transmission schemes with similar
properties and are interchangeable [FBY10]. Throughout this work, the
focus is on the SMT and it is mostly known as offset quadrature amplitude
modulation/filter-bank multi-carrier (OQAM/FBMC), since the transmit
signal generated by

x (t) =
∑

k

∑

`

(
dRe,k,` g

Tx
k,` (t) + dIm,k,` g

Tx
k,`

(
t− T

2

))
, (3.56)

can be applied by OQAM mapping, with dRe,k,` = <{dk,`} as real part
and dIm,k,` = ={dk,`} as the corresponding imaginary part of the transmit
symbols. The elements dk,` ar the entries of the symbol matrix D introduced
before [KD18, FBY10].

The realization of the transmit and receiving parts introduces a higher
complexity compared to the aforementioned schemes by the extra filtering
per sub-carrier. However, by utilizing a poly phase representation of discrete
filters, the synthesis part at the Tx results in an IDFT and a polyphase
network (PPN) component, which requires fewer computations [BD74, Hir81,
HHS86, MKT99, JK16] as the direct implementation (3.56).
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Figure 3.20: TF grid for a staggered lattice. Purely real data is denoted by black
filled squares and purely imaginary data by white filled and black
framed squares.

Table 3.3: Parameter setting for effective channel in (3.57)

scheme condition phase φ (3.1)
OFDM F0 = 1/T0 0
OQAM-FBMC F ′0 = F0 and T ′0 = T0

2
π
2 (k′ − k + ′̀ − `)

Another possibility is the use of frequency spreading-FBMC [Bel12,
DBCK14], which realizes the filtering in the frequency domain by an IDFT
operation and a simple overlap-and-sum operation at the transmitter. Both
implementations are out of scope of this work.

Having look to Fig. 3.20, it can be observed that symbols are alternating
between pure real and pure imaginary symbols in the TF grid[DS07b, DS07c,
Du08]. To generate this alternating part an additional phase shift with
φs = (k + `) π2 for Tx filter in (3.4) and φr = − (k′ + ′̀) π2 for Rx filter in
(3.8) is realized. As derived in the Appendix A.2, the effective channel
coefficient is then given by

hr,s = ej
π
2 (k−k′+`− ′̀)

Npath−1∑

γ=0
ςγe

jφγA∗gTx,gRx

(
τ γ , νγ

)
(3.57)

with νγ = (k − k′)F0 + νγ and τ γ = (`− ′̀)T0/2 + τγ and
φγ = −π

(
2kF0τγ − νγτ γ

)
. Thus, the same system model as for QAM-based

FBMC (3.10) can be used with the parameters given in Table 3.3. Please
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note that half TF spacing is inherently included in τ γ as this depends on
the spacing T0/2 due to the lattice staggering.

To achieve an orthogonal transmission in OQAM/FBMC schemes, the
orthogonality condition is redefined [LAB95] in contrast to the orthogonality
condition of QAM-based transmission schemes (3.19) like

〈gTx
k,`, g

Rx
k′, ′̀〉R = <

{∫

R
gTx
k,` (t) g∗Rx

k′, ′̀ (t) dt
}

=
{

1 , if ′̀ = ` and k′ = k

0 , otherwise
.

(3.58)

After taking the real part operator at the receiver <{yr} an orthogonal
transmission for staggered TF grids is achieved, if symmetric and purely
real Tx/Rx prototype filters g (t) are used, which yields a pure real ambi-
guity function, as derived in the Appendix A.2 This restriction relaxes the
requirement on the orthogonality condition to

Ag1,g2 (2`T ′0, 2kF ′0) =
{

1 ` = 0, k = 0
0 otherwise

(3.59)

t

f

a) EGF with T ′0 = 1/2T0 and F ′0 = F0
and ρ = 2

t

f

b) Mirabbasi-Martin PHYDYAS with
overlapping factor four

Figure 3.21: TF grid for OQAM/FBMC. The ambiguity function of the EGF
and the Mirabbasi-Martin waveform are illustrated by contour lines
of the amplitudes.

Waveform Design The relaxed orthogonality condition (3.59) offers a
new design criterion in contrast to the QAM-based FBMC schemes with its
complex-valued orthogonality condition (3.19).
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An important waveform design algorithm, i.e. isotropic orthogonal trans-
form algorithm (IOTA), was proposed by LeFloch in [LAB95] generating an
orthogonal waveform based on the Gaussian waveform, thus is called IOTA
waveform. In [RS97] this algorithm was generalized to extended Gaussian
function (EGF) waveforms g(ρ)

EGF,F0,T0
(t) (cf. (A.11)), which can be used in

the OQAM/FBMC setup proposed in [SR00], illustrated by Fig. 3.21a with
a filter parameter ρ = 2 [DS08]. This waveform fulfills the orthogonality
condition (3.59) and offers better TFL parameters (e.g., here ξ = 0.9769
and κ = 0.5) as the rectangular waveform (cf. Fig.3.1). In this work, we
limit ourselves to this setup, T ′0 = 1

2T0, F
′
0 = F0, ρ = 2 as it offers good TFL

properties [SR00]. An in-depth analysis for different settings of ρ, F0, T0,
were done in [SR00, SSL02, DS08].

Another candidate is the Mirabbasi-Martin waveform gMirabbasi (t) (cf.
(A.10)). The ambiguity function is shown on top of the TF grid in Fig. 3.21b
for an overlapping factor of four. It also fulfills the real-valued orthogonality
condition (3.59) and has the TFL parameters ξ = 0.8839 and κ = 0.8369.
This waveform was further evaluated in the PHYDYAS project [Bel10] and
further analyzed in the METIS project [SPS+15].

Spreading Techniques to Reduce PAPR

One challenge of OFDM is the high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR)12 ,
which occurs by the basic operation, i.e. IDFT is a summation of many
statistically independent sub-carriers. This summation results in an output
signal (time signal x ), which results in a complex-valued cyclic Gaussian
random variable, due to the central limit theorem [Pro07]. A commonly used
solution to reduce the PAPR in MC schemes are spreading operations, where
a sub-group of independent symbols dk,` is first discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) transformed and then further processed by the IDFT process in
OFDM [SKJ95]. This procedure is known as DFT-spread OFDMA and it
is used in the LTE uplink13 . Similarly, a procedure where a group of some
sub-carriers are spread by FB is proposed for OQAM/FBMC in [IVS+09]

Non-orthogonal OQAM-based schemes

So far, we introduced orthogonal transmission by lattice staggering and
waveforms fulfilling the orthogonality condition (3.59). Lattice staggering
can also be used for waveforms that do not meet the orthogonality condition
(3.59). However, due to the staggering an interference reduction is never-
12 The PAPR is the relation between the maximum peak power divided by the average
power. 13 In LTE related literature, this procedure is named single-carrier-frequency
division multiple access (SC-FDMA)
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theless achieved. To differ both schemes, we will subsequently assign the
name OQAM/OFDM to waveforms fulfilling the condition (3.59), whereas
the name OQAM/FBMC is used for OQAM mapping with waveforms not
fulfilling the orthogonality condition.

3.3.2 Non-Orthogonal Multi-Carrier Transmission
Schemes

Until now, orthogonal MC schemes were discussed. These schemes of-
fer simple symbol-wise one-tap frequency equalization techniques under
mild channel conditions like linear time-invariant channels with rela-
tively small delay spreads compared to the GI length used. However,
the orthogonal schemes are sensitive to synchronization errors (e.g. cf.
[FPT08, MSG+07, SZL+14, AFRFB15]) and offsets (i.e. TO and CFO).
Even by the introduction of a GI, the CFO destroys the orthogonality and
ICI terms show up. Especially for the rectangular waveform, the ICI has a
huge impact [PVM95] and its power can be calculated by

PI = 1− sinc
(

∆ν
F0

)
. (3.60)

It is desirable to design a system which is just coarsely synchronized re-
sulting in drastically reduced signaling overhead. Therefore, alleviating
the synchronicity requirement can significantly improve operational capa-
bilities, especially for schemes, where synchronicity cannot be guaranteed
[WJK+14, VT16].

In this section, we introduce non-orthogonal MC schemes, which offer a
better spectral shape than OFDM and a robust design even under TO and
CFO and are candidates for one of the next mobile communication standards
[WJK+14, VT16].

So far in the orthogonal schemes, the goal of the design was to achieve
perfect symbol reconstruction within MC transmission schemes related to
Fig. 3.8, with a high lattice density and a sharp spectral shape. We want
to keep the condition of lattice density δLD (Λ)→ 1 to achieve a bandwidth
efficient system.

QAM-based FBMC (QAM/FBMC)

Another possibility to achieve MC schemes with a good spectral shape, i.e.
the application with waveforms with good TFL properties, and a dense
TF grid is to drop the property of orthogonal transmission completely and
allow for non-orthogonal waveform design [KM98]. On the one hand, this
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yields a design with more degrees of freedom in the TF grid without any
restrictions on the waveforms. But on the other hand, it results in a non-
orthogonal transmission, which is always affected by interference even in the
synchronized case, leading to the fundamental need of equalizers of higher
order than 1-tap frequency domain equalization.

The FBMC scheme was already introduced in (3.27) with the effective
channel coefficients hr,s defined in (3.11). Similar to the TF grid represen-
tation for OQAM-based mapping (cf. Fig. 3.21), here we show the impact
on the TF grid with the Gaussian waveform (ρ = 1 and TF grid density
δLD (Λ) = 1) for QAM-based mapping. For comparison, we include the rect-
angular filter in Fig. 3.22a resulting in an orthogonal setup. As the Gaussian
waveform overlay on the neighboring TF grid points, the application as
Tx/Rx filter will always introduce ISI and ICI with this TF grid density.
However, due to its well-localized TFL property, i.e. ξ = 1, only the direct
adjacent TF grid points are affected with high amplitudes as the Gaussian
waveform decay sharply in t and f .

t

f

a) Rectangular filter in time domain

t

f

b) Gaussian waveform with ρ = 1

Figure 3.22: TF grid for OQAM/FBMC at (0,0). The ambiguity function of the
rectangular and the Gaussian waveform are illustrated by contour
lines of the amplitudes.

The spectra of QAM/FBMC with the Gaussian waveform gTx (t) =
g

(ρ=1)
Gaussian (t) (3.18) filter parameter ρ = 1 is shown and the spectra of (CP)-

OFDM already shown in Fig. 3.18 are shown in Fig. 3.23. As expected the
spectrum of the QAM/FBMC drops drastically, and thus reaches a much
lower OoBE than the orthogonal transmission scheme CP-OFDM.

The amplitudes of the effective channel matrix with (3.33) applying a
Gaussian waveform are partly shown in Fig. 3.24a without offsets and with
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Figure 3.23: Spectrum comparison between CP-OFDM and FBMC applying
Gaussian waveform with ρ = 1.

offsets in Fig. 3.24b and Fig. 3.24c. As already indicated, even in the
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c) ∆ν = 0.2F0,∆τ = 0.2TS

Figure 3.24: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix (3.33)
for QAM/FBMC with Gaussian filter and filter parameter ρ = 1.

synchronous case ISI and ICI are introduced and an higher order equalizer is
always required. However, with both offsets, i.e. TO ∆τ = 0.1TS and CFO
∆ν = 0.1F0, the amplitudes only change marginally, and the equalizer has
roughly the same structure as in the synchronized case making this scheme
robust against offsets.

In contrast to OQAM/FBMC, which applies the real part operator at
the Rx, we term the general FBMC scheme QAM/FBMC to distinguish
between both schemes. One may note that in the literature the system is
mostly analyzed with an infinite number of symbols NTS = ∞. Practical
implementations are frame-based. Thus, the number of symbols NTS is
limited. Furthermore, as the influences between different MC symbols ` are
not vanishing (i.e. ΣH 6= 0) a guard interval between two frames is used
to deny inter-frame interference, which covers the rise and decay time of
the waveforms as well as the impact of the channel. However, it is worth
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mentioning that this GI is applied only once per frame in contrast to the
GI-based OFDM schemes and, hence, offers a higher spectral efficiency.

General Frequency Division Multiplexing (GFDM)

Dependent on the waveform used, QAM/FBMC has the disadvantage of long
rise and decay times. To circumvent this behavior, in [FKB09, DFKH11,
MMG+14] the authors propose a frame-based implementation with circular
tail-biting Tx/Rx waveforms. The idea is related to the cyclic property in CP-
OFDM, where the linear convolution of the physical channel is translated into
the circular convolution. The cyclic property is adopted to the waveforms
such that the filters gTx[q] are used circularly with a period of NSCNTS

14 ,
in order to facilitate a circular convolution and to shorten the rise and decay
time within one frame. The generation of the transmit signal, given by

x = TIGGFDMd , (3.61)

is related to the general FBMC transmit signal (3.5), where TI is the
frame-based CP insertion matrix, which is used to mitigate the inter-frame
interference (IFI). Fig. 3.25 shows the basic idea of the frames used in GFDM

MC Symbol ` MC Symbol ` + 1 MC Symbol ` + 2 MC Symbol ` + 3 · · ·CP CP CP CP

t

copy︷︸︸︷ copy︷︸︸︷ copy︷︸︸︷ copy︷︸︸︷

︸ ︷︷ ︸
OFDM frame

b)

MC Symbol ` MC Symbol ` + 1 MC Symbol ` + 2 MC Symbol ` + 3CP CP MC Symbol ` + 4

copy︷︸︸︷

︸ ︷︷ ︸
GFDM frame symbol

t

a)

Figure 3.25: Frame structure of a) GFDM with NTS = 4 time symbols per
GFDM frame and b) CP-OFDM with NTS = 4 time symbols.

(cf. in Fig. 3.25a) and compares this with CP-OFDM in Fig. 3.25b (cf.
Fig. 3.11). It can be directly observed that the frame length is considerably
shorter by using only one CP than with a CP-OFDM transmission, where
a MC symbol-wise CP is used. The circular shifted transmit filter can be
realized by the frame-based matrix

GGFDM,q,s = gTx[(q− `NSC) mod NSCNTS]ej2π
kq
NSC (3.62)

14 The tail-biting property is achieved by using the prototype filter with modulo operator
gTx[(q− `NSC) mod NSCNTS]
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with the sending index s = k + `NSC and time discrete index q =
0, . . . , NFrame

Resources−1. The GFDM frame size is given by NFrame
Resources = NTSNSC.

More efficient implementations are discussed in [GMN+13, MGK+12,
FBM15].

For the circular half-cosine waveform and for the corresponding Gaussian
waveform the amplitudes of the matrices GGFDM are illustrated in Fig. 3.26a
and Fig. 3.26b, respectively, with NTS = 4 time symbols and NSC = 12
sub-carriers. Despite the cyclic property of the tail-biting waveform, the
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Figure 3.26: GFDM generator matrix GGFDM with NTS = 4 time symbols and
NSC = 12 sub-carriers.

boundary symbols of a frame suffer from the hard cut and result to a high
OoBE [MGK+12, MMG+14]. Inserting guard symbols (GSs), i.e. setting
NGS border symbols to zero, or using a smoothing filter comparable to
w-CP-OFDM, reduces this impact.

After removing the CP with the removal matrix TR, the matched filter
(MF) is applied by GH

GFDM yielding the frame-based receive signal

y = GH
GFDMTRWconvTIGGFDM︸ ︷︷ ︸

eff. Channel H

d + GH
GFDMTRn (3.63)

where Wconv is the frame-based convolutional matrix (3.32). According
to [MMG+14], Fig. 3.27 illustrates the spectra of plain-GFDM ((3.61)),
windowed-GFDM (w-GFDM) with different filter length, i.e. Ng = 16, Ng =
32, and GS-GFDM applying NGS = 2. Exemplary, all GFDM implementa-
tions are realized with the half-cosine filter, further filter design for GFDM
can be found in [HSL17]. The smoothing filter g (t) for w-GFDM is given in
(3.45) sampled to achieve Ng = 16 or Ng = 32.

In addition to the GFDM schemes, the spectra of QAM/FBMC with
half-cosine waveform and CP-OFDM are shown as a benchmark. It can be
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Figure 3.27: Spectrum comparison of GFDM applying different OoBE reducing
techniques[MGK+12, MMG+14].

observed that both techniques, i.e. smoothing in w-GFDM and inserting
GSs in GS-GFDM, can improve the spectral shape. However, this is bought
at the expanse of a reduced lattice density δLD (Λ). The mean lattice density
per frame for w-GFDM is

δLD (Λ) = 1(
T0 + Tg+TGI

NTS

)
F0

(3.64)

and for GS-GFDM it is

δLD (Λ) = 1(
T0 + TGI

NTS

)
F0

(
1− NGS

NTS

)
. (3.65)

Table 3.4 summarizes the densities for an LTE like setup with NSC = 72
sub-carriers, NTS = 14 symbols, a CP length of TGI = 0.07T0 with the
assumption of no additional guard band or guard symbol15 . The filter
lengths are set to Tg = 16/72T0 or Tg = 32/72T0 corresponding to a number
of filter coefficients Ng = 16 or Ng = 32, respectively.

For further information on GFDM the reader of interest is referred to the
Ph.D. thesis [Mic15] from Michailow and references therein.

Special Cases of GFDM GFDM can be seen as a generalization of most
of the MC schemes introduced above. Hence, applying the rectangular wave-
form (3.15) yields the frame-based matrix GGFDM for OFDM. If additionally
15 One may note that in the QAM/FBMC the assumption of timely infinite long trans-
mission is performed. Assuming guard band and guard symbols would reduce the lattice
density.
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Table 3.4: Lattice density comparison for MC transmission schemes

MC schemes δLD (Λ) or δLD (Λ) Orthogonal
CP-OFDM 0.93 3
GFDM 0.995 7
w-GFDM1 0.979 7
w-GFDM2 0.965 7
GS-GFDM 0.853 7
QAM/FBMC 1 7

also a GI introduction matrix is introduced, CP-OFDM or ZP-OFDM is
introduced.

Exemplary for CP-OFDM the resulting generation matrix GGFDM con-
tains the inverse Fourier matrices FH

NSC
per MC time symbol ` and the MC

symbol-wise guard insertion matrix TI from (3.38) and is generated by

GGFDM = INTS ⊗
(
TIFH

NSC

)
. (3.66)

By the application of symbol-wise guard insertion matrix TI, no frame-based
guard insertion matrix is required and, hence, it is TI = I.

Furthermore, a non-orthogonal scheme with symbol-wise CP was already
introduced by Vogeler in [Vog06], which was therein called CP-FBMC. It
is achieved by truncating the waveform with ±T0/2 and protected each MC
symbol ` by a CP. The resulting matrix is

GGFDM = INTS ⊗
(
TIΣgFH

NSC

)
, (3.67)

where Σg is a diagonal matrix containing the truncated waveform coefficients.
A OQAM-based version of GFDM was introduced in [GMM+15], which

allows the reduction of interference by adjacent symbols in the TF grid
with an additional application of a real part operator at the receiver
side. The OQAM/GFDM can be seen as frame-based implementation
of OQAM/FBMC with an additional frame-based CP to reduce IFI.

Colored Noise

Finally, it should be noted that for the non-orthogonal transmission schemes,
the noise term is colored by the receive filter and is not uncorrelated anymore
as in the orthogonal schemes. In the appendix A the different auto-correlation
functions Ψñ ñ are discussed. The receiver algorithm used in this thesis is
based on the Forney receiver [For73], which is based on a linear prewhitening
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MF at the Rx side like

ỹ = Py (3.68)

with a prewhitening matrix P. This decorrelation property is important
for the message passing algorithm mainly used in this work. The possible
implementations for the different MC schemes are discussed in Appendix B.
It should be noted that the prewhitening filter matrix is always applied in
the subsequent chapters. However, it is not mentioned within the formulas
to keep the notation simpler.

3.3.3 Multi-Carrier Schemes Summary
Finally, Table 3.5 summarizes all mentioned MC schemes. All schemes
have the same sub-carrier spacing with F0 = 1/TS based on the symbol
duration time of the rectangular waveform and the bandwidth efficiency η is
considered in terms of the amount of information bits per complex symbol
in QAM with %QAM (2.5) to have a fair comparison.
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Table 3.5: Classification of different multi-carrier schemes, with F0 = 1/TS

Scheme Channel Tx filter Rx filter Symbol spacing bandwidth ortho-
equation gTx (t) gRx (t) T0 efficiency η gonal

plain-OFDM (3.31) grect (t) grect (t) TS %QAM 3

ZP-OFDM (3.35) grect (t) grect (t) TS + TGI
%QAMTS
TS+TGI

3

CP-OFDM (3.41) grect,CP (t) grect (t) TS + TGI
%QAMTS
TS+TGI

3

w-CP-OFDM (3.51) (grect,CP ∗ g) (t) grect (t) TS + TGI + Tg
%QAMTS

TS+TGI+Tg 3

UF-OFDM (3.53) grect (t) & block filter grect (t) TS + Tg
%QAMTS
TS+Tg 3

OQAM/OFDM (3.57) well-local. g (t) g∗ (−t) TS/2 (2 used Λ) %QAM 3

OQAM/FBMC (3.57) well-local. g (t) g∗ (−t) TS/2 (2 used Λ) %QAM 7

QAM/FBMC (3.11) well-local. g (t) g∗ (−t) TS %QAM 7

GFDM (3.63) cyc. well-local. g (t) g∗ (−t) TS + TGI
NTS

%QAMδLD (Λ) 7
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3.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter the basics of multi-carrier systems were introduced. For this
purpose, a generic multi-carrier system model has been derived, which serves
as the basis for more complex setups, which are considered in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5. First, in Section 3.2, multi-carrier transmission through a system
model was introduced, along with design criteria for the time-frequency grid
and bandwidth efficiency related to the waveform based ambiguity function.
Finally, a factor graph-based representation of multi-carrier schemes based
on the matrix model was derived.

Section 3.3 then dealt with the classification of various multi-carrier
schemes. After a brief overview of classification criteria, concrete multi-carrier
implementations known from literature were given, which have been used or
proposed in the recent decades for the fifth mobile communication generation
and beyond. Besides orthogonal schemes such as OFDM, CP-OFDM, w-
OFDM, UF-OFDM or OQAM/OFDM, which offer simple equalization
techniques, the non-orthogonal schemes QAM/FBMC, OQAM/FBMC and
CP-FBMC were also introduced. The latter offer a robust design against
timing and frequency offsets, which is important in transmissions scenarios
where these impacts cannot be directly mitigated.

The generation of the transmit signal and the receive signal was given
and all multi-carrier schemes were compared with respect to the effective
channel matrix in a synchronized transmission and under offset conditions
due to timing inaccuracies or frequency shifts.



Chapter 4

Transmissions over
Two-Way Relaying
Channels

4.1 Overview
Modern radio communication systems aim to improve data rate, reliability
and robustness even under difficult channel conditions.

In wireless mobile communication, performance is limited primarily by
multi-path propagation, fading, shadowing, and path loss. Recently, Coop-
erative Communication has been extensively discussed, exploiting spatial
diversity techniques that combat fading and other channel effects, even
though the terminals are equipped with only a single antenna. The coopera-
tion with a relay has become a promising technique to improve throughput,
reliability and coverage of wireless networks. Two-way relaying channel
(TWRC) can be implemented in a variety of scenarios, such as in satel-
lite communication or in an underwater scenario. As TWR can be set in
completely different scenarios as 1) phone to phone, 2) car to car [HLL14],
3) boat to boat [WHZW13], 4) plane to plane, 5) submarine to submarine
and many more, a wide range on different impacts can be assumed. In many
wireless communication standards, the concept of cooperative communication
is available, such as: e.g., WLAN, LTE and WiMax (defined in IEEE802.16j).
Especially in TWRCs, where a number of users want to exchange information
about a support relay, the reduction of communication overhead is of utmost
importance.
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A relay can generally communicate in full-duplex or half-duplex mode. Us-
ing a full-duplex relay provides greater spectral efficiency [ZCL+15]. However,
the power levels of transmit and receive signals make the implementation
difficult [SSG+14, RW06, RW07]. Due to orthogonal multiplexing, however,
the realization of a half-duplex relay is much easier and is therefore used in
this chapter. In [RW07, PY06a, PY07, PKA09] the authors discuss various
half-duplex TWR protocols that also establish a bidirectional connection
between two terminals with a half-duplex relay. We usually consider the
following approaches in TWR: 1) Four-phase approach, 2) Three-phase ap-
proach, and 3) Two-phase approach, which gets introduced in Section 4.2.
The two-phase approach is the main topic of this chapter and offers the
highest spectral efficiency. However, it is also the most challenging approach
due to the superposition in the first phase (multiple access (MA) phase).

Several physical layer network coding (PLNC) detection approaches for
the first phase, such as separate channel decoding (SCD) [ZLL06b], joint
channel decoding and physical-layer network coding (JCNC) [ZLL06b, PY07]
and generalized joint channel decoding and physical-layer network coding
(GJCNC) [Wüb10] have been introduced in the literature for estimating the
relay message in single-carrier (SC) transmissions over synchronous frequency
flat channels.

Under these mild channel conditions, the transmission can be described
by a one-tap channel per symbol transmitted, offering simple one-tap a-
posteriori probability (APP) detection techniques. In contrast, these simple
techniques are inadequate under severe channel conditions and result in
degraded performance at the relay and thus overall transmission [ZLL06a,
ZLW13, XXX12, WLW+16a, WLW+16b].

A commonly used alternative to reduce the receiver complexity for these
severe channels are MC approaches introduced in Chapter 3. In particu-
lar, the use of CP-OFDM for TWRC has been extensively analyzed, e.g.
[Wüb10, XXX12, WWD13b, LLZ15, WLW+16a, WLW+16b, Wu17]. How-
ever, as indicated by theoretical investigations [ZLL06a, ZLW13, XXX12] and
demonstrated by corresponding hardware implementations [LWLZ13] and
[WLW+14], CP-OFDM in TWRC is very sensitive to node asynchrony such
as CFO or TO, resulting in ISI and ICI at the receiver. For unidirectional
P2P transmissions, these offsets can be estimated and post-compensated in
the receiver so that a one-tap frequency domain equalizer is still sufficient
[Pro07, KD18]. Nevertheless, the signals of a pair of users are superimposed
and the compensation of the user-specific offsets can not be realized for both
users signals in a TWR system [LLZ15], but only an average compensation
achieves better performance than other strategies [LWLZ13, HLL14, Wu17],
and [WLW+14].
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Besides cooperative communication, the need for more devices has stimu-
lated discussions about new MC schemes (see Chapter 3) for the next gener-
ation of mobile radio systems and beyond [Bel10, WJK+14] and [SPS+15].

Central Question

With regard to the limitations mentioned above, the main questions in this
chapter are: Which MC schemes offer a robust design for a wide range of
timing and frequency offsets in a two-phase TWRC transmission, and how
to design the estimation of the data at the relay?

Structure of this Chapter This chapter is organized as follows: This
section is the general overview of this chapter. In Section 4.2 the general
scenario of four, three and two-phase TWR and the generation for the relay
messages are illustrated. In Section 4.3, we introduce the system model of
the MA phase and discuss briefly the mapping of information bits to physical
resources according to the MC schemes from Chapter 3. Here also, the three
aforementioned PLNC detection schemes are introduced. The structure of
all PLNC detection schemes are drawn by means of factor graphs (FGs) for
a synchronized orthogonal transmission scheme, e.g. CP-OFDM.

In Section 4.4, we generalize the channel properties step by step from simple
one-tap affects to time-variant channels, which mostly introduce interference
as already indicated by the effective channel matrices in Chapter 3.

Subsequently, an exhaustive interference analysis for TWRC with differ-
ent MC schemes is provided. It is shown that the well-localized Gaussian
waveform offers a lower spread on the time-frequency (TF) grid for a wide
range of offsets. The main energy is concentrated only on the adjacent TF
grid points. Thus, the author introduced a factor graph-based equalizer
(FGE) in [WWD16, WWD18] taking in the first instance the whole TF
grid into account, which is illustrated in Section 4.5, wherein the focus is
on the utilization of general multi-carrier transmission schemes applied to
TWRCs and the utilization of FGE at the relay in order to mitigate the
impacts of the physical channels, offsets, and the non-orthogonal waveforms.
In combination with the subsequent physical-layer network coding detec-
tion/decoding scheme, this combination allows for a flexible design of the
waveforms and the FGE to meet the complexity-performance trade-off at
the relay Further, we introduces a concept of reducing the complexity of
the underlying algorithm by taking only neighboring TF grid points into
consideration with the highest power. A further complexity reduction is
achieved by the additional application of a linear equalizer (LE) at the re-
ceiver based on minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion utilizing the
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full effective channel matrix [SWW+14, WWD15a] and a reduced version
[WWD+15b] leading to a smaller neighborhood in the FG and a further
performance improvement can be achieved by sIC [WWD15a, WSW+16].
A performance analysis in Section 4.6 concludes the chapter and shows the
advantage of the combination of well-localized waveforms in TWRC with a
proper designed equalizers structures. Finally, Section 4.7 summaries the
chapter.

The main contributions of this thesis are: The main contribu-
tions of this thesis lie in a combination of the already published conference
proceedings [WLW+14, SWW+14, SPS+15, WWD15a, WWD+15b,
WWD15a, WSW+16, WWD16] and the journal article [WWD18].
Therefore a common system model based on the MC schemes mentioned in
the previous chapter was developed, which contains all equalizers types and
TWRC detection types mentioned above. In addition, a joint analysis and
comparison of the methods applied will be carried out, which have not yet
been published.

4.2 TWRC: General Scenarios
As discussed above, a pair of two users want to communicate with each other
by the help of a relay positioned in the surrounding area. We concentrate
here on the communication over a single relay with one receiving antenna to
open the general concepts concerning offsets and multi-carrier procedures.
For the interested reader we refer to [WWD14b, WWD14a] for distributed
relays. Fig. 4.1 shows the generic setup, where a user A wants to transmit
some information via a relay R to the user B and vice versa. The figure

A R B

7

7

Figure 4.1: Generic setup of two users communicating via a relay.

shows the possible communication links, in particular A→ B, A→ R, B→ A,
B→ R, R→ A and finally R→ B. Within this work we assume that both
users have no direct link to each other due to shadowing or high distance
such that the links A 6→ B and B 6→ A have considerable low signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR).
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Four Phase Scenario The first scheme allows four different phases

A R B
bA

a) 1st phase: A → R

A R B
bB

b) 2nd phase: B → R

A R B

b̂B→A

c) 3rd phase: R → A

A R B

b̂A→B

d) 4th phase: R → B

Figure 4.2: Four phase scenario based on the information word level.

illustrated on the information word level by Fig. 4.2. The exchange of
information of a user pair is multiplexed into four orthogonal phases, where
two phases are needed per user to transmit via the relay to the other user.
Related to Chapter 3 and the multi-carrier system mode (3.27) the four
phases are listed below:

• 1st phase (P2P): A→ R, signal at relay: yA→R = HA→RdA + nA→R

• 2nd phase (P2P): B→ R, signal at relay: yB→R = HB→RdB + nB→R

• 3rd phase (P2P): R→ A, signal at user A: yR→A = HR→Ad̃B + nR→A

• 4th phase (P2P): R→ B, signal at user B: yR→B = HR→Bd̃A + nR→B,

where a user u ∈ {A,B} encodes its information word bu by an encoder
yielding the code word cu = C (bu) with rate Rc. The coded bits are mapped
to complex transmit symbol frame du = M (cu), that are transmitted by an
access scheme to the destination. The notation R→ B describes the path
from an entity R to an entity B.

As we introduced in Chapter 3, we focus on MC schemes, where the overall
bandwidth efficiency (3.6) is defined as η = %δLD (Λ), where % and δLD (Λ)
are the information bits per symbol and the TF grid density, respectively. The
phases could be implemented as different time slots or as different frequency
bands. Hence, in all implementations the bandwidth efficiency η gets reduced
by a factor of the number of phases used [ZLL06b]. The user rate per resource
used is %u = log2 (Mu)Ru

c . Assuming the same encoding scheme and the
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same mapping for both users, it results in an overall bandwidth efficiency
for four slots of η4Phase = (%A + %B)δLD (Λ) = 2 log2(M)Rc

4T0F0
= 1

2
%P2P

T0F0
= 1

2η
P2P,

which is half of the bandwidth efficiency of a unidirectional P2P transmission.
Here, %P2P (cf. (2.5)) and ηP2P (cf. (3.6)) denotes the information bits per
symbol and the bandwidth efficiency in the P2P case.

The relay signal for the third and fourth phase can be generated by different
relaying techniques. Beside amplify and forward (AF) that amplifies the
received signal without any additional processing on the data, decode and
forward (DF) techniques estimates the underlying information bits and
perform re-encoding to generate the relay transmit symbols. In this work,
we focus on DF. Other schemes are investigated for example in [Wu17].

Three Phase Scenario This scenario is also known as straightforward

A R B
bA

a) 1st phase: A → R

A R B
bB

b) 2nd phase: B → R

A R B

bR = b̂A→R ⊕ b̂B→R

c) 3rd phase, BC phase: R → A and R → B

Figure 4.3: Three phase scenario based on the information word level.

NC [ZL10]. A reduction to three phases is achieved by the idea of NC, which
was proposed by Ahlswede et al.in 2000 [ACLY00] and further discussed in
[LYN03, Yeu08]. NC changed the way of communication in networks by the
combination of information from multiple sources in order to increase the
overall system throughput. Hence, the first two phases remain orthogonal.
However, the third phase uses a NC frame broadcast to the users in the
so-called broadcast (BC) phase. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4.3 and
the receive signals in each phase are given by

• 1st phase (P2P): A→ R, signal at relay: yA→R = HA→RdA + nA→R

• 2nd phase (P2P): B→ R, signal at relay: yB→R = HB→RdB + nB→R
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• BC Phase (2×P2P): R → A and R → B, Rx signal at A: yR→A =
HR→AdR + nR→A and Rx signal at B: yR→B = HR→BdR + nR→B.

Similar to the four phase scenario, first, the information words are estimated
b̂u→R = bu ⊕ eu→R ∈ FNb

2 , u ∈ {AB} separately at the relay, where eu→R

is the user specific error vector from a user u to R. The task at the relay
is to generate one joint message bR→u = fBC(b̂A→R, b̂B→R) based on the
estimated information words b̂u→R needed for the third phase. The NC
approach considered in this thesis to generate the BC message is based on the
bit-wise XOR combination of the underlying information word bits (or code
word bits by using linear encoding schemes) such that the BC information
word is generated1 by bR = fBC(b̂A→R, b̂B→R) = b̂A→R ⊕ b̂B→R. After
estimating the BC signal b̂R→u = bR⊕eR→u, user A performs self-interference
cancellation with the knowledge of its own data bA of the transmission in
the first phase by

b̂B = b̂R→A ⊕ bA
︸︷︷︸

self interference
cancellation

= bR ⊕ bA ⊕ eR→u

= b̂A→R ⊕ b̂B→R ⊕ bA ⊕ eR→A

= bB ⊕ bA ⊕ bA
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

⊕ eA→R ⊕ eB→R ⊕ eR→A
︸ ︷︷ ︸

etotal

= bB ⊕ etotal (4.1)
In the same way user B can estimate the data of user A. If no error occurs
on the transmission chain, i.e. the individual errors eu = 0 result in a
etotal = 0, user A and B are able to receive the data of the other user
successfully, making the BC message

bR = b̂A→R ⊕ b̂B→R (4.2)
a good choice for the third phase. And even if errors occur, proper channel
encoding techniques will be able to allow for an error free transmission as
subsequently shown. Other mappings are possible, but are not topic of this
thesis, and we refer to [HS11, Hek13] and references therein.

For the Three-Phase approach, the effective transmission rate is reduced
to 2 frames per 3 resources, thus, the bandwidth efficiency η3Phase = 2

3
%P2P

T0F0
is 2/3 of a unidirectional P2P transmission.

Two-Phase Scenario One step further is the idea of Zhang, Liew and
1 By using a linear encoding scheme the relay code word can be represented by
cR = C(bA ⊕bB) or cR = C(bA)⊕C(bB) as in both cases a valid code word is generated.
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A R B
bA bB

a) 1. phase, MA phase: A → R and B → R

A R B

bR = b̂A→R ⊕ b̂B→R

b) 2. phase, BC phase: R → A and R → B

Figure 4.4: Two-phase scenario on an information word level

Lam in 2006 [ZLL06b] and at the same time by Popovski and Yomo in
[PY06a, PY06b] with the idea of PLNC, where the overall transmission
is done in a MA phase and a BC phase. This reduction of the effective
transmission rate to two frames per two resources can be done by also
reducing the first and second phase to a mutual MA phase, where user A
and B transmit simultaneously2 to the relay as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The
basic idea of this approach is the underlying additive nature of arriving
electromagnetic waves on the same physical resource at the relay, which
can be interpreted as an equivalent summation of the underlying coding
operation. The additive signal is called PLNC as the NC is inherently
done by the physical channel. The PLNC signal is estimated at the relay
and broadcast to the users in the second phase. This procedure results
in a bandwidth efficiency η2Phase = %P2P

T0F0
which is equal to the bandwidth

efficiency of a unidirectional P2P transmission. However, in contrast to the
3 phase approach, where two separate unidirectional P2P channels are used
in the first two phases, we use here a TWRC where the uplink is introduced
in Section 2.5 as two-point channel. The phases can be given by

• MA phase (TWRC): A→ R and B→ R with receive signal at the relay:

yAB→R = HA→RdA + HB→RdB + nAB→R

• BC phase (2×P2P): R→ A and R→ B with receive signals:

Rx signal at A : yR→A = HR→AdR + nR→A

Rx signal at B : yR→B = HR→BdR + nR→B

2 In this setup, simultaneously means that we use the same resources, i.e. time, and
frequency and only one receive antenna at the relay.
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This approach is the most challenging one due to the superposition of the
two user frames at the relay on the same physical resources resulting in an
interference affected system. We just get one observation per two unknowns.
Most communication systems avoid this kind of multi-user interference
(MUI), however, by embracing this interference, we are able to increase the
bandwidth efficiency and, thus, the overall performance is improved.

The relay has the task to generate a joint BC message dR based on the
superposition MA frame yAB→R like

broadcast frame = fMA→BC (superpostion frame) , (4.3)

where fMA→BC (·) is some function mapping the received MA frame to a BC
frame. The questions are: How does this function look like and what is it based
on? Different detection schemes are proposed in [ZLL06b, Wüb10, WL10],
based on the idea that the relay directly estimates the joint BC message
fMA→BC(yAB→R) → bA ⊕ bB related to the three-phase scenario. This is
one reasonable interpretation as the superposition of two symbol vectors dA

and dB can be interpreted as the transmission of the XOR combination of
the underlying bits bA ⊕ bB.

In general more than one pair of users can interact over one relay, e.g. in
[Len16] the author investigates interleaved division multiple access (IDMA)
as multiplexing technology in a multiple pair bidirectional relaying scenario
and [CY09] also discusses CDMA as a multiplexing techniques.

To show the principle ideas and properties of MC transmission schemes
with general waveforms in a TWRC under offset conditions, we investigate
the application of one pair of users, only, without any additional multiplexing
procedure. However, the combination of the aforementioned multiplexing
techniques (i.e. IDMA and CDMA) or others with general MC schemes are
further implementable, but the combination is out of scope of this thesis.
Furthermore, we limit the discussion to the MA phase, as the transmission
in the BC phase can be seen as two P2P transmissions from the relay to
each user.

One may note that, we will subsequently omit the indices e.g. like Hu =
Hu→R, yu = yu→R or du = du→R as it is obvious from or to which node the
signal “comes from” or “goes to” and it makes the equations more readable
and shorter.

Subsequently, in Section 4.3, we will introduce a detailed system model for
the transmission of two user signals to a relay station applying general MC
transmissions based on the basic concepts of Chapter 2 and 3. We then focus
on three detection schemes based on different ideas for the detailed mapping
function fMA→BC (·). The estimation of the BC message at the relay is
rested on a FG-based approach, such that the mapping function fMA→BC (·)
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will be represented as FG later on. The following sections presuppose the
general knowledge of the concept of FGs and the message exchange within
these entities. To focus on the general concepts w.r.t. TWRC detection, the
introduction of a FGE for P2P transmissions is briefly given in Appendix B.
Furthermore, the interested reader is invited to the references (without any
claim to completeness) [KFL01, Loe03, Loe04, Wym07], which give a great
overview on FGs and the SPA in general.

4.3 System Model and Detection Methods of
Two-Phase TWRC Transmissions

4.3.1 Overview

Transmitter A

Transmitter B TWRC

Relay R

Encoder
C

Symbol
Mapper M

S/P MC

Encoder
C

Symbol
Mapper M

S/P MC

wA (τ , t)

wB (τ , t)

nR (t)

MC−1 P/S Det./
Dec.

Encoder
C

Symbol
Mapper M

S/P MC

bA

bB

cA

cB

dA

dB

DA

DB

xA(t)

xB(t)

yR(t) YR yR b̂R cR dR DR xR(t)

Figure 4.5: Overall system model for the multiple access phase. The upper
three blocks show the transmission to the relay and the lower block
illustrates the signal generation for the broadcast phase.

In this section we first focus on the description of the system model. To
further give insights on the basic detection concept, i.e. on the, so far, general
function fMA→BC(·), we introduce a detailed mapping of the information to
the physical resources to generate the individual transmit signals at each
user, illustrated as “Transmitter u”, u ∈ {A,B} in Fig. 4.5. We discuss
the TWRC, which superimposes the two user signals xA (t) and xB (t), and
furthermore, the detection at the relay is described and discussed in detail.
We limit ourselves to a single antenna setup, i.e. each node is only equipped
with a single antenna.

User Transmit Signal The binary information sequence bu ∈ FNb
2 with

length Nb is encoded by a linear encoding scheme, such that a code word
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is generated with an encoder C by cu = C (bu) ∈ FNc
2 with a code rate

Rc = Nb
Nc

.
The symbol mapper M maps log2 (M) code bits to a complex symbol

symbols du. This symbol vector du is a user specific stacked data symbol
vector and after a serial to parallel (S/P)3 conversion, the symbol matrix
Du ∈ CNSC×NTS , with du = vec{Du} is achieved.

Each symbol element du
k,` of matrix Du is mapped on a sub-carrier kF0 and

a time instance `T0 by a MC scheme introduced in Chapter 3, implemented
by the MC block in Fig. 4.5 resulting in the time signal xu (t) and transmitted
to the relay. As also discussed in Chapter 2, a TWRC channel is used to
describe the transmission of both user signals A and B to the relay R. In
general, we assume time-variant channels wu (τ , t) additionally affected by
AWGN nR (t) with zero mean and variance σ2

n.

Two-Way Relaying Channel At the relay the analysis part and sam-
pling generates the observation matrix YR ∈ CN ′SC×N ′TS containing the
observation yR

k′, ′̀ at the TF grid point (k′, ′̀). After P/S conversion with
yR = vec{YR}, the overall receive signal at the relay is given in matrix
notation by

yR = HAdA + HBdB + ñR , (4.4)
where Hu is the frame-based effective channel matrix introduced and dis-
cussed in Chapter 3 (3.27) and a noise vector ñR at the relay.

The received signal can be separated into three parts: the desired signal
1 , the interference part 2 and noise 3 like

yR = ΣA
HdA + ΣB

HdB

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1 PLNC signal

+
(
ΣA

HdA + ΣB
HdB

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2 common interference

+ ñR

︸︷︷︸
3 noise

, (4.5)

where the effective channel matrix Hu = Σu
H + Σu

H can be split into a
desired matrix Σu

H, which contains only the main diagonal elements and
an interference matrix Σu

H containing all off-diagonal elements. The matrix
representation corresponds in scalar form to

yR
r = hA

r,rd
A
r + hB

r,rd
B
r

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1 PLNC signal

+
∑

s 6=r

(
hA
r,sd

A
s + hB

r,sd
B
s

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2 common interference

+ ñR
r

︸︷︷︸
3 noise

, (4.6)

3 The S/P as well as the parallel to serial (P/S) conversion can be mathematically
described by the vectorization operator a = vec{A}, stacking the columns of a matrix
A ∈ CNrows×Ncolumns into a frame vector a ∈ CNcolumnsNrows×1, and vice versa with
A = vec{a}.
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where du
s ∈ {A,B} denotes the transmit symbols per user, yr the observation

at the relay and ñR
r the noise at the relay. The receiving index r = k′+ ′̀N ′SC

with 0 ≤ r ≤ N ′TSN
′
SC − 1 and sending index s = k + `NSC with 0 ≤ s ≤

NTSNSC − 1 is used. The signal in 1 of both equation is the so-called
interference-free PLNC signal, forming the basis of the detection of the BC
message (4.2).

Impact of Timing Offset and Carrier Frequency Offset Before we
analyze the impact on the different PLNC detection schemes, we focus on the
common ISI, ICI and ACI in 2 (4.6). For this, we analyze two influences,
namely the TO and the CFO regarding the amount of interference introduced
as published by the author in parts in [WZWD16, WWD16, WWD18].
Certainly, the results can be generalized to delay spread and Doppler spread
as they can be described by multiple TOs and CFOs, respectively. It is of
utmost importance how the useful power of one symbol is spread over the
Rx-TF grid, and, is it sufficient to consider a limited number of neighboring
TF grid points?

The answer to this question is important for the design of the FGE in the
next section, as it controls the number of connection within the FG. Many
elements hu

r,s unequal to zero result in a dense adjacency matrix and thus in
a highly connected FGE, resulting in a high computational complexity for
the SPA. Thus, we analyze the influence of the introduced interference at
the relay considering the following MC transmission schemes 1) QAM-based
OFDM (w/o guard interval), 2) OQAM/OFDM with EGF waveform (ρ = 2),
3) CP-OFDM, 4) QAM-based MC schemes, with half-cosine, and Gaussian
waveform with ρ = 1, 5) OQAM-based FBMC schemes, with half-cosine,
and Gaussian waveform with ρ = 2. We analyze the introduced interference
power dispersed over the Rx-TF grid (k′, ′̀) at the relay transmitting only
one fixed transmit symbol ds at sending TF grid (k, `). The transmit symbol
power per user is normalized (i.e. symbol variance σ2

d = 1) to compare QAM
and OQAM mapping. The underlying physical channels are assumed to be
affected by constant TO ∆τ and constant CFO ∆ν and result in a one-tap
delay-Doppler function

su (τ , ν) = ejφ
u
δ (τ −∆τu) δ (ν −∆νu) (4.7)

per user with the connection of the delay-Doppler function s (τ , ν) and the
corresponding channel coefficient hu

r,s in (3.11). We focus on symmetric
compensation of all effects and, thus, an average compensation is assumed
yielding ∆τB = −∆τA for TO, ∆νB = −∆νA for the CFO and a symmetric
phase difference of φB = −φA.
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Let us recall the TF grid in Fig. 3.6, the power used at NN TF grid points
and ignoring the residue is then defined as

PQAM
ds

(NN) =
∑

r∈NQAM
dA
s

(NN)

∣∣hA
r,s

∣∣2 +
∑

r∈NQAM
dB
s

(NN)

∣∣hB
r,s

∣∣2 (4.8)

for QAM-based schemes, where the sets NQAM
du
s

(NN) are user specific sets of
receive indices r according to the NN largest amplitudes squared

∣∣hu
r,s

∣∣2. The
signal power PQAM

ds
(NN) accumulates the NN neighbors with the highest

power of a column Hu
1:end,s for a fixed sending symbol s.

The OQAM-based FBMC transmission schemes achieve only orthog-
onality by applying the real part operator on the relay received signal
yR,OQAM
r = <{yR

r } [WZWD16]. Hence, the useful power yields

POQAM
ds

(NN) =
∑

r∈NOQAM
dA
s

(NN)
<
{
hA
r,s

}2 +
∑

r∈NOQAM
dB
s

(NN)
<
{
hB
r,s

}2
, (4.9)

where the sets NOQAM
du
s

(NN) are generated according to the NN largest real
parts squared <{hu

r,s}2. Eq. (4.8) and (4.9) give an indication on the amount
of useful power spread over a number of NN TF grid points at the relay.
The set N scheme

du
s

(NN) can be interpreted as the neighborhood of a symbol ds
with NN neighbors, which is the important design parameter for the FGE in
the next section. We further define the normalized power loss

γ (NN) =
PTotal − Pds (NN)

PTotal
= unused power

PTotal
(4.10)

giving the amount of signal power ignored by considering only NN samples,
where PTotal collects the overall available power at the relay, i.e. (4.8) or
(4.9) with NN →∞. The curves in Fig. 4.6 show the normalized power loss
γ (NN) w.r.t. a different TO ∆τu for an increasing number of neighbors
NN = 1, 4, 7, 10, 13 and the different MC transmission schemes discussed
above without CFO (∆νu = 0). In this analysis, the underlying channels
are fully aligned such that the phase difference is φAB = 0. If no TO (i.e. at
∆τu = 0) is present or in other words the system is perfectly synchronized,
the power loss already vanishes for the orthogonal schemes with just one
neighbor NN = 1. Hence, the effective matrix Hu in (4.4) results in a purely
diagonal structure (i.e. Σu

H = 0). Thus, a one-tap equalizer is sufficient and
similar frame error rate (FER) performance like in Fig. 4.14 are achievable.
As expected, the orthogonal CP-OFDM scheme does not suffer from a power
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Figure 4.6: Normalized power loss in logarithmic scale for the QAM-based
schemes ( ) and OQAM-based schemes ( ) with NN =
1, 4, 7, 10, 13 applying TWRC, w/ different normalized TO ∆τA/TS,
without CFO ∆νu = 0 and without phase difference φAB = 0.

loss as long as the TO is within the guard interval length, which would be
similar to ZP-OFDM and w-CP-OFDM. In contrast, for the non-orthogonal
schemes all neighbors and, thus, PTotal is required to achieve a completely
vanishing power loss γ (NN). All schemes suffer from spreading over the TF
grid with the presence of TO. However, by collecting more neighbors NN
the loss γ (NN) decreases. The Gaussian waveform achieves the lowest loss
among all schemes collecting fewer neighbors NN over a wide range of offsets.
The OQAM-based schemes outperform the corresponding QAM schemes
due to the better separation in the TF grid and the reduced interference
power in the imaginary domain if no phase difference φAB occur between the
users.

Fig. 4.7 shows the normalized power loss γ (NN) for a varying CFO ∆νu

without a TO (∆τu = 0)4 . Contrarily to the setup of Fig. 4.6, a symmetric
but misaligned phase difference between the users of φAB = π/2 is applied.
4 One may note that the curves for OFDM and CP-OFDM with NN = 1 can be calculated
with (3.60).
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Figure 4.7: Normalized power loss for the QAM-based schemes ( ) and
OQAM-based schemes ( ) with NN = 1, 4, 7, 10, 13 applying
TWRC, different normalized CFO ∆νA/F0, without TO ∆τ u = 0
and with a fixed phase difference φAB = π/2.

This phase shift destroys the real-valued orthogonality of OQAM/OFDM
(<{ 2 } 6= 0) and the reduced interference of the OQAM/FBMC (<{ 2 } � 0)
as it fully aligns the interference from one user to the useful power of the
other user and vice versa. Correspondingly, a huge degradation in γ (NN)
can be observed. Hence, it should be noted that the OQAM-based schemes
introduce a high spread of the useful power in the TF grid, even if this
scheme is orthogonal in an unidirectional P2P transmission. More neighbors
would be required (also in the FGE in the next section) to collect the same
amount of power. The interference terms are not vanishing by the real part
operator in (4.34) such that an equalizer should consider the full effective
channel matrix without any real part operation at the receiver side.

Finally, Fig. 4.8 indicates the influence on the different MC schemes for
different number of neighbors NN with a varying phase shift φAB and fixed TO
and CFO (∆τA = 0.1TS and ∆νA = 0.1F0). Generally, the more neighbors
used, the lower the loss γ (NN). The lowest loss is achieved by the Gaussian
waveform in both mapping schemes due to the good localization properties.
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It can further be observed, that the QAM-based schemes are independent of
the affected phase φAB, thus, all curves are indistinguishable, whereas the
OQAM schemes only achieve a low loss with phases differences φAB close to
zero. The real-valued orthogonality of OQAM-based MC schemes destroys
the good properties in a TWRC. The sensitivity to the unresolvable phase
shifts in a TWRC concludes that OQAM-based schemes are not well suited
with just one receive antenna at the relay and, thus, not recommended in
this setup.
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4.3.2 TWRC Detectors
Let us remember the separate signal description (4.5) and (4.6) on page
85, we ask for the connection between the desired PLNC signal part in 1
and the joint BC message for the broadcast phase, defined in (4.2) resulting
in the mapping function fMA→BC (·) in (4.3). So, we first focus on the
detection of the BC message based on different detection strategies within
an interference-free scenario besides AWGN, i.e. Σu

H = 0, u ∈ {A,B},
before we generalize the schemes considering ISI and ICI. The transmission
can be seen as synchronized GI-based OFDM transmission without any TO
or CFO such that the receive signal per sub-carrier (4.6) can be simplified to

yR = hAdA + hBdB + ñR , (4.11)

omitting the indices of the TF grid to introduce the principle ideas of the
detection schemes based on MAP estimation. The focus for finding the MA
to BC message function fMA→BC (·) lies on three different PLNC detection
schemes:

I) Separate channel decoding (SCD): The SCD detector first esti-
mates the information streams b̂A and b̂B of each user separately by
considering the other user as interference [WL10]. Afterwards, the
relay performs a XOR mapping bR = b̂A ⊕ b̂B to generate the BC
message.

II) Joint channel decoding and physical-layer network coding
(JCNC): Contrarily to SCD, JCNC is a scheme directly estimating
the XOR combination by exploiting the linearity of the applied channel
codes bR = b̂A⊕B without having any interest on the individual signals
of the specific users [ZLL06b].

III) Generalized joint channel decoding and physical-layer net-
work coding (GJCNC): Furthermore, GJCNC is an extension of
JCNC interpreting the messages of both users as a joint information
tuple bAB in a higher Galois field and uses a non-binary decoder
[Wüb10, WL10, LW10]. This scheme offers the best performance by
the utilization of the fully available underlying information. The mes-
sage for the BC phase is generated by simply mapping the estimated
tuple b̂AB to the relay message bR. The decoder and demapper have
to work in higher fields, contrarily to SCD and JCNC.

The block diagrams of all relay processing schemes are given in Fig. 4.9.
All schemes share the same first block, i.e. the equalizer for the symbol
tuple, and differ mainly in the generation of the signals fed to the symbol
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de-mapper. The gray box determines the detection depending equalizer and
will be discussed, subsequently. To clearly understand the different detection

Equal. fSCD

M−1

M−1

C−1

C−1

XOR
yR d̃AB

d̃A

d̃B

c̃A

c̃B

b̂A

b̂B
bR

a) SCD

Equal. fJCNC M−1 C−1

yR d̃AB d̃A⊕B c̃A⊕B bR = b̂A⊕B

b) JCNC

Equal. M−1 C−1 Map
yR d̃AB c̃AB b̂AB bR

c) GJCNC

Figure 4.9: Relay processing chains for SCD, JCNC and GJCNC related to the
mapping function fMA→BC

(
yR) → bR. The gray box determines

the detection depending equalizer.

schemes, we first identify the principles of the first block, which is the same
for all schemes, and then we point out the major differences of SCD, JCNC
and GJCNC. We further assume an BPSK mapping with du = (−1)cu

c with
code bit index c and set Du

BPSK ∈ {1,−1} and cardinality |D| = M = 2
such we can label each symbol by a decimal index i ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}5 .
All possible combinations of the separate code bits cA and cB are given in
Table 4.1. It should be noted that also the XORed version cA⊕B = cA ⊕ cB.
Furthermore, the code word combination cAB = cA +cBD for BPSK is defined
with indeterminate D in a polynomial description as a short hand notation
for the four different combination of cA and cB living in the extension field
cAB ∈ F2Nu log2(M) needed later [Wüb10, WL10, Wu17]. Additionally, all
corresponding symbols dA, dB, dA⊕B and an extended symbol tuple dAB are
5 The corresponding signals and sets for QPSK mapping are given in Appendix C.1
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Table 4.1: Possible combinations of code bits, symbols and noise & interference-
free receive signals for BPSK with omitted indices.

i cA cB cA⊕B cAB dA dB dA⊕B dAB
noise/inter-
ference-free
receive signal

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 (1, 1) hA + hB

1 1 0 1 1 −1 1 −1 (−1, 1) −hA + hB

2 0 1 1 D 1 −1 −1 (1,−1) hA − hB

3 1 1 0 D + 1 −1 −1 1 (−1,−1) −hA − hB

listed. The superposition of a pair of two M -ary symbols du result in M2

different combinations at the relay. This resulting symbol tuple can be read
as Cartesian product with DAB = DA ×DB with all pairs

DAB =
{(
dA, dB) | dA ∈ DA, dB ∈ DB} . (4.12)

with cardinality
∣∣DAB∣∣ =

∣∣DA∣∣ ·
∣∣DB∣∣. The variable tuple dAB is from the

extended set DAB . The Fig. 4.9 shows the estimates instead of the variables,
whereby the variables with tilde, i.e. d̃u, d̃A⊕B, d̃AB for the different symbol
vectors, c̃u, c̃A⊕B, and c̃AB for the code vectors, correspond to soft estimates
and the variables with hat, i.e. b̂u, b̂A⊕B, and b̂AB for the information bit
vectors, correspond to hard estimates.

Considering the interference-free signal (4.11), the signal plane of an
example of the possible transmissions is illustrated in Fig. 4.10. Each filled
circle determines one of the possible noise/interference-free receive signal
i assuming complex channel coefficients hA and hB also given in Table 4.1
for BPSK. These noise/interference-free receive signal serve as hypotheses
in the subsequent detection schemes. The receive signal yR is denoted by a
cross ×. The lines in Fig. 4.10a illustrates the Euclidean distance between a
hypothesis i and the receive signal yR.

Based on the hypotheses and the receive signal, the task of the detector
is to generate a proper choice of the BC message. In the following, we
discuss the three different strategies by means of FG-based detection in
an interference-free scenario illustrated in Fig. 4.11 to achieve this goal.
It should be noted, that in Appendix B the general concept of FG based
detection/equalization is briefly discussed and is the basis of the following
part.
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Figure 4.10: Receive signal plane, with possible hypotheses corresponding to the
labels i in Table 4.1 for BPSK and Table C.1 for QPSK.
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Figure 4.11: Factor graphs for interference-free transmission of all detection
schemes considered [HZ11, WHZW13] with just a few important
messages displayed for simplicity’s sake. Furthermore, the argument
and the indices are omitted due to readability.

I) Separate Channel Decoding

Within SCD the basic idea already drawn in Fig. 4.9 is to detect the indi-
vidual streams for each user b̂u, u ∈ {A,B} separately and perform an XOR
combination afterwards such that a joint information word bR = b̂A ⊕ b̂B

is generated. This BC information word is then encoded with an encod-
ing scheme C and mapped to a complex symbol by a mapping scheme M

and further processed by a MC scheme such that a BC transmit signal
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xR (t) = MC(M(C(bR))) is generated. In this work, a bit-by-bit MAP
detection for each bit bu

$, $ = 0, . . . , Nb − 1 given by

b̂u
$ = arg max

bu
$∈F2

p
(
bu
$ | yR) (4.13)

is used. As we will introduce in the Appendix B, we use the SPA working on
a FG to solve the marginalization needed for (4.13). According to Section
B.2.1, the MAP detector (4.13) can be factorized into

b̂u
$ = arg max

bu
$∈F2

Pr (bu
$)︸ ︷︷ ︸

a priori

[ ∑

∼{bu
$}

p
(
yR|dAB

)
p
(
dAB|du

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Equalizer

· p(du|cu)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mapping

p(cu|bu
$)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Encoding

∏

ι\$
Pr (bu

ι )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
µbu
ι→Est.(bu

ι)

]
. (4.14)

The equalizer part in (4.14) is factorized into the relation between observa-
tion and superimposed symbol tuple dAB by p(yR|dAB) and the likelihood
p(dAB|du) connects the superimposed symbol dAB with the user specific
symbol du for a user u. The corresponding FGE is drawn in Fig. 4.11a
for an interference-free transmission (4.11) [WWD16, WWD18]. Similar
to the approach in Appendix B with the factorization of the equalizer in
(B.12), the underlying structure of the function blocks are opened. The
message from the observation factor node to the variable node µyR→dAB

(
dAB)

is an extension of (B.17) defined for the unidirectional P2P case. Here,
the variable tuple dAB is used with the larger set DAB in comparison to
a unidirectional P2P transmission. Thus, without any interference, this
message can be calculated like6

µyR→dAB
(
dAB) ∝ p

(
yR | dAB) (4.15)

where the likelihood is related like

p
(
yR | dAB) ∝ exp

(∣∣yR − hAdA − hBdB∣∣2

σ2
n

)
. (4.16)

Hence, this detection scheme is directly related to the APP-based schemes
applied in [Wüb10, WL10, WWD13b].
6 This calculation is a special case of an interference-free transmission with AWGN, the
general equation (4.6) is related to (B.12)
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As introduced in Appendix B, the dimension of a message is related to the
cardinality of the variable connected, e.g. for a discrete M -ary modulated
symbol, describable by an M -ary vector with M entries. From a connected
node perspective, each entry in this vector denotes the probability of the
specific symbol transmitted. The message dimension of µdAB→fSCD

(
dAB) is

related to the variable dAB and, thus, of cardinality M2. We introduce a
PLNC helping factor node fSCD, generating the symbol tuple dAB =

(
dA, dB),

also given in Fig. 4.11a. Related to the notation in [Wym07], this function
can be expressed by fSCD

(
DA = dA, DB = dB) = δ(DA − dA)δ(DB − dB).

The mapping gets more important in the interference afflicted case and will
be discussed later on. To extract the useful part needed for user A, we
calculate the marginal distribution p(dAB|dA) related to (4.14) w.r.t. user
A. This marginalization is done by the introduced helping function node
fSCD and works for user A like

µfSCD→dA
(
dA) =

∑

∼{dA}

[
δ(DA − dA)δ(DB − dB)

· µdAB→fSCD

(
(dA, dB)

)
µdB→fSCD

(
dB)
]

(4.17a)

=
∑

i∈DDA=dA
SCD

µdAB→fSCD

(
DAB ≡ i

)
µdB→fSCD

(
dB) , (4.17b)

The message in (4.17a) can be rewritten to (4.17b), where DDA=dA

SCD is the set
of indices for a fixed realization DA = dA and all possible realizations of the
symbol of the other user defined by

DDA=dA

SCD =
{
i | DA = dA} . (4.18)

The expression “DAB ≡ i” in (4.17) corresponds to that symbol tuple of
line i in Table 4.1 on page 93. For example, by the application of BPSK,
the M = 2 available sets for user A are DDA=1

SCD = {0, 2} for DA = 1 and
DDA=−1

SCD = {1, 3} for DA = −1. Equation (4.17) is equivalent for user
B. For DB = 1 the set is DDB=1

SCD = {0, 1} and for DB = −1 the set is
DDB=−1

SCD = {2, 3}. Corresponding sets for QPSK can be found in Appendix
C.1. The messages for user A and B are further processed by single-user
SotA demapping and decoding strategies in F2. After estimating b̂A and
b̂B, the BC message bR = b̂A ⊕ b̂B is generated and broadcast to the users.
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II) Joint Channel Decoding and Physical-Layer Network Coding

Ultimately, the relay’s goal is to generate one common message for the BC
phase. Thus, it is not interested in the individual messages of each user, but
in the joint PLNC message. Zhang et al.proposed to simplify the detection
to just one single stream directly based on the XOR combination bA⊕B in
[ZLL06b]. Or, in other words, the relay directly detects the BC message

bR = bA⊕B = bA ⊕ bB . (4.19)

We use the terminology bA⊕B to distinguish from SCD and GJCNC. The
corresponding symbol set is described by

DA⊕B =
{
M(cA ⊕ cB) |M(cA) ∈ DA,M(cB) ∈ DB} , (4.20)

with the XOR symbol dA⊕B = M(cA ⊕ cB) (also given in Table 4.1 and
Table C.1) which lies also in the set of DA⊕B = Du of a single user due to
its linearity. This approach leads to a reduced structure compared to SCD
in the relay by only one processing chain for the combined data stream as
illustrated in Fig. 4.9b. In the AWGN case, i.e. hA = 1 and hB = 1 (i.e. in
the time continuous domain wA (τ ) = wB (τ ) = δ (τ )), this detection scheme
leads to a receive signal (4.11) with a reduced number of hypotheses, e.g.
with BPSK the hypotheses are -2,0,2 as illustrated in Fig. 4.12a (in other
words the hypotheses i = 1 and i = 2 overlay in the signal plane). Without
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Figure 4.12: Receive signal plane, with possible hypotheses corresponding to
the labels i in Table 4.1 for BPSK and Table C.1 for QPSK with a
AWGN channel, i.e. hA = 1 and hB = 1.

detecting the separate signals, the BC message can be directly estimated.
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So, if the receive signal yR
r is close in terms of Euclidean distance to the

hypotheses i = 0, i = 3 it is highly probable that the underlying XOR code
bit is cA⊕B = 0 and close to i = 1, i = 2 the joint code is cA⊕B = 1 (see
Tab. 4.1). This principle works similarly for QPSK as illustrated in Fig. 4.12b
with the related code bits listed in Table C.1. However, with more general
channels (phase shift, TO, etc.) more hypotheses are possible, cf. Fig. 4.10b,
which reduces the detection performance of JCNC. The corresponding MAP
approach reads

b̂A⊕B
$ = arg max

bA⊕B
$ ∈F2

p
(
bA⊕B
$ | yR) (4.21)

with information bit index $ = 0, . . . , Nb − 1 and can be factorized into

b̂A⊕B
$ = arg max

bA⊕B
$ ∈F2

Pr
(
bA⊕B
$

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a priori

[ ∑

∼{bA⊕B
$ }

p
(
yR|dA⊕B

)
p
(
dAB|dA⊕B

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Equalizer

· p
(
dA⊕B|cA⊕B

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Demapper

p
(
cA⊕B|bA⊕B

$

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Decoder

∏

ι\$
Pr
(
bA⊕B
ι

) ]
. (4.22)

Similar to SCD, where the processing in the symbol demapper and decoder
are based on the message dimension of |M |, the JCNC detection scheme also
works in this domain. Thus, it has to perform a marginalization on the equal-
izer messages to reduce the signal space to allow further processing. Accord-
ing to [WWD18], this can be done by a function fJCNC = δ

(
DA⊕B − dA⊕B)

(related to p(dAB|dA⊕B) in (4.22)), which maps the variable tuple set DAB to
the XORed combined space DA⊕B. The function is illustrated in Fig. 4.11b
as block fJCNC between dAB and dA⊕B. The message from the function
fJCNC to the XORed symbol dA⊕B is calculated by

µfJCNC→dA⊕B
(
dA⊕B) =

∑

∼{dA⊕B}
δ
(
DA⊕B − dA⊕B)µdAB→fJCNC

((
dA, dB))

(4.23a)

=
∑

q∈DDA⊕B=dA⊕B
JCNC

µdAB→fJCNC

(
DA⊕B ≡ q

)
. (4.23b)

Similar to the SCD case (4.17), the message from the JCNC function to the
in (4.23a) can be rewritten to (4.23b), where the set DDA⊕B=dA⊕B

JCNC is given by

DDA⊕B=dA⊕B

JCNC =
{
i | DA⊕B = dA⊕B} . (4.24)
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and contains all possible combinations i for a fixed DA⊕B = dA⊕B from Table
4.1 for BPSK or Table C.1 for QPSK.

For instance, for DA⊕B = 1 the set is DDA⊕B=1
JCNC = {0, 3} and for DA⊕B = −1

the set is DDA⊕B=−1
JCNC = {1, 2}. For the corresponding QPSK mapping we refer

to Appendix C.1. The message (4.23) is further processed by just one joint
SotA demapper and decoder in F2 as introduced in Chapter 2. The estimate
b̂A⊕B is directly mapped as BC message bR = b̂A⊕B and transmitted in the
BC phase.

III) Generalized Joint Channel Decoding and Physical-Layer Net-
work Coding

Both schemes, i.e. SCD and JCNC, reduce the possible variable space DAB

in an early state of the detection process, i.e. directly after the equalizer
either to Du or to DA⊕B. This leads to the loss of information[LLZ15].
Especially, the aforementioned detection schemes are not fully able to utilize
the underlying information by this reduction. The authors in [ZL09, LWK10,
LW10] propose as solution the extension with a “virtual decoder” (an adopted
decoder) at the relay based on the arithmetic-sum algorithm for AWGN
channels with just three hypotheses for BPSK or nine for QPSK. The authors
in [WL10, Wüb10] further generalize this idea by the use the virtual decoder
with the “hypotheses” mentioned in Table 4.1 and Table C.1 working on
the noise/interference-free receive signals as hypotheses, which offers the
decoding also in Rayleigh fading channels. Therefore, the method mentioned
in [WL10, Wüb10] extends the virtual decoder working on variable tuples
like cAB in extension fields to the Galois field F22log2(M) .

The corresponding MAP approach is

b̂AB
$ = arg max

bAB
$ ∈F2Nu log2(M)

p
(
bAB
$ | yR) (4.25)

with information bit index $ = 0, . . . , Nb − 1 and it can be factorized into

b̂AB
$ = arg max

bAB
$ ∈F2Nu log2(M)

Pr
(
bAB
$

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a priori

[ ∑

∼{bAB
$ }

p
(
yR|dAB

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Equalizer

· p
(
dAB|cAB

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Demapping

p
(
cAB|bAB

$

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Decoder

∏

ι\$
Pr
(
bAB
ι

) ]
(4.26)

The advantage of this detection scheme is the direct use of the message
µyR→dAB

(
dAB) in the demapping and decoding process such that no marginal-

ization function fGJCNC is required as illustrated in Fig. 4.11c. Furthermore,
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in GJCNC each code bit tuple cAB is directly related to just one symbol
dAB due to the extension to a higher Galois field as exemplary illustrated
in Tab. 4.1 for the BPSK mapping. Nevertheless, we introduce the map-
ping function fGJCNC to unify the description of the SPA w.r.t. all other
detection schemes later on. The mapping function should not change the
properties of the connected variables so we introduce the mapping function
fGJCNC as equal factor node denoted by = which can be described by
fGJCNC = δ(DAB′ − dAB′)δ(DAB − dAB), where δ (·) is the dirac distribution
[KK18]. By the application of this node the messages from and to this node
results in µfGJCNC→dAB′ (dAB′) = µdAB→fGJCNC(dAB) [Wym07].

TWRC Detector Summary

Table 4.2: Overview of different detection schemes

SCD JCNC GJCNC
Detection separate joint joint
Complexity ø ÷ ù

Set DA & DB DA⊕B=Du DAB

Symbols dA & dB dA⊕B dAB

Code bits cA & cB cA⊕B cAB

Info bits bA & bB bA⊕B bAB

Broadcast Mes. bR = bA ⊕ bB bR = bA⊕B bAB → bR

Field Nu × F2 Nu/2× F2 Nu/2× F2Nulog2(M)

Marginalization 3 3 7

So far, we have seen that we can use three different PLNC detection
schemes (fMA→BC

(
yR) → bR) in the interference-free scenario based

on the PLNC signal part 1 in (4.6). The main differences are illustrated
in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.11 and are summarized in Table 4.2. We need two
detection chains for SCD and have a reduction to one for JCNC. However, in
both cases, we marginalize the available information to match the message
dimension needed. Contrarily, the full available message space can be used
by GJCNC, but a decoder working in extension fields is necessary.

In the next section, we first give the KPIs for the performance mea-
surements in a TWRC setup. Then, we show first results related to the
considered detection schemes with AWGN channels and with phase affected
channels to show the impact related to the PLNC detection schemes, before
we adapt the FG to general MC schemes and general channels.
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4.4 Channel Impacts on TWRC Detectors
Before we generalize the two-phase TWRC system w.r.t. general channels,
we want to have a deeper understanding of the underlying challenges of
a TWR communication. Thus, we start the performance analysis of the
TWRC detectors in a synchronous setup by means of numerical simulations.
Thereafter, we look at asynchronous setup and provide an analysis w.r.t.
the introduced interference power.

Key Performance Indicators The MA phase is the crucial part in the
two-phase TWRC communication and we restrict ourselves on the inference
of the relay message b̂R at the relay. Thus, we focus on the instantaneous
bit error rate (BER) of frame q at the relay like

BERRelay (q) = NBit-Errors (q)
Nb

, (4.27)

where

NBit-Errors (q) =
Nb−1∑

b̂R
$ 6=bA

$⊕bB
$

$=0

1 (4.28)

is the number of errors of a transmission of Nb bits per user in frame q.
Furthermore, the mean BER at the relay is defined like

BERRelay = 1
NFrames

NFrames∑

q=1
BERRelay (q) (4.29)

and the mean FER at the relay is defined as

FERRelay = NFrame-Errors
NFrames

, (4.30)

where

NFrame-Errors =
NFrames−1∑

BERRelay(q)>0
q=0

1 (4.31)

is the number of frames with errors.
Finally, the effective throughput assuming a selective-repeat automatic

repeat request (ARQ) [WWD+13, WWD+14] protocol is defined as

ηeff = η
(
1− FERRelay

)
. (4.32)
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with the bandwidth efficiency η defined in (3.6) depending on MC, mapping
and encoding schemes. In contrast to the bandwidth η to the effective
throughput considers also the success of the transmission.

Table 4.3: Overview of the basic setup parameters

Name variable value
# sub-carriers NSC 72
# time symbols NTS 14
# complex symbols per user Nd 1008
Mapping scheme cardinality M 2 (BPSK), 4 (QPSK)
# code bits per frame Nc 1008, 2016
# info bits per frame Nb 302, 605
# guard interval symbols NGI 8
Code rate Rc 0.3
Bandwidth efficiency ηscheme 0.27, 0.54
Encoding scheme LDPC regular check degree of 3,

parity-check matrix by [HEA05]

Basic Setup The basic setup in this chapter is related to the parameters
in Table 4.3. We use a MC scheme with NSC = 72 sub-carriers and NTS = 14
time symbols. This configuration is related to the B = 1.4MHz configuration
of an LTE setup [STB11]. In contrast to LTE, here we use an LDPC
encoding scheme with a code rate of Rc = 0.3. The mapping is either BPSK
with M = 2 different symbols or QPSK with M = 4 different symbols per
user. Initially, we assume the application of CP-OFDM with a GI length
TGI = 0.1TS resulting in a bandwidth efficiency η = %δLD (Λ), of either
ηBPSK = 0.27 for BPSK or ηQPSK = 0.54 for QPSK.

4.4.1 Performance Analysis of the PLNC Detection
Schemes in Orthogonal Transmissions

An analysis with an AWGN channel (wA (τ ) = wB (τ ) = δ (τ )) was done in
[ZLL06b]. It was shown that SCD and JCNC suffer from the superposition
in (4.11) resulting in only three different hypotheses, i.e. -2,0,2, whereas
GJCNC outperforms the others in this case. Assuming the controllability
over the phase terms per user similar to the analysis in [WWD13a] and
[WL10], the effective channels coefficients results in hA = ejφ

A and hB = ejφ
B

which results in an effective phase difference φAB = φA − φB at the relay.
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Here, we recap these results already presented in the mentioned publications
as benchmark for asynchronous analysis, hereafter.
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Figure 4.13: BER performance at the relay over the phase difference φAB with
an LDPC encoding scheme with Rc = 0.3.

Analysis of Channel Phase Differences Fig. 4.13 shows the mean
BER performance BERRelay over the phase difference φAB for all schemes
with an SNR of Eb/N0 = 2dB and Eb/N0 = 5dB for BPSK and Eb/N0 =
3.5dB and Eb/N0 = 5dB for QPSK at the relay also considered in [WL10,
Wu17, Min15] and [WZWD16]. It can be observed, that all three schemes
are sensitive to phase rotations as indicated above. JCNC has the best
performance, if no phase rotation takes place due to direct mapping to
the BC message as mentioned in Section 4.3.2. But, it suffers from the
rotation leading to an increased number of possible hypotheses and, hence,
an ambiguous mapping. Especially with BPSK and a phase rotation of
φAB = 1

2π,
3
2π JCNC performs worst. In these cases, SCD and GJCNC have
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a better BER performances at the relay, since the hypotheses of the symbol
tuples do not overlap in the signal plane (cf. Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.10). The
separation of both users is easier for the SCD case and also GJCNC works
significantly better than JCNC due to the good separation of all different
hypotheses. If the users use higher order symbol mapping like QPSK, the
possible hypotheses superimpose also to a reduced set (from 16 possible
symbols to 9). Here, JCNC works well, if the phase rotation is φAB = 0 or
φAB = π, but degrades with a phase rotation up to φAB = π/2. GJCNC
suffers also from the phase rotation. However, it performs best for a broad
range of phase differences.
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Figure 4.14: Average FER performance at the relay for BPSK and QPSK for
a synchronized CP-OFDM transmission with a delay spread fully
captured in the CP.
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Performance Analysis In general, the phases of channels hu cannot be
controlled. Assuming typically Rayleigh fading channels (2.13), the phase
are usually uniformly distributed within φu ∈ [0, 2π[, [XCT+11, WWD13a,
Wu17]. In Fig. 4.14 the average FER performance at the relay is shown
for the three different detection schemes. It can be observed that SCD and
GJCNC outperforms the JCNC detection scheme in both symbol mappings
over the whole SNR range. This result is directly related to the uniform
distribution of the phases φu and their BER performance indicated by Fig.
4.13. The throughput ηeff over the SNR for these scenarios is illustrated
by Fig. 4.15. As expected, GJCNC offers the highest throughput over the
whole SNR range and JCNC offers the worst performance. In [Wüb10,
WL10, WWD13b, HLL14] TWRCs are analyzed within CP-OFDM with
synchronized reception, leading to fully diagonal channel and thus to similar
conditions as in the analysis in Fig. 4.14a and Fig. 4.14b. Finally, these
curves should be the benchmark for the MC schemes analyzed in the sequel.

4.4.2 Performance Analysis of the PLNC Detection
Schemes in Interference-Affected Transmissions

So far, we assumed synchronized CP-OFDM with a maximum delay spread
fully caught by the CP. No additional channel impacts introduced in Chapter
2 like TO, CFO or Doppler spread are present, resulting in a pure diagonal
effective channel matrix and thus the application of the simplified FGE in
Fig. 4.11 and the simple APP detection in (4.16) can be used. However, the
impact of CFO within TWRC is analyzed in [Wüb10, WL10, HLL14], and
[WLW+14] and even small offsets lead to a severe degradation.

In contrast to an unidirectional P2P transmission, where the individual
impact of offsets like CFO or TO can be compensated at the Rx or pre-
compensated at the Tx [LLZ15], here the compensation at the relay (Rx)
is not directly possible. The received signal at the relay contains the effect
of both users. Fig. 4.16 illustrates the impact on the receive signal for
unidirectional P2P transmissions and TWRC transmissions at the relay.

On the upper part the separate receive signal of user A in Fig. 4.16a
and user B in Fig. 4.16b affected without any offset, delay or Doppler
spread is depicted in terms of a TF grid by the transmission with the
Gaussian waveform as an example. The cross × and the circle O denote
the optimal sampling point for a maximum signal energy. In the Fig. 4.16c
the superposition of both signals is shown, leading to the maximum energy
at the sampling points (k′F0,

′̀T0). The impact of a CFO ∆νA = 0.2F0 for
user A and TO ∆τB = 0.2T0 for user B is illustrated in Fig. 4.16d resulting
in shifted ambiguity functions. In this case, the TF grid point (k′F0,

′̀T0)
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Figure 4.16: Time frequency grid with filter affected by different channels.

won’t lead to the optimal sampling points in terms of maximum energy
detection due to the shifts introduced by the offsets. Furthermore, no mutual
observation point exists covering the optimum in terms of maximum signal
power for both receive signals together. Usually, a common approach is to
pre-compensate such impacts at the Tx side. However, within a time-variant
channel, where the channel gains change quickly or in bursty, sporadic traffic,
pre-compensation at the Tx side is impractical, due to missing or too fast
changing channel state information (CSI)-Tx [LZL13, LLZ15]. Hence, in
[SJ09, LWLZ13, Wu17, LLZ15], and [WLW+14] the proposed solution is
to compensate the mean impact of CFO, TO, delay or Doppler spread
at the relay, only. However, this leads to a residual interference affected
system, where the interference matrix Σu

H 6= 0 does not vanish even with an
orthogonal MC scheme. To this end we further ask: If offsets like TO and
CFO are always present (unable to prevent or compensate), does it make sense
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to restrict to orthogonal transmissions? Or, do non-orthogonal multi-carrier
schemes offer more robustness against channel impacts in general?

Interference Analysis Before answering this question, we first focus
on the amount of residual interference introduced by different waveform
candidates under fixed offsets, delay, and Doppler conditions. Thus, we
separate the power of the received signal corresponding to (4.6) like

E{
∣∣yR
r

∣∣2} = σ2
d

(∣∣hA
r,r

∣∣2 +
∣∣hB
r,r

∣∣2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1 PQAM

d,r

+σ2
d
∑

s6=r

(∣∣hA
r,s

∣∣2 +
∣∣hB
r,s

∣∣2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2 PQAM

I,r

+ σ2
n

︸︷︷︸
3 PQAM

ñ,r

(4.33)

with the desired part 1 , the interference part 2 and the noise part 3 at
the TF grid point r. Further, the corresponding received signal power for
the OQAM-based transmission schemes is extended with (3.58) is given by

E{
∣∣yR
r

∣∣2} = σ2
d

(
<
{
hA
r,r

}2 + <
{
hB
r,r

}2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1 POQAM

d,r

+ σ2
d
∑

s6=r

(
<
{
hA
r,s

}2 + <
{
hB
r,s

}2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2 POQAM

I,r

+ σ2
n

︸︷︷︸
3 POQAM

ñ,r

, (4.34)

as the useful power is located in the real part.

Analysis of Channel Phase Differences Similar to the phase analysis
w.r.t. the different TWRC detection schemes, we now focus on the analysis
of the introduced interference 2 PI,r w.r.t. different waveforms introduced
in Chapter 3. In particular, the QAM and OQAM-based FBMC schemes
applying the time-limited rectangular, the frequency-limited half-cosine and
the “well-localized” Gaussian waveform7 , as well as the Mirabbasi-Martin
and the EGF with ρ = 2 are considered for an effective lattice density
δLD (Λ) = 1.

Fig. 4.17 shows the interference term PI,r for these schemes with fixed one-
tap channels hA = ejφ

A and hB = ejφ
B for user A and user B, respectively.

Here, only a phase difference φAB = φA − φB is investigated. We first
7 with parameter ρ = 1 for QAM and ρ = 2 for OQAM. With the OQAM mapping, the
localization parameter should be chosen ρ = 2 to introduce less interference [Min15] due
to the staggered TF grid.
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Figure 4.17: Interference introduced by phase differences.

look at the QAM-based schemes in Fig. 4.17a. As expected, the rectangular
waveform results in an interference-free, i.e. orthogonal transmission, whereas
the both “OQAM” waveforms (i.e. Mirabbasi-Martin and EGF) are affected
by a severe amount of interference, since they were designed for a staggered
lattice (cf. Fig. 3.21) and here abusively used with a TF lattice density
δLD (Λ) = 1 are used. The non-orthogonal waveforms (Gaussian and half-
cosine) are also affected by interference, but with comparable lower level.
As expected due (4.33), we can observe that in the QAM-based schemes, no
change of the interference power PI,r is observed by a modified phase term
φAB. In contrast, the OQAM-based schemes are phase sensitive as illustrated
in Fig. 4.17b. As expected without a phase difference φAB = 0 (or φAB = π
as the rotation by π leads to the same situation, since the usable energy
returns to the real part.), the interference part is purely orthogonal to the
signal power and, hence, a simple real part operation in (4.34) suppresses
fully the interference power resulting in an overall orthogonal transmission.
The presence of phase differences φAB 6= 0 severely increase the interference
power. In the special cases of φAB = π

2 (or φAB = 3π
2 , not shown in the

figure), the interference term of one user is completely aligned to the useful
signal power of the other user and vice versa. The severe phase sensitivity is
contra productive for the before mentioned phase sensitivity of the different
detection schemes (SCD, JCNC and GJCNC cf. Fig. 4.13).

Fig. 4.18 shows the mean BER performance at the relay w.r.t. the different
mappings (QAM and OQAM) and the different detection schemes. The
solid lines correspond to the BER performance by the CP-OFDM scheme
already illustrated in Fig. 4.13. The dotted lines determine OQAM/OFDM
applying exemplary the EGF waveform, both schemes with a fixed SNR of
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Figure 4.18: Average BER performance at the relay with Eb/N0 = 2dB over the
phase difference φAB with an LDPC encoding scheme and code rate
Rc = 0.3 for QAM with CP-OFDM and OQAM symbol mapping
with EGF waveform ρ = 2.

Eb/N0 = 2dB. We use BPSK for QAM. However, to compare both schemes,
we have to use QPSK in OQAM resulting in BPSK symbols per used TF
grid point due to the lattice staggering. To fairly compare both schemes, we
used a normalized power with both mappings.

Both mappings result in the same BER performance without a phase
difference (φAB = 0 or φAB = π), because no interference is introduced
and both schemes are noise limited, only. However, by the presence of
phase rotations in a TWRC, the OQAM-based schemes suffer from the
separation of useful power in the real domain and the interference power
in the other domain. The separation of useful power and the interference
power is impossible by simple real part operation in this under-determined
system like TWRC in contrast to a unidirectional P2P transmission.
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4.5 Equalizer
So far we introduced the TWRC detectors based on the interference-free
model (4.11). This system model is only valid for an orthogonal and per-
fectly synchronized reception at the relay. The presence of phase differences
(for OQAM-based schemes), TO (larger than the GI), CFO, delay spread
(without any GI) or Doppler spread introduces interference terms spread
more or less over the whole TF grid at the relay. E.g. in [WLW+14] TWRC
was analyzed regarding an LTE-like setting (CP-OFDM) on a hardware
demonstration setup. The results verify the high sensitivity to CFO. Instead
of performing compensation algorithms, fully applicable for unidirectional
P2P users, only, the relay is not able to simply perform individual com-
pensation on the superposition of all impacts. To deal with these impacts,
we will introduce equalizer algorithms w.r.t. TWRC to handle the impact
of general channels and compare the BER/FER performance at the relay
regarding the BC message bR. For TWRC, equalization techniques like linear
filtering based on least squares (LS) or on an MMSE criterion as introduced
in [SWW+14, WWD+15b, WSW+16], non-linear approaches like sIC
(cf. [WWD15a, WSW+16]) or FGE (cf. [WWD16, WWD18]) avoid,
mitigate or utilize the introduced interference terms. In the upper mentioned
publications, TWRC with multi-carrier and general waveform are proposed
and a flexible estimation framework is achieved, which in contrast to the
rigid CP-OFDM, can be flexible adapted to changing channel conditions
or other requirements like a higher demand on data rate, etc. For that,
we generalize the aforementioned APP-based methods to a general FGE
framework taking advantage of the underlying physical channel and the
selectable waveform introduced by general MC schemes. We also discuss
complexity reduction techniques, which will give a trade-off between FER
performance and computational complexity at the relay. Thus, we address
a linear equalizer technique for TWRC-based on a MMSE criterion. The
computational complexity can further be reduced by the application of
windowing techniques utilizing again the knowledge of the waveform used.
Moreover, by the knowledge of already decided symbols, a sIC approach is
implemented to improve further the overall performance.

4.5.1 Factor Graph-based Equalizer
Over the past decade factor graphs (FGs) and the underlying sum-product
algorithm (SPA) have been used intensively for a variety of applications like
error correction decoding, Kalman filtering, and iterative detection [KFL01,
Loe03, Loe04, Wym07, WS01]. For SC transmission over time-invariant
channels the factor graph-based equalizer (FGE) has been proposed in [CG05,
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Col06, ACC+07, GP08] and has been extended for time-variant channels in
[DS07a]. Further extensions for MIMO antenna systems [KDK05, LYWM05,
KDK07, HD08], single-input single-output (SISO)-OFDM with time-variant
channels [OWM+12], and MIMO-OFDM [HTH11, XM10] indicated the
excellent performance of FG-based detection/equalization similar to the
corresponding optimal algorithms (even if the FGs have a small girth due
the present ISI or ICI). Even for unidirectional P2P transmissions, the
application of a FGE in OQAM based schemes offer good performances
[FZCC16]. First applications of FGE for SC-TWRC has been proposed for
the time and phase asynchronous case in [LL12], whereas for CP-OFDM
modulated TWRC for time-variant (doubly-dispersive) channels in [HZ11,
XXX12, WHZW13, SG12].

In the Appendix B, we briefly introduce the general concept of FGs by
means of an unidirectional P2P communication system. In this subsection,
we generalize this idea to TWRCs with MC and general waveforms according
to the publications [WWD16, WWD18]. The main goal is to estimate
the BC message bR. We have already seen a special case of the FGE in
the interference-free case (4.11) resulting in a simplified message calculation
(see (4.15) and (4.16)) and a FGE with a single edge between observation
node and desired variable node. However, in the presence of offsets, e.g. TO,
CFO, delay spread and Doppler spread, this simplified model is not accurate
anymore. In addition, the application of non-orthogonal MC transmission
schemes leads also to a spread of the useful power in the Rx-TF grid and,
thus, to more connections in the FG. Nevertheless, the application of general
waveform offers the adaption of the effective channel and, hence, the amount
of connection in the FG resulting in a controllable equalizer. The considered
FG in this work is given in the conventional notation [KFL01] and the
general structure of the FGE is based on the Forney approach [For72a] (see
Appendix B for a detailed description).

Generation of the FGE

The FGE can be directly derived by the corresponding effective channel
matrices (see Appendix B). Given the channel matrices Hu, the adjacency
matrix Au is derived with elements

au
r,s =

{
1 , if hu

r,s 6= 0
0 , otherwise

, (4.35)

similar to the unidirectional P2P case (B.13). Each “1” in the adjacency
matrix determines one edge between variable and factor node, e.g. au

r,s = 1
means that the observation yR

r is connected by an edge with variable du
s.
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However, we focus on the TWRC setup where we use the symbol tuple dAB
s .

So we define the neighborhood for this tuple dAB
s as

NdAB
s

=
{
r | aA

r,s = 1 ∨ aB
r,s = 1

}
(4.36)

and the neighborhood of a factor node p(yR
r | dAB) connected to observation

yR
r is given by

NyR
r

=
{
s | aA

r,s = 1 ∨ aB
r,s = 1

}
. (4.37)

We can observe that, if the frame-based effective channel matrix Hu is purely
diagonal, i.e. Hu = Σu

H and Σu
H = 0, the adjacency matrix result in an

identity matrix Au = I. This matches with the FGs for the interference-free
system model (4.11).

FGE for TWRC: An Example Here, we go through a simple example

p
(
yR

0 | dAB
0 , dAB

1
)

p
(
yR

1 | dAB
1 , dAB

2
)

p
(
yR

2 | dAB
1 , dAB

2
)

dAB
0 dAB

1 dAB
2

yR
0 yR

1 yR
2

cycle

Figure 4.19: An example of a factor graph with three symbols dAB
s and three

observations yu
r.

to show the procedure of generating a FG for the symbol tuple part common
to all TWRC detection approaches. Hence, if the channel matrices are
exemplary

HA =




1 + j 0.1j 0

0 0.7 + 0.9j 0.02

0 0.1 + 0.1j 0.8j


 HB =




−1 1 + j 0

0 −0.9 + 0.1j 0

0 −0.2 + 0.1j −0.7j


 (4.38)
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the resulting adjacency matrices with elements defined by (4.35) are

AA =




1 1 0

0 1 1

0 1 1


 AB =




1 1 0

0 1 0

0 1 1


 . (4.39)

The symbol tuple neighborhoods are in this case: NdAB
0

= {0},
NdAB

1
= {0, 1, 2} and NdAB

2
= {1, 2} and the observation neighborhoods:

NyR
0

= {0, 1}, NyR
1

= {1, 2} and NyR
2

= {1, 2}. The resulting FG is il-
lustrated in Fig. 4.19. Note that we focus in this work on the sub-optimal
FGE, which represent the per path FG of the effective channel. Thus, we
fully open the factor nodes, which result in a loopy FG with influence of
the direct neighbors in the TF grid. Nonetheless, the analysis in [LYWM05]
indicates the excellent performance similar to the optimal algorithms. In
contrast to this model, the BCJR algorithm offers the optimal solution
without any loops based on the trellis representation of the channel mem-
ory. However, its computational complexity is exponentially related to the
number of channel taps.

General FGE for TWRC Similar to the example, we can generate the
neighborhoods depending on the used MC scheme and the corresponding
effective channel matrices Hu as given in Chapter 3. In Fig. 4.11, we have
seen the FGs for all detection schemes in the interference-free scenario.
Based on these neighborhoods, the corresponding FGs gets extended and
are illustrated in Fig. 4.20 for SCD, Fig. 4.21 for JCNC and Fig. 4.22 for
GJCNC are generated8 .

The FGs describe the whole estimation process for the underlying bits.
The part below the dashed line corresponds to the equalizer part. The
special case of interference-free transmission are denoted by the gray box
(without cross terms) and are related to the interference-free system model
in Fig. 4.11

General Messages on the FGE

As we generalize the FG to tackle the introduction of interference terms, the
messages exchanged over the edges in the FGE have to be adopted.
8 The number of iterations NFGE

It for the equalizer and the number of iterations Nouter
It

for the complete system are already included in these images, but will be used later in
the performance analysis.
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Figure 4.20: FG for the transmission of user A and B to relay R applying
SCD detection. The part below the horizontal line consists of
the equalizer part p

(
yR | du). The PLNC function fSCD performs

tuple generation dAB =
(
dA,dB).

• Message µyR
r→dAB

s
from Observation Node to Symbol Tuple Node

The message from a factor node connected to an observation yR
r to a variable

tuple node9 is calculated as

µyR
r→dAB

s

(
dAB
s

)
=

∑

∼{dAB
s }

p
(
yR
r | dAB ∈ NyR

r

) ∏

q∈N
yR
r
\s
µdAB

q →yR
r

(
dAB
q

)
,

(4.40)

where p(yR
r | dAB ∈ NyR

r
) is the likelihood function given by

p
(
yR
r | dAB ∈ NyR

r

)
∝ exp


− 1

σ̃2
n,r

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
yR
r −

∑

s∈N
yR
r

(
hA
r,sd

A
s − hB

r,sd
B
s

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2
 .

(4.41)
It should be noted that the calculation (4.40) takes all incoming messages
from connected variables dAB

q with q ∈ NyR
r
\s into consideration, without

that message (i.e. µdAB
s →yR

r
(dAB
s )) coming from the desired variable dAB

s .
9 We abbreviate the µp(yR

r |dAB∈N
yR
r

)→dAB
s

= µyR
r→dAB

s
to ease the notation.
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Figure 4.21: FG for the JCNC detection scheme to estimate BC message bR =
b̂A⊕B. The PLNC function performs marginalization from symbol
tuple dAB to the joint symbol dA⊕B.

• Message µdAB
s →yR

r
from Symbol Tuple Node to Observation Node

The incoming messages from connected variable tuple nodes are calculated
like10 :

µdAB
s →yR

r

(
dAB
s

)
= µfPLNC→dAB

s

(
dAB
s

) ∏

q∈N
dAB
s

\r
µyR

r→dAB
q

(
dAB
q

)
(4.42)

and contains the a priori message µfPLNC→dAB
s

(
dAB
s

)
from the PLNC function

block.

•Message µdAB
s →fPLNC from Symbol Tuple Node to PLNC Function

Node The message from the symbols tuple to the corresponding function
nodes fPLNC (i.e. fSCD, fJCNC or fGJCNC) is calculated by

µdAB
s →fPLNC

(
dAB
s

)
=

∏

q∈N
dAB
s

µyR
r→dAB

q

(
dAB
q

)
. (4.43)

taking all connections of the FGE into consideration.
10 To describe the procedure, generally, we use here the term PLNC instead of the specific
terms SCD, JCNC or GJCNC.
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Figure 4.22: FG for the GJCNC detection scheme estimating the info word tuple
bAB. Here, the PLNC function is a simple equality node for a
unified calculation.

•Message µfPLNC→dAB
s

from PLNC Function Node to Symbol Tuple
The upper introduced message µfPLNC→dAB

s

(
dAB
s

)
coming from the PLNC

function node is an important message as it contains the a priori information
of the upper symbol demapping block and it depends on the chosen detection
scheme. In Section 4.3.2 we introduced the different marginalization functions
fSCD, fJCNC needed to handle the set size reduction of the symbol tuple
needed for the further processing in the symbol demapper and decoder. The
message from the demapper to the equalizer needs to be “demarginalized”
for the further processing using the SCD and JCNC scenario.

I) SCD In case of SCD, the calculation of the a priori message
µfSCD→dAB

s

(
dAB
s

)
is the multiplication of the user specific incoming

messages µdB
s→fSCD (du

s) with u ∈ {A,B}:

µfSCD→dAB
s

(
dAB
s

)
= µdA

s→fSCD

(
dA
s

)
· µdB

s→fSCD

(
dB
s

)
. (4.44)

The multiplication of the a priori messages coming from the demapper
to the corresponding variables can be justified by the independent
symbols of the users. Furthermore, they extend the message space
(M →M2).
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II) JCNC Contrarily, the JCNC suffers from the marginalization of the
message space DA⊕B in (4.20). However, reducing the message space
in the upper part of the FG to the combined symbol dA⊕B

s leads to an
ambiguous assignment of the a priori message coming back from the
decoder and demapper to the equalizer at the PLNC function block.
Hence, we can only use the ambiguous mapping (i.e. changing the
dimension from M →M2) by

µfJCNC→dAB
s

(
dAB
s

)
= 1
M
µdA⊕B

s →fJCNC

(
dA⊕B
s

)
. (4.45)

The factor 1
M is also justifiable by the independence of the symbols of

the users, whereby here however no unambiguous assignment of the
respective symbols is possible and thus the same probability of the
symbols is assumed.

III) GJCNC With GJCNC the decoder directly provide the full feedback
message such that it can directly be used

µfGJCNC→dAB
s

(
dAB
s

)
= µdAB

s →fGJCNC

(
dAB
s

)
(4.46)

• Message from PLNC function node to upper nodes These mes-
sages are calculated in the same way as in the interference-free calculation
given in (4.17) for SCD and (4.23) for JCNC or directly used for GJCNC.

Sum Product Algorithm for the Equalizer in TWRC

In Alg. 4.1 the algorithm for the FGE is shown. The FG is initialized by the
matrices AA and AB from (4.35). Usually this kind of FG has loops between
neighboring variable tuples and factors [XM10], hence the calculation within
the equalizer is done iteratively. Furthermore, the overall FG containing
decoder, symbol demapper and equalizer is processed iteratively. If the
demapper stage provides a priori information based on the upper part of
the overall FG, these messages are initialized as in line 5 for SCD, line 7 for
JCNC or line 9 for GJCNC (Alg. 4.1). However, if no a priori information
is available (e.g., in the first iteration) the messages are initialized as equally
distributed (line 12 in Alg. 4.1). After some iterations the messages are fed
to the demapper and the decoder detects the information words depending
on the PLNC approach and the relay message is generated and transmitted
in the BC phase.
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Algorithm 4.1 SPA Equalizer
1: #Initialize factor graph # setup the edges based on the adjacency

matrix like in (4.35)
2: #Initialize#
3: if a priori information available then
4: if Detection scheme == SCD then
5: calculate µfSCD→dAB

s

(
dAB
s

)
like in (4.44)

6: else if Detection scheme == JCNC then
7: calculate µfJCNC→dAB

s

(
dAB
s

)
like in (4.45)

8: else if Detection scheme == GJCNC then
9: calculate µfGJCNC→dAB

s

(
dAB
s

)
like in (4.46)

10: end if
11: else
12: µfPLNC→dAB

s

(
dAB
s

)
= 1/M2

13: end if
14: #Start Calculation of SPA#
15: repeat
16: #Calculate variable to factor message#
17: for s = 0, s ≤ NSCNTS − 1, s = s+ 1 do
18: calculate µdAB→yR

r

(
dAB
s

)
like in (4.42)

19: end for
20: #Calculate factor to variable message#
21: for r = 0, r ≤ N ′SCN

′
TS − 1, r = r + 1 do

22: calculate µyR
r→dAB

s

(
dAB
s

)
like in (4.40) and (4.41)

23: end for
24: until Any stopping criterion is met
25: #calculate equalizer output message#
26: calculate µdAB

s →fPLNC

(
dAB
s

)
like in (4.43)

27: # Calculate the messages to the demappers/decoders #
28: if Detection scheme == SCD then
29: µfSCD→dA

s

(
dA
s

)
and µfSCD→dB

s

(
dB
s

)
like in (4.17)

30: else if Detection scheme == JCNC then
31: µfJCNC→dA⊕B

s

(
dA⊕B
s

)
like in (4.23)

32: else if Detection scheme == GJCNC then
33: µfGJCNC→dAB

s

(
dAB
s

)
= µdAB

s →fGJCNC

(
dAB
s

)
like in (4.46)

34: end if

Complexity Reduction

The complexity of the SPA working on the FG is mainly influenced by
the number of edges as this is directly related to the number of messages
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exchanged within the FG (cf. Appendix Fig. B.8). In this subsection, we
want to reduce the amount of edges with considerable small effective channel
amplitudes to lower the complexity maintaining the performance. This
results in an inaccurate structure of FGE, however, as the messages of these
edges only contributes marginally to the overall probability the performance
will only decrease insignificantly. According to the interference analysis w.r.t.
the number of neighbors NN in Section 4.4.2, we can define the reduced
adjacency matrix Au,reduced with elements given by

au,reduced
r,s =

{
1 , if r ∈ Ndu

s
(NN)

0 , otherwise
, (4.47)

The number of neighbors NN is a trade-off parameter concerning the compu-
tational complexity and the accuracy of the algorithm. On the one hand, by
setting NN = NSCNTS (yielding the full matrix (4.35)), even small ampli-
tudes

∣∣hu
r,s

∣∣ lead to an edge in the FG. However, these connections will only
have a small impact on the overall performance at cost of a huge message
exchange. On the other hand, the choice of a too small number of neighbors
NN producing only some connections within the FG and therefore decreasing
the complexity could lead to a performance degradation of the equalizer in
case of a high number of interference terms 2 in (4.6) not considered in the
FG. This modification leads to a different view on the FG and corresponds
to the rewritten system model from (4.6) as

yR
r =hA

r,rd
A
r + hB

r,rd
B
r

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1 desired signal

+
∑

s∈N reduced
yR
r

(
hA
r,sd

A
s + hB

r,sd
B
s

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2a considered interference

+
∑

s6∈N reduced
yR
r

(
hA
r,sd

A
s + hB

r,sd
B
s

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2b unconsidered interference

+ ñr

︸︷︷︸
3 noise

. (4.48)

with also reduced neighborhoods N reduced
dAB
s

⊆ NdAB
s

(4.36) and N reduced
yR
r

⊆ NyR
r

(4.37).
Similar to the analysis in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7 the corresponding interference

powers related to (4.33) for QAM and (4.34) for OQAM can be given as
the overall interference power which can be separated into a considered
PI,2a,r and unconsidered PI,2b,r interference power in the FGE. The con-
sidered power 2a is simply spoken handled by the structure of the FG.
Whereas, the unconsidered interference power is modeled as independent
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and identically distributed (iid) complex variable with Gaussian distribution
N (0, PI,2b,r) with PI,2b,r = E{ 2b }. This additive interference term is used
in the calculation of the likelihood function (4.41) as combined noise term
σ̃2

n,r = σ2
n + PI,2b,r.

The choice of the used waveforms and the channel also influences the
number of edges within the FG. It is obvious that these interference terms
are defined by the chosen waveform, the effective channel, and TO/CFO.

In case of an orthogonal MC scheme, e.g. plain-OFDM, with a channel
sA (τ , ν) = sB (τ , ν) = δ (τ ) δ (ν), the adjacency matrix is the identity matrix
(as indicated by Fig. 3.10) leading to the solid lines in Fig. 4.20 and, thus,
to the interference-free structure in Fig. 4.11. In contrast, by the presence
of CFO, delay spread, TO or Doppler effect a huge amount of off-diagonals
will lead to cross edges between the function and variable nodes.

4.5.2 Additional Linear Pre-Equalizer
In Chapter 3 we have seen that by the presence of a time-variant channel
the effective channel matrix has many entries unequal to zero for CP-OFDM
resulting in a densely connected FGE. However, the dense connection is
reduced by the application of other waveforms or a FGE with reduced
adjacency matrix. In this part we want to further reduce the number of
edges in the FG by the application of a LE before performing the FGE
[LYWM05]. The goal is to reduce the off-diagonals in the effective channel
matrix and, thus, the amount of edges in the FG.

In the following, we focus on a frame-based LE for TWRC according to
an MMSE criterion [BD12]. The computational complexity of the inversion
of a large frame-based matrix is still high, so we also stress techniques to
reduce the complexity by windowing according to the underlying waveform
used.

TWRC-based Linear Pre-Equalizer

LE FGE
yR yEq

d̃R

Figure 4.23: Linear equalizer for TWRC.

The authors in [BD12] propose a LE for the relay receive signal, which re-
duces the mean square error (MSE) between the superposition dR = dA + dB

(the undisturbed PLNC signal) and the estimated relay symbols d̃R by the
application of a linear filter G on the receive signal yR. Using the MMSE
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criterion, the linear TWRC filter matrix based on the superposition can be
achieved solving

GR
TWRC = arg min

G
E{‖d̃R − dR‖2} (4.49)

and with some mathematical steps [SWW+14] the mutual linear filter
matrix yields

GR
TWRC =

((
HA
)H

+
(
HB
)H)(

HA
(
HA
)H

+ HB
(
HB
)H

+ 1
σ2

d
Ψñ ñ

)−1
,

(4.50)

where Ψñ ñ is the correlation matrix of the noise defined in Appendix A.6,
which is in this case of uncorrelated noise terms Ψñ ñ = σ2

nI.
The corresponding block diagram for this approach is illustrated in

Fig. 4.23 with the resulting system model:

yEq = GR
TWRCHA

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H̃A

dA + GR
TWRCHB

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H̃B

dB + GR
TWRCnR (4.51)

Two modifications have to be made to the FGE with the afore introduced
Forney-based FG approach. On the one hand, we have to calculate new
neighborhoods Ndu

s
, NyR

r
, NdAB

s
w.r.t. the modified effective channel matrix

H̃u and on the other hand, the likelihood function used in (4.40) changes
w.r.t. (4.51) like

p
(
yR
r | dAB ∈ NyR

r

)
∝ exp


− 1

σ̃2
n,r

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
yR
r −

∑

s∈N
yR
r

(
h̃A
r,sd

A
s − h̃B

r,sd
B
s

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2
 .

(4.52)

It should be noted that many off-diagonals are of very low amplitude, such
that the application of a reduced neighborhood with the reduced adjacency
matrix (4.47) is preferable.

TWRC-based Linear Pre-Equalizer by Windowing

In the last section, we dealt with the frame-based LE performing a full
inversion of the effective channel matrix of size NTSNSC×NTSNSC in (4.51),
which can be of significant computational complexity. As we introduced
in Chapter 3, the effective channel matrix has a band diagonal structure,
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t

f

WNW
r

{
YR}

Figure 4.24: TF grid area used for the linear pre-equalizer with windowing.
Here, with a window size of NW = 1, leading to NN = 9 neighbors
considered.

dependent on the physical channel, the chosen waveform and the MC scheme
used, which is the main motivation of the reduction to a limited number
of neighbors. Similar to the adjacency matrix (4.35), we focus only on the
adjacent symbols in the TF grid to perform the linear equalization. Let us
define a window operator

WNW
k′, ′̀ {Y} := vec{[Y]k′−NW :k′+NW , ′̀−NW : ′̀+NW} (4.53)

that selects NW neighboring elements in a window of size (2NW + 1) ×
(2NW + 1) around a lattice point (k′, ′̀) of frame Y [WWD+15b][SK15]
as illustrated in Fig. 4.24. In this figure the black filled circles denote the
TF grid points, which are affected by a symbol transmitted at the TF grid
point (0,0).

Without loss of generality, we assume that the window is square. The
operator can be extended easily to a window that uses different number of
neighbors in time and frequency direction. By applying the window operator
in (4.53) to the received signal with receive index r = ′̀ + k′NSC, the signal

yR,W
r

= WNW
r

{
YR} . (4.54)
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Windowing

Windowing

Windowing

LE

LE

LE

FGE
yR

yR,W
r yEq

r

d̃R

︸ ︷︷ ︸
wLE

Figure 4.25: Several branches for the linear equalizer with windowing.

is generated, which selects a subset of NN = (2NW + 1)2 neighboring signals
around a specific lattice point (k′, ′̀) as well as the desired signal for the
LE. By a window size of NW = 1 in Fig. 4.24, the number of neighbors
considered yield in total NN = 9. The restriction to neighboring symbols
was motivated by the sampled auto-ambiguity function A ( ′̀T0, k

′F0) for the
Tx/Rx filters given in Chapter 3 and the interference analysis in Section 4.4.2.
So, it highly depends on the offset and spread condition how large a window
should be chosen. Even in the case of a rectangular Tx/Rx the main
energy is located around the desired symbol and thus a window can be used.
However, the analysis in Section 4.4.2 has shown that the window should be
chosen considerable larger for the rectangular waveform in comparison to
the Gaussian waveform. The altered block diagram is depicted in Fig. 4.25.

The windowed receive signal yR,W
r

is used as equalizer input and applying
the window operator (4.54) on the receive signal (4.4) yields a reduced
system model

yR,W
r

= HA,WdA + HB,WdB + ñW
r , (4.55)

per branch r, where HA,W and HB,W are corresponding matrices matching
the data du to the received signal yR,W

r
, and ñW

r is the windowed noise
vector. The dimension per branch of the reduced effective channel matrices
is NW × (NTSNSC).

After windowing, a reduced LE GR,W
TWRC is applied and the output of this

windowed linear equalizer (wLE) for the symbol at r = ′̀ + k′N ′SC is given
by

yEq
r =

(
gW
r

)T yR,W
r

, (4.56)

where vector gW
r = iTGR,W

TWRC contains the coefficients of the wLE. The vector
i = [0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0]T selects the row that corresponds to the desired
symbol at (k′, ′̀). The inversion for the filter matrix GR,W

TWRC is of smaller
dimension as GR

TWRC, however, has to be done for each element r, separately.
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As the complexity is mainly influenced by the inversion of matrices we focus
here on the complexity of inversions in the LE exploiting the full receive
signal (4.4) and the reduced signal (4.55) by wLE. Considering a smaller
number of neighbors reduces the complexity. The impact of the interference
is directly connected to the window size. If NW adjacent neighbors are used
by the equalizer, the influence caused by the NN = (2NW + 1)2 symbols
around lattice point (k′, ′̀) will be taken in to account. The interference of
TF grid points that are more than NW + 1 symbols away, are not considered
by the equalizer and are modeled again as Gaussian noise terms. In (4.56) an
inversion of a matrix with dimension (2NW + 1)2 × (2NW + 1)2 has to be
applied for each symbol at (k′, ′̀). The larger NW , the smaller the impact of
the residual interference. For a frame size of NFrame

Resources = NTSNSC symbols,
the complexity of a full inversion in (4.50) is Cfull ∼ O((NFrame

Resources)3), whereas
a reduced equalizer requires NFrame

Resources inversions of a matrix with size NN
which is Creduced ∼ O

(
NFrame

Resources ·N3
N
)
. Note, that the windowed equalizer

scales with the number of neighbors.
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Figure 4.26: Complexity of a full inversion (solid), and inversion of reduced size
matrix (dashed) for different frame sizes.

Fig. 4.26 shows the complexity of applying a LE which uses the full signal
(4.4) and the windowed version (4.55) considering only a small window
NW = 1, . . . , 5. Taking only a few neighbors NN into account the complexity
is reduced. If more neighbors are taken into account, the complexity increases
strongly. For a frame of size NFrame

Resources = 320 elements, complexity can be
reduced only if NW ≤ 3, resulting in up to NN = 25 within the TF grid. In
our setup, with a frame size NFrame

Resources = 1008 elements, the window size
can be chosen up NW ≈ 4 to achieve less complexity.
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4.5.3 Soft Interference Cancellation

LE or wLE FGE

soft Symbol Mapper

N sIC
It

yR yEq,(ζ)
In yEq,(ζ)

Out d̃R

(
c̃A, c̃B)

-

Figure 4.27: Equalizer with soft interference cancellation.

So far, we have introduced the concept of linear pre-equalization to reduce
the complexity of the subsequent FGE. In order to further improve the
estimation performance, the equalizer is extended with a feedback path
[WWD+15b], where the interference terms of already estimated data
symbols d̃A and d̃B from the FGE block are fed back in a soft manner,
which is commonly called soft interference cancellation (sIC). In addition to
the estimation of the relay code word, SCD and GJCNC provide also soft
estimates of the source code words c̃A and c̃B, which can be used to generate
soft symbol [WV99] and [WLW+14] for the feedback link. The ability of
providing soft symbols is essential for iterative detection of TWRC systems
[WLW+14]. Thus, in contrast to SCD and GJCNC, which provides these
signals, the JCNC detection scheme, which directly estimates the relay code
word without providing separate estimates for the source code words cA

and cB, cannot be used with sIC [ZLL06b] and thus will not be considered
in the performance analysis w.r.t. sIC. A block diagram of sIC is shown
in Fig. 4.27. One may note that in the iterative sIC structure the window
operator introduced in (4.55) can be used to reduce the complexity in the
equalizing step, but it is omitted here for the sake of simplicity. In the ζth

iteration, with ζ = 1, . . . , N sIC
It , the signal at the equalizer input is given by

yEq,(ζ)
In =yR −

(
ΣA

Hd̃A,(ζ−1) + ΣB
Hd̃B,(ζ−1)

)

= ΣA
HdA + ΣB

HdB
︸ ︷︷ ︸

PLNC signal

+ nR
︸︷︷︸
noise

+ ΣA
H

(
dA − d̃A,(ζ−1)

)
+ ΣB

H

(
dB − d̃B,(ζ−1)

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
residual common interference

(4.57)

where yR denotes the separable received signal (4.5). The matrix Σu
H is a
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main diagonal matrix and corresponds to the interference-free PLNC signal.
The corresponding off-diagonal matrix Σu

H is responsible for the interference
part 2 in (4.5). The vectors d̃A,ζ−1 and d̃B,ζ−1 denote the estimates for
the transmitted signals achieved in the previous iteration ζ − 1. Please
note that for the first iteration ζ = 1 the feedback symbols are initialized
by d̃u,ζ=0 = 0 yielding the LE (4.50). Assuming the estimates of d̃u,ζ−1

are tight, the residual interference terms get close to zero. Hence, only the
diagonal parts of the effective channel matrix Σu

H will remain.
In comparison to the use of the pure LE in (4.51), we have to change the

following during the iterations:

ζ = 1 iteration: The neighborhood has to be adapted and the likelihood
function in (4.52) has to be used.

ζ > 1 iteration: Assuming that the estimation was tight to transmitted
symbols, this yields a roughly vanishing interference part resulting in
the FG of Fig. 4.11 with just the connections r = s. The variance of
residual interference term is estimated and modeled by a Gaussian
distribution.

After N sIC
It iterations, the output of the equalizer d̃R is fed to the sym-

bol demapper and channel decoder, which provides the estimated relay
information word b̂R, which is mapped to the relay symbol vector dR and
transmitted in the BC phase.

4.6 Performance Analysis
In this section we investigate simulation results for a selection of MC schemes
introduced in Chapter 3 applied for TWRC with the basic parameter set
given by Tab. 4.3 on page 102. The focus at the beginning of this analysis
is the performance in the synchronized time-invariant case with sufficiently
large GI (if this option is used). Especially, the number of neighbors NN
in the FGE and the number of inner and outer iterations are important,
namely NFGE

It and Nouter
It , respectively. If the sIC is used also the number of

iterations of the sIC N sIC
It is used. Afterwards, the robustness against offsets

is analyzed by means of FER and throughput performance analysis.
Generally, we assume a multi-path fading channel (2.12) generated by

overall Npath = 300 Rayleigh fading coefficients for each user resulting in the
effective channel coefficients hu

r,s, (3.11) [Vog06, Sch01]. The path specific
time delay spread τu

γ and the Doppler spread νu
γ are equally distributed

within [0, τmax] and [−νmax, νmax], respectively, in this analysis. For these
analyses, we consider the following different MC schemes:
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I) plain-OFDM,

II) CP-OFDM with TGI = 0.1TS,

III) ZP-OFDM with TGI = 0.1TS,

IV) w-CP-OFDM with TGI = 0.1TS and Tg = 0.05TS,

V) UF-OFDM, with Tg = 0.1TS,

VI) QAM/FBMC with Gaussian waveform (3.18) and ρ = 1, and

VII) OQAM/FBMC with Gaussian waveform and ρ = 2.

“complex
orthogonal”

and focus on the KPI mentioned in the beginning of Section 4.4 on page
101, like the average FER at the relay FERRelay in (4.30) and the effective
throughput at the relay ηeff in (4.32).

1. Scenario: Synchronized, Time-invariant Multi-path Channel

In this first scenario, we assume a time and frequency synchronous multi-path
fading channel setup per user with a maximum delay spread τmax = 0.1TS,
i.e. no TO (∆τ = 0), no CFO (∆ν = 0) and no Doppler spread (νmax = 0)11 .
One may directly note that this scenario is tailored to the orthogonal MC
transmission schemes II)-V) as the channel influence is fully captured by the
GI or smoothing filter. Hence, a pure diagonal effective matrix is achieved
per user, cf. Chapter 3. In contrast to that, the FBMC schemes are non-
orthogonal and non-diagonal elements show up in the effective channel
matrix, i.e. ΣH 6= 0.

One-Tap Equalizer NN = 1 Fig. 4.28 shows the FER and through-
put performance of the three PLNC detection schemes at the relay with
BPSK symbol mapping and the schemes I)-VI). In all MC schemes the
FGE with NN = 1 is used yielding the 1-tap frequency domain equalizer
mostly used in CP-OFDM throughout the literature [KD18, Pro07]. Conse-
quently, by the use of the FGE (4.47) with NN = 1, the use of plain-OFDM
and QAM/FBMC results unconsidered interference terms, cf. (4.48). In
Fig. 4.28a, it can be observed that QAM/FBMC and plain-OFDM suffers
drastically from this unconsidered interference terms for all three PLNC
schemes. Unexpectedly, the plain-OFDM scheme achieves a better FER
performance than the QAM/FBMC, although, the effective channel matrix
suggest a lower performance due to the higher number of interference terms,
11 We use a maximum delay spread τmax related to the symbol duration TS of the
rectangular waveform to compare all schemes in a fair manner.
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Figure 4.28: FER and throughput performance at the relay with FGE and
NN = 1. Setup: ∆τ = 0, ∆ν = 0, νmax = 0, BPSK.

cf. Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.24. However, these large amount of unconsidered
interference terms are of smaller amplitude and the modeling as Gaussian
noise term is more accurate than the few unconsidered interference terms
with larger amplitude in QAM/FBMC with Gaussian waveform. The appli-
cation of either a sufficiently large GI or a smoothing filtering avoids the ISI
completely, and thus, the simple one-tap equalizer structure, used here, is
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sufficient and outperforms the non-orthogonal schemes.
Analyzing the FER performance w.r.t. the PLNC detection schemes shows

that the GJCNC scheme outperforms all other detection schemes by the full
utilization of the available information from the equalizer to the demapper
in the FG, which coincides with the analysis in Fig. 4.14.

Fig. 4.28b shows the effective throughput ηeff of all considered MC schemes.
As stated above, the ISI-free property of the “orthogonal” MC schemes comes
by the expense of a GI or a smoothing filter, which reduces the effective
throughput ηeff ∝ δLD (Λ). The w-CP-OFDM scheme achieves the lowest
throughput as the TF grid density δLD (Λ) = 0.8696 is the smallest of
all schemes. In contrast to that, plain-OFDM and QAM/FBMC use a
TF grid density of δLD (Λ) = 1 and have the potential to benefit of a
higher throughput. Nevertheless, as the unconsidered interference terms are
modeled by a Gaussian process in the FGE in (4.41), the FER performance
runs into an error floor in the high SNR region or even growth as this
approximation is not tight.

In Fig. 4.29, we change the symbol mapping to QPSK (4-QAM), which
allows the comparison to VII) OQAM/FBMC. As already indicated by
interference analysis in Section 4.4, the FER performance of OQAM suffers
drastically by the high amount of interference and only the GJCNC detection
scheme achieve a small improvement over the considered SNR region. In
general, the phase sensitivity and the additional impact of ISI and ICI
cannot be handled sufficiently by a simple 1-tap equalization such that the
loss for plain-OFDM and QAM/FBMC is significantly higher than for the
“orthogonal” counterparts. The GJCNC detection scheme is more robust
against this kind of impacts. However, the need for a better performance
requires the consideration of more neighbors in the FGE: NN > 1.

Equalizer considering NN > 1 In the following analysis we increase the
number of considered neighbors in the FGE, but the other parameters are
identical to the previous analysis. By increasing the number of neighbors NN
in the FGE, we have first to consider two important values: 1) the number
of iterations within the FGE NFGE

It , and 2) the number of iterations Nouter
It

exchanging messages between decoder, demapper and equalizer. In Fig. 4.30
the FER performance for QAM/FBMC with Gaussian waveform ρ = 1 w.r.t.
the number of inner iterations NFGE

It with a fixed NN = 5 are illustrated
on the left. The analysis w.r.t. the outer number of iterations Nouter

It with
NN = 3 and NN = 5 are shown on the right. The analysis is done for a fixed
SNR working point of Eb/N0 = 5dB and BPSK mapping. In this figure,
three types of curves are drawn:

1. No a priori knowledge: In this case the number of outer iterations is
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Figure 4.29: FER and throughput performance at the relay with FGE and
NN = 1. Setup: ∆τ = 0, ∆ν = 0, νmax = 0, QPSK.

set to Nouter
It = 0 and no a priori information is available within the

FGE and the no a priori assumption in Alg. 4.1 line 12 on page 118 is
used.

2. Iterative: This type is realized by either a fixed number of outer
iterations Nouter

It = 4 and variable number of inner iterations NFGE
It =
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1, 2, 3, 4 for Fig. 4.30a, or a variable number of outer iterations Nouter
It =

1, . . . , 6 and a fixed number of inner iterations NFGE
It = 3. This

configuration is the practical interesting scheme.

3. Perfect a priori knowledge: The perfect a priori knowledge of the sym-
bols dAB

s is available at the equalizer input, which is only analytically
possible and serves as a best-case benchmark.

In Fig. 4.30a it can be observed that the FER performance converge with
just 2-3 inner iterations and further iterations will not achieve a better
performance. This result is meaningful as the interference is well-located
around the desired symbol yielding cycles in the FG with a small girth of
four.

In Fig. 4.30b the convergence behavior is slightly different w.r.t. the outer
number of iterations with a fixed number of inner iterations NFGE

It = 3.
Here again, the iterations help to improve the FER performance at the relay.
However, a saturation is achieved with roughly 4 - 5 outer iterations and
the performance approaches almost the a priori bound.

For the further analysis, we set the iterative structure to NFGE
It = 3 and

Nouter
It = 4 based on this analysis.
Fig. 4.31 shows the FER performance of the PLNC detection schemes

considering a varying number of neighbors 1 ≤ NN ≤ 6 used per node in
the FGE with perfect a priori knowledge and the iterative structure. The
QAM/FBMC with Gaussian waveform ρ = 1 is compared to CP-OFDM for
SNR working point of 5dB and 7dB. In all three PLNC detection schemes,
CP-OFDM achieves a constant performance w.r.t. the number of neighbors
due to the orthogonality, i.e. cycle freeness, in this synchronized time-
invariant channel. Here, no message exchange occurs in the FGE and the
symbol-by-symbol MAP solutions (4.13), (4.21) and (4.25) for the equalizer
are exact. In contrast, QAM/FBMC starts with a higher FER at the relay
with NN = 1, due to the unconsidered interference terms. Nevertheless, it
achieves a high improvement utilizing only a few neighbors and the a priori
feedback message in the FGE. It is worth mentioning that due to the well
localized waveform about 4-5 neighbors are sufficient to outperform CP-
OFDM. However, this is only valid for SCD and GJCNC as these schemes
can fully exploit the underlying feedback message (4.44) and (4.46) within
the inner iterations in contrast to the ambiguous mapping in the JCNC
scheme (4.45). JCNC only outperforms CP-OFDM in the perfect a priori
case.

A similar analysis is drawn in Fig. 4.32 w.r.t. the number of neighbors
for OQAM/FBMC with QPSK symbol mapping for two SNR working
points, i.e. Eb/N0 = 5dB and Eb/N0 = 12dB. This analysis confirm our
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Figure 4.30: FER performance at the relay for a different number of iterations a)
in the FGE with NFGE

It = 3 and b) outer iterations with Nouter
It =

4 at a Eb/N0 = 5dB. Setup: ∆τ = 0, ∆ν = 0, νmax = 0,
QAM/FBMC with Gaussian waveform ρ = 1, BPSK.

expectation drawn in the interference analysis, cf. Section 4.4.2, with the
need of a larger number of neighbors NN in the FGE for OQAM based
schemes. However, with the considered number of up to NN = 7, no
gain is achieved compared to CP-OFDM in this synchronized setup. In
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Figure 4.32: FER performance at the relay with different number of neighbors
NN in the FGE with perfect a priori information and the iterative
structure and a QPSK symbol mapping.

contrast to QAM/FBMC with QPSK symbol mapping, the complexity of
OQAM/FBMC is significantly lower as the symbol mapping can be seen as
a BPSK mapping. Comparing the complexity consideration in the Appendix
B, Fig. B.8, shows that QPSK with a number of neighbors NN yield the same
number of additions or multiplication than NN + 2 with BPSK. Nevertheless,
even with NN = 7, OQAM/FBMC performs worse than CP-OFDM, which
concludes that OQAM-based MC schemes are not suitable for TWRC with
a single antenna at the relay [Min15] and [WZWD16]. Subsequently, we
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skip the OQAM-based scheme and we refer to [WZWD16] for a deeper
analysis of OQAM/FBMC in TWRC. Therein, a second antenna at the relay
is used, which allows resolving the phase problems and offers an improved
FER performance as CP-OFDM and QAM/FBMC in a TWRC by the cost
of a second receiver branch. However, a second antenna at the relay is out
of scope of this thesis.

So far, we have seen that QAM/FBMC requires an equalizer with roughly
4-5 neighbors to outperform CP-OFDM. Fig. 4.33 shows the performance
curves for the FBMC schemes with NN = 3 and NN = 5 over the SNR at the
relay with the number of iterations NFGE

It = 3 and Nouter
It = 4. The curves

for CP-OFDM with TGI = 0.1TS and NN = 1 are shown as benchmark. In
all cases, the application of more neighbors yields a significant improvement
in the FER performance already for NN = 3, and NN = 5 fully outperforms
the CP-OFDM scheme as the system is more effective, which can also be seen
in the throughput performance curves. The gain in performance, however,
is bought by the higher complexity considering more neighbors in the FGE
as will be indicated in the analysis in the appendix in Fig. B.8.

2. Scenario: Time Synchronized Multi-path Channel with CFO

For this analysis, we focus on the GJCNC detection scheme, only. The
orthogonal MC schemes exploit their benefit of 1-tap frequency equalization
in the synchronized scenario without any offset. However, as introduced
in the interference analysis in Section 4.4, the FER performance of the
schemes based on the rectangular waveform degrades in case of TO and
CFO from the sinc shape in frequency domain. Here for clarity CP-OFDM
with TGI = 0.1TS and w-CP-OFDM with TGI = 0.1TS and Tg = 0.05TS are
shown, representatively.

Fig. 4.34 shows the FER performance of all considered schemes w.r.t. a
varying normalized CFO ∆ν with a 1-tap equalizer, i.e. NN = 1, and an
FGE with NN = 3 and NN = 5 neighbors with the number of iterations
NFGE

It = 3 and Nouter
It = 4. As expected, by the application of a simple 1-tap

equalizer the performance of the orthogonal schemes degrades extremely over
the CFO. This result is highly related to the interference analysis in Fig. 4.7
w.r.t. CFOs as the additional introduced interference is unconsidered in the
FGE, beside the Gaussian approximation. Considering more neighbors in
the FGE achieve a high improvement for all MC schemes. Although many
interference terms show up in the effective channel matrix for the “orthogonal”
transmission schemes, also these schemes achieve a high improvement in error
performance. Nevertheless, the Gaussian waveform with its robust shape
allows even for high offsets roughly the same performance over a wide range
of offsets. Especially, for higher offsets already NN = 3 in QAM/FBMC
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Figure 4.33: FER and throughput performance at the relay for QAM/FBMC
with a varying number of neighbors NN and BPSK symbol mapping.

fully outperforms the other MC schemes in throughput due to its good
localization property. Furthermore, QAM/FBMC outperforms all schemes
in FER and throughput performance, even in the low offset region and serves
as most robust scheme among all considered ones.
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Figure 4.34: FER performance at the relay over the normalized CFO at a fixed
SNR of 7dB with the GJCNC detection scheme at the relay.

3. Scenario: Moving users in an LTE-like Setup

Beside CFO due to inaccuracy of the crystal oscillator (XO), also movement
of the transmitter or receiver are a potential challenge in a communication
scenario. So far, we have concentrated on TO and CFO values normalized
to the symbol spacing in the time and frequency domain without explicit
physical meaning. However, in this subsection we have a brief look on
realistic offset values. Therefore, we fix the carrier frequency to f0 = 2.4GHz
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and focuses on devices with a relative speed v0 = 200km/h into the direction
of the relay. Furthermore, a fixed CFO is assumed generated by a XO with
an inaccuracy of roughly ±1parts per million (ppm) to ±10ppm resulting
in an LTE like setup with a sub-carrier spacing F0 = 15kHz to a relative
offset of ∆ν = ±0.16F0, . . . ± 1.6F0 and a maximum Doppler spread of
νmax = 0.03F0[Wan12]12 . In this scenario, we analyze QAM/FBMC with
Gaussian waveform ρ = 1 with the aforementioned complexity reduction
techniques by the LE, wLE, with or without the sIC structure in Fig. 4.35
and compare the performance to CP-OFDM with the number of iterations
NFGE

It = 3 and Nouter
It = 4. The application of the LE and the wLE without
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Figure 4.35: FER and throughput performance using GJCNC decoding at the
relay with FGE, wLE, wLE + sIC for time-variant channel with
a maximum delay spread of τmax = 0.1TS, and maximum Doppler
spread νmax = 0.03F0 and a CFO ∆ν = 0.1F0 and no additional
TO with BPSK symbol mapping for QAM/FBMC with Gaussian
waveform ρ = 1. As benchmark CP-OFDM with FGE and NN = 5
is also shown.

sIC has the worst performance. However, it can be observed that the
application of just NW = 1 (or NN = 9) roughly has the same performance
12 E.g., the inaccuracy of WLAN is allowed to be roughly ±20ppm for the 20MHz and
±10ppm for the 5MHz [IEE12]. In LTE the inaccuracy has to be strictly lower than
±0.1ppm [3GP11].
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compared to the full inversion of the effective channel matrices with LE. By
the additional application of the sIC algorithm, here with N sIC

It = 1 and
N sIC

It = 4 a huge gain of up to 2dB is achieved. Nonetheless, the application
of the sIC structure leads roughly to a pure diagonal structure, where the
a priori information cannot be exploited by the subsequent FGE. Still, the
best performance is achieved by the FGE using NN = 5 neighbors with
QAM/FBMC with the iterations NFGE

It = 3 and Nouter
It = 4.

Finally, the properties of the aforementioned equalizer structures are
summarized in Table 4.4. It should be noted that we cover here the full
FGE (fFGE) considering all occurring neighboring terms in the FG or the
reduced FGE (rFGE) covering only NN neighbors in the FG.

Table 4.4: Overview Equalizers

LE LE+sIC wLE wLE+sIC fFGE rFGE
problem MMSE MMSE MMSE MMSE MAP MAP
window. 7 7 3 3 7 3
feedback (7) 3 (7) 3 3 3
scalable 7 7 3 3 7 3
iterativ. 7 3 7 3 3 3
complex. ÷ ù

ø

ø ø ø(NN)
perform. 3 33 3 33 333 333

4.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter summarizes the publications that have already been pub-
lished, i.e. [WLW+14, SWW+14, SPS+15, WWD15a, WWD+15b,
WWD15a, WSW+16, WWD16, WWD18]. Furthermore, this chapter
provides a detailed overview of the combination of a two-phase TWRC,
PLNC detection schemes and general non-orthogonal waveforms. It has
been shown that the main performance driver is a suitable combination of
MC scheme with general waveforms, relay word detection algorithm, and
receiver architecture. For this we have introduced the FGE at the relay,
which meets the high requirements of TWRC. The interpretation of the
entire transmission by a FG and in particular the equalizer provides a deeper
insight into the structure of the TWR transmission. The structure of the
FGE is mainly controlled by the effective channel matrix and the chosen
PLNC detection scheme and can be controlled by the introduced neighbor
parameter NN. Especially under strong channel influences, the effective chan-
nel matrix of the well-known CP-OFDM is influenced by strong amplitude
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variations. In contrast, the use of general waveforms in QAM/FBMC offers
robustness to these variations. In a synchronous transmission, CP-OFDM
outperforms the QAM/FBMC with the application of a simple one-tap fre-
quency domain equalizer, i.e. using only one neighbor within the equalizer.
And in QAM/FBMC, more neighbors NN are needed to perform better
than CP-OFDM. However, synchronous reception cannot be assumed in
TWRCs as it cannot be guaranteed to synchronize both users exactly. For
asynchronous transmission, the non-orthogonal QAM/FBMC with Gaussian
waveform outperforms the orthogonal CP-OFDM for a wide range of offsets
with only NN = 3, and it completely outperforms the other scheme with
NN = 5 neighbors. Nevertheless, QAM/FBMC is always favorable by means
of spectrum shaping and spectral efficiency, even in synchronized transmis-
sion, since it waives a GI by the expanse of a higher order equalizer. The
complexity in the FGE was reduced by an MMSE-based linear filter and
additional windowing, resulting in lower computational complexity in the
FGE. Nevertheless, this gain in performance and spectral shape is carried at
the expense of complexity. The performance gain depends on the scenario,
i.e. on the signal power and the physical channel, but also on the desired data
rate, and a system designer must decide to what extent the receiver is willing
to implement this complexity to recover the data. All simulation results
indicate the good properties of MC transmissions in TWRC, especially in
asynchronous reception at the relay.
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Chapter 5

Multi-Carrier Compressed
Sensing Multi-User
Detection

5.1 Overview
In recent decades, the high data rate has been a driver for the design of
mobile communication systems. The research community has been focusing
on technology components to meet the needs of communication systems
for human to human communication. Recently, however, the focus has
increasingly been on communication between machines of the so-called
MTC. MTC is one of the big drivers for future communication systems.
Keywords such as IoT in the private sector or Industry 4.0 (I4.0) for industrial
applications are being used more and more. However, the demands placed on
MTC are fundamentally different from those placed on human communication
with regard to the type of communication. Where humans are more concerned
with high data rates, e.g. when watching videos or playing games, MTC
communication is mostly concerned with small data packets that are reliably
exchanged between two autonomous entities.

If one continues to assume that, as predicted by Cisco [Cis19], MTC
communication will soon make up a considerably large part of communication,
i.e. from 2017 11% to 2022 31% of the global mobile devices with a total
traffic portion of 2.2% in 2021, one must ask oneself whether the current
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communication systems such as LTE or wireless-fidelity (WI-FI) for this
massive MTC are at all still tailored to the current requirements. IoT and I4.0
refer to the explosive growth of devices such as sensors measuring physical
values like temperature, pressure, the status of a switch etc. [NO16, She16].

Nevertheless, existing communication systems such as Bluetooth (IEEE
802.15.1), Zigbee (IEEE 802.15.4), WI-FI (IEEE 802.11b) or NB-IoT in LTE
(LTE-A Release 13 [3GP17]) try to incorporate the new requirements into
the standardization process [LCL11, 3GP13, BPN+16, BPW+18, SW19].

Among the numerous use cases for MTC ranging from high data rate
services to low data rate services, sporadic MTC raises special demands
on existing communication systems. This class describes nodes that are
not always active. Many MTC applications such as sensor networks, smart
meters or medical applications have a very low data rate and MTC devices
are mostly inactive, resulting in sporadic traffic [FFK+11] This type of
communication is called sporadic MTC communication. However, if one
assumes that a huge number of nodes are present in the network, one speaks
of sporadic massive MTC. Integrating sporadic traffic with short packets into
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Figure 5.1: Medium access reservation protocol versus direct random access
protocol.

existing systems is challenging, as the overhead used for signaling may be too
large. Existing system rely on access reservation as shown in Fig. 5.1a, where
before transmitting data a handshake between a node and a base-station
takes place to negotiate free physical resources. The small packet size in
sporadic MTC leads to ineffective communication, where the communication
part consists more of signaling than data. Furthermore, if one assumes that
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a massive number of devices are present in the system, this can lead to a
collapse of the communication, since the communication consists only of
signaling[CW10, RMGV14].

As possible solution DRA was considered as a PHY layer candidate tech-
nology in METIS [OMM16], which reduces the signaling effort for sporadic
MTC. The medium access reservation and the DRA are shown in Fig. 5.1.
In contrast to medium access reservation, the nodes send their data packets
directly and without prior signaling in DRA.

With this access method, as shown in Fig. 5.1b, a device sends when
it has something to send without prior signaling. The challenge of this
approach is to shift the complexity to the base-station, which has to resolve
the interference, i.e. multi-user interference (MUI), of the nodes in the
system. Here we achieve that the signaling is almost completely omitted,
but buy this with the uncertainty of when a node was active and which one.
Furthermore, collisions cannot be avoided, as two nodes could transmit at
the same time.

Central Question

With regard to the system mentioned above, the main questions in this
chapter are: Which concepts are necessary for a robust data transmission
of many simple sporadically active nodes to a base station without much
signaling?

Structure of this Chapter This chapter is organized as follows: In
Section 5.2 the general setup and system model of a massive number of
nodes transmitting sporadically data to a base station is presented. A
slotted random access is used for the transmission of this data. Recent
developments uses compressed sensing-multi-user detection (CS-MUD) to
solve the problem of activity and data estimation at the base station. This
concept is based on compressed sensing (CS) used for multi-user detection
(MUD), both CS and CS-MUD will be briefly introduced.

In Section 5.3, we take the advantage of CS-MUD and introduce a multi-
carrier narrow band system that addresses key aspects such as massive
access, flexible resource allocation and bandwidth efficiency. This MCSM
system efficiently combines three PHY layer technologies to achieve a simple
system model [MWBD15b]. We describe the processing at the MTC
terminals and the multiplexing of MTC nodes in the frequency domain and
concentrate on various MC schemes. In order to flexibly allocate MTC traffic
to radio resources, MCSM uses a combination of multi-carrier concepts and
CDMA in the TF grid. This allows to multiplex MTC traffic within the
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coherence bandwidth of the channel. Here we can use non-coherent symbol
mapping and receiver concepts that reduce the need for pilot overhead for
channel estimation while providing a certain degree of robustness in terms of
minor time/frequency offsets. We specify the detection model that describes
a so-called multiple measurement vector-compressed sensing (MMV-CS)
problem [CREKD05] and give a brief view on a recovery algorithm known
from literature. Finally, CS-MUD also allows to efficiently detect MTC
traffic while only a small number of radio resources are used. This can
overload systems in the classical sense. In [MWBD15b] we introduced
the general MCSM system concept and evaluated the performance in an
uncoded setup. Additionally, we demonstrated MCSM in a hardware setup
that includes a line of sight and a non line of sight connection. The results
were presented in [BMWD15, WMBD16] and [Wil16].

The main own contributions of this thesis are: New transmission
concepts components for MCSM that have not yet been published, such
as 1. the use of non-orthogonal pilots for mean channel estimation, 2. the
introduction of weighted spread sequences for more robust detection under
time offsets, 3. resource efficient mapping in time-frequency grids, and
4. general multi-carrier techniques for robust detection under frequency
offsets, will be introduced in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 focuses on new receiver
concepts at the base station that represent multi-user transmission as FG
and a data detection is done by the famous SPA and it beats the error rate of
SotA MCSM data detection by 10-30dB. Finally, we prove the feasibility of
MCSM in a realistic propagation environment including frequency selectivity
and asynchronism in Section 5.6.

5.2 System Scenario
The scenario we have in mind is shown in Fig. 5.2, where a large number of
Nu wants to transmit some data to a BS.

When using DRA, the base station is not aware of which nodes are
currently active and sending data, so in addition to the usual data detection
which is basically a multi-user detection (MUD) problem, the base station
now also has the task of estimating the activity of the nodes. Recent
research [BSD13, SD11, MBWD12, Sch15] has proposed a novel PHY layer
technology that combines DRA and CS to estimate both: the activity of a
sporadic active nodes and the data of the nodes. This approach exploits the
sporadic structure of the MTC multi-user signal by using algorithms from
sparse signal processing and CS [CT06] to establish a PHY layer approach
based on CS and DRA and is called CS-MUD. With the matrix notation
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introduced in Chapter 3, the total receive signal at the BS in Fig. 5.2 of Nu
sporadically active sensor nodes can be written as

y =
∑

u∈A
Mudu + n =

Nu∑

u=1
Mudu + n (5.1)

=
[
M1 M2 · · ·MNu

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

M




d1

d2

...
dNu




︸ ︷︷ ︸
d

+n , (5.2)

where Mu capture all impacts of the medium access such as general wave-
forms, effective channel impacts, synchronization errors etc.. In recent
research [Sch15] different medium access schemes such as CDMA, OFDMA
or multi-carrier-code division multiple access (MC-CDMA)[Kai98, FK00,
Dek01, FK08, Kai02] were discussed. A further assessment of multiple ac-
cess schemes used together with CS-MUD can be found in [Sch15]. In this
work we limit ourselves to MC-CDMA, which will be presented in detail in
Section 5.3.2. As the shaded frames in Fig. 5.2 indicate, only some sensor
nodes are active. The traffic model is assumed to be Bernoulli distributed
with an activity probability of pa = Pr (d 6= 0) � 1, and an inactivity
probability of Pr (d = 0) = 1 − pa. However, most of the sensor nodes
are assumed to be inactive, which can be described by the set of active
users A = {u | u is active} with u ∈ {1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , Nu}. If a node is inactive,
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i.e. it is quiet during a time slot, we can model this inactivity of a node
mathematically by sending a frame du of zeros. This results to an augmented
symbol set D0 = D ∪ {0} that if a user is active, the Tx symbol vector is
du 6= 0 or the user is inactive with du = 0. The vector d in (5.2) collects
all user data vectors du. Hence, the stacked vector d is called block-sparse
for a low activity probability pa.

Subsequently, we give a brief introduction to the basics of CS-MUD jointly
estimating the activity set Â and the data d̃u of the nodes. Therefore,
we will start with the general concept of a single measurement vector-
compressed sensing (SMV-CS) problem and some mathematical measurement
that provide a more detailed insight into the properties of CS. In addition,
there is the MMV-CS problem which enables a compact representation
especially for block-sparse systems.

5.2.1 Basics of CS-MUD
Previous works on CS-MUD [SBD13a, SBD13b, Sch15, Mon17, KD18] as-
sumed a PHY layer-based setup in which several nodes transfer data to a
BS. Although the nodes should be as simple as possible key components of
communication technologies, e.g., channel coding, multiplexing techniques
etc. must be implemented to ensure a successful transmission. Concepts for
estimating activity and data at the BS are based on sparse signal process-
ing and CS. Before going into the details of the MCSM system using the
general concept of CS-MUD in the Section 5.3, we will briefly introduce in
this subsection the general concept of CS with a SMV-CS and a MMV-CS
representative. For a further detailed description of CS-MUD the reader
is referred to [Sch15, Mon17, KD18] and references therein. Afterwards,
we take a look at the famous group orthogonal matching pursuit (GOMP)
recovery algorithm An error classification and the connection of the general
CS mathematics to CS-MUD complete this subsection, before we connect
the CS mathematics with the MUD problem statement.

Compressive Sensing

SMV-CS Problem By assuming a mathematical linear vector model, the
SMV-CS problem can be generally described by

y = M Φd︸︷︷︸
x

+n , (5.3)
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where M ∈ RNy×Nx is the measurement matrix (also called sensing matrix)
that models the relationship between the observations y ∈ RNy with length
Ny and the signal x ∈ RNx of length Nx. An additional distortion by an
AWGN vector n is assumed. The equation in (5.3) is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.
The dimension of the observation y is much smaller than the dimension of

y

=

MΦ d

· +n

Figure 5.3: SMV-CS problem statement.

x , i.e. Ny � Nx such that the matrix M is a fat matrix and that we have
much fewer observations than unknowns. In linear algebra, the left inversion
of a fat matrix does not exist, making it impossible to uniquely recover x
from y without additional side information. One of the main assumptions
in CS is that x is compressible. This means that a sparsity transformation
matrix Φ exists, so that x = Φd is sparse. A signal, here d, is s-sparse
when the number of non-zero elements is smaller than s, or in other words x
is compressible via d. For example, the Joint Photographic Experts Group
(JPEG) compression is based on the observation that a change of the basis
by discrete cosine transform (DCT) or a wavelet basis to a spectral domain
produces a sparse signal representation of most pictures. In some cases, the
vector d = x is directly sparse. In this case the sparsity transformation
matrix is Φ = I.

The aim of CS is twofold: on the one hand, we want to have good recovery
properties and, on the other hand, recovery should be possible with as
few measurements as possible. These properties depend on the dimension
Nx, Ny and on the sparsity s, i.e. the number of non-zero elements s = ‖d‖0
measured by the `0-“norm”1 .

The recovery of d or x (if Φ is known) from y is the basic CS reconstruction
problem and it can be solved in the noiseless case like

d̃ = arg min
d∈RNd

‖d‖0 subject to Mx = y . (5.4)

1 The `0-“norm” is neither a norm in a mathematical sense nor a pseudo norm. In the
context of CS, however, the term “norm” is often used.
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The complexity of finding the sparsest solution d̃ in (5.4) of an under de-
termined system is non-deterministic polynomial-time (NP)-hard [HV02].
Principally, three main different methods are known used in CS: the opti-
mization method e.g. (5.4) with a relaxation of the `0-“norm” to `1-norm,
greedy methods and thresholding methods. We focus on greedy algorithms
in this work, but we invite the reader to [EK12, FR13] for a good overview
of the other CS recovery methods. At this point the questions arises: Are
there some quantities to indicate the recovery performance?

The answer to this question is not easy and also to show performance
guarantees are not trivial [EK12, FR13, Sch15], but there are conditions to
the matrix M, which lead to the fact that a unique solution of the detection
problem exists in the noise free environment. Therefore, we introduce the
term of mutual incoherence property (MIP) [MZ93, DH01] defined as

mi = max
q 6=ι

|〈M:,q,M:,ι〉|
‖M:,q‖2‖M:,q‖2

≤ 1 . (5.5)

The MIP compares a pair of columns in the measurement matrix M w.r.t.
the correlation in a normalized manner and obviously is upper bounded by
one. The lower bound is given by the Welch bound [EK12, FR13, Sch15]
with

√
Nx −Ny

Ny (Nx − 1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Welch bound

≤ mi ≤ 1 (5.6)

and depends only on the dimensions of the measurement matrix M. Fur-
thermore, if the sparsity of d fulfills

s = ‖d̃‖0 ≤
1
2
(
1 +m−1

i
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
RHS

, (5.7)

the sparse estimation d̃ is a unique solution of the SMV-CS recovery problem
in the noiseless case, i.e. n = 0 [EK12, FR13]. If the maximum correlation
mi is sufficiently small, the MIP states that an exact recovery is very likely
and in some cases can even be guaranteed e.g. [Tro04].

Fig. 5.4 shows the MIP and the right-hand-side (RHS) of (5.7) for an w.l.o.g.
exemplary fixed value of Nx = 120 for a different number of measurements
Ny . Especially, for the right plot, where the solid curve fulfill equation (5.7)
with equality, it can be observed that a significant small sparsity is needed
to guarantee a unique solution (s� Ny ). As expected, with a “sparsity”
of s = Nx a unique solution exists only with full-determined system, i.e.
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Figure 5.4: MIP and the sparsity of system with Nx = 120 and different number
of observations.

Ny = Nx = 120. Note, that these results are only valid in the noiseless case,
furthermore, the quantities of MIP and (5.7) give no design rules on the
structure of the measurement matrix M.

MIP is a simple tool because it reflects only the most extreme relationships
in the dictionary. However, the lower bound on the coherence, i.e. the
Welch bound in (5.6) limits the performance analysis of recovery algorithms
to rather small sparsity levels. A better measurement to overcome this
limitation gives the so-called restricted isometric property (RIP), which
consider not only pairs of columns of a matrix, but also all s-tuples of
columns and is therefore more suited to assess the quality of a matrix M.
However, the calculation of the RIP for a given matrix is very complex and
we limit ourselves in this work on this short introduction of MIP and invite
the reader to [EK12, FR13, KD18, Sch15] for further recovery properties.

MMV-CS Problem A system, where the sparsity pattern is the same
for NFrames measurements, is called MMV-CS. The same sparsity structure
means that the indices of the non-zero elements in the vector d are the same
for several measurements, the MMV-CS formulation

Y = MΦD + N (5.8)

can be used, also illustrated in Fig. 5.5. The observation matrix
Y ∈ RNy×NFrames and the symbol matrix D ∈ RNy×NFrames are still con-
nected by the measurement matrix M and Φ like in the SMV-CS case. The
matrix Y contains multiple measurements of the same sparsity structure.
The sparsity can be redefined in terms of row-wise sparsity sB, which counts
the number of non-zeros rows in D. One may note that each MMV-CS
problem can be also rewritten as SMV-CS problem with a block-sparse
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Y

=

MΦ D

· +N

Figure 5.5: CS problem statement.

vector d and a block-diagonal measurement matrix M, but in general not
vice versa.

As will be shown in Section 5.3.4 the The MMV-CS problem (5.8) can be
used to model sporadic MTC transmissions to a BS.

Recovery Algorithm After stating the mathematical problem in SMV-
CS or MMV-CS, the question of recovering the vector d and the matrix D
arises. In [EK12, CREKD05, FR13, MBD14] some recovery algorithms are
presented, which can deal with this problem. Furthermore, in [Sch15, Mon17]
recovery algorithms in the context of CS-MUD are deeply discussed. One
famous algorithm is the GOMP algorithm, which is an extension of the
orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm utilizing the group structure
in the MMV-CS statement (5.8). Both algorithms, the OMP for SMV-CS
and GOMP for MMV-CS are very similar, thus, we only introduce the GOMP
algorithm in Alg. 5.1 and refer to [Sch15] for the OMP. This iterative greedy
algorithm starts with an empty set of non-zero elements, which is filled per
iteration with the supposedly non-zero entries2 . After the decision of an
non-zero position, the corresponding data is subtracted and the residuum is
used for the next iteration.
2 With regard to the CS-MUD concept that we have in mind, we will non-zero element
and activity are interchangeable.
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Algorithm 5.1 MMV-GOMP algorithm
1: # Initialize
2: A(0) = ∅, q = 0, R(0) = Y, D̃ = 0Ns×NFrame

Symbols

3: # Start calculations
4: repeat
5: q = q + 1
6: # Find column with the highest correlation to residuum
7: ũ = arg max

u

∑NFrame
Symbols−1

`=0

∣∣∣MH
:,uR

(q−1)
:,`

∣∣∣
8: # Update active and inactive set
9: A(q) = A(q−1) ∪ ũ

10: # Estimate data of active nodes
11: D̃A(q),: = M†

:,A(q)Y
12: # Update residuum
13: R(q) = Y −MD̃A(q),:

14: until q = Nact

15: # Output
16: Â = A(q) and D̃ = D̃A(q),:

For further details on the recovery algorithm the reader is referred
to [CREKD05] and references therein.

The application of the GOMP on the system model (5.2) needs the full
knowledge of M. One may note that to fully recover the data and the
activity, the GOMP needs the knowledge of the measurement matrix M,
the sensing matrix Φ and the sparsity level s.

Connection of CS to solve MUD: CS-MUD

In the previous section we looked at the signal structure of a general mathe-
matical under-determined equation system, describing the structure of an
SMV-CS and an MMV-CS problem. As recovery algorithm we looked at
the GOMP, which can find a solution for the non-zero positions and their
values under the condition of a block-sparse data signal. If we once again
recapitulate the mMTC setup in (5.2), which generates a receive signal from
a massive number of nodes using a DRA for transmission, it has already
been shown in [ZG11, SD11, BSD13] that this MUD problem can be solved
by interpreting this as SMV-CS at the base station. Furthermore, it was
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shown that if the signal has a block structure, the signal can be described
as MMV-CS problem. The detection for MUD solved with the help of a
CS approach is then called CS-MUD. By the interpretation as CS-MUD
problem, the measurement matrix M captures now all medium access effects
of all users, including the effective channel, and the stacked symbol vector d
contains the data of active nodes and zeros for inactive nodes. The sparsity
mentioned in CS is directly linked to the number of active users as the
inactive users are modeled as transmitting zeros. By using CS reconstruction
techniques, the BS is able to reconstruct the activity and data information,
even if the system (5.2) is under-determined, i.e. Ny � Nd . In this case we
have a system load β = Nd

Ny
> 1. Other media access methods do not permit

a system load of more than one directly, so that when sporadic activity
is exploited, more users can be in the system than resources are available,
which is a huge advantage of CS-MUD taking the advantage of the low
activity of the user nodes in the system.

A big challenge at the BS applying the GOMP algorithm in Alg. 5.1 is to
obtain the full knowledge of the medium access matrix Mu per user, which
is necessary to recover the data. This is a difficult task, as the medium
access also includes the each user’s physical channel and estimating a massive
number of channel coefficients seems impossible due to the immense amount
of signaling overhead [SBD13b].

In the next section we show a possible realization of (5.2) using MC-
CDMA and a sub-carrier allocation within the coherence bandwidth with
good approximations about the medium access matrix M. This simplification
transfers the SMV-CS (5.3) into an MMV-CS problem (5.8) with a fully
known measurement matrix at the BS.

5.2.2 Error Classification
Unlike scheduled access reservation protocols, where a user’s activity is
perfectly known and the data estimation errors are based on the data
detection, there are other possible sources of error in DRA. Due to the
activity detection in DRA also activity errors are possible. Fig. 5.6 illustrates
all error events in a DRA system related to [Sch15, Mon17]. The following
errors may occur during a recovery at the BS for separated data and activity
detection:

1. No error: No error occurs, i.e., the activity is decided correctly, i.e.
the estimated user index is in u ∈ A and u 6∈ Â. And after decoding
the correct information is achieved b̂u = bu.

2. Bit error: The event of a symbol or bit error is the classical error
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Figure 5.6: Possible Error Events.

in a communication system, where the activity for a user u ∈ A is
estimated correctly u ∈ A, but the underlying bit vector is erroneous
b̂u 6= bu.

3. Missed detection (MD): The MD is the event of detecting an active
sensor node u ∈ A as inactive. Such that the estimated activity set Â
at the BS does not contain u, and thus the data vector is estimated as
du = 0 yielding no useful information.

4. False alarm (FA): The event of detecting an inactive sensor node
as active, i.e. u 6∈ A and u ∈ Â, is called FA leading to a symbol
vector-based on noise.

In the error event (bit error), the underlying channel coding scheme may
be able to detect or even correct the bit errors. However, if the correction
fails, the BS can detect such error events by applying a CRC code so that a
retransmission can be requested. The most severe error event is MD causing
a total data loss and, even worse, without indicating an error event, since
the symbol vector d̃u = 0 is a valid vector of the augmented alphabet DNd

0 .
For a FA event, the data symbol can be estimated as valid symbol vector.
However, since the user is not active, the received signal does not contain
any useful information of user u. This event can be efficiently detected
by applying a CRC code, resulting in a detectable error event at the BS.
However it has been shown in [Mon17] that by the occurrence of an FA
the system suffers an SNR loss if the FA rate increases. The severe impact
of the two activity errors (MD and FA) lead to serious effects on overall
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performance. To deal with this impact the authors in [MBD15, Mon17]
propose a balancing algorithm to control both error events. Note that, these
concrete algorithms do not fall within the scope of this thesis.

5.3 Multi-Carrier Compressed Sensing Multi-
User Detection: The Concept

5.3.1 General Idea
Within the framework of MTC-based communication, we identified the
following challenges: In contrast to human driven communication, where a
small number of users usually require a large amount of data, the nature
of machine-based communication differs completely. For example, a sensor
node that measures the current temperature and the relative humidity and
transmits it to a BS. Inside buildings or production halls, the temperature
does not change too quickly, such that this transmission can be considered
a regularly-based transmission. In addition, the amount of information
is rather small compared to human communication. Simply mapping the
temperature value to a small packet usually works with just 1 % of the
capable WI-FI frame size or with 1 % of the corresponding LTE frame size.
The big difference lies in the massive number of sensors to be expected
within such a setup (as indicated above). In LTE usually 10-100 users can
be served within one band at a BS simultaneously. With Bluetooth version
5.0[Gro16] (and also the older versions), up to 255 nodes can be connected
to a master in different state modes, but only a maximum of seven slaves
can communicate simultaneously in the CONNECTION state to the master.
Both communication systems mentioned suffer from a high number of users
and can only operate a limited number of devices which will not fit the new
challenges.

Another characteristic of sensor nodes is the type of sporadic communica-
tion. If we take as an example the sensor node that measures the temperature
within a production hall: For example, if the temperature jumps over a
certain threshold, the sensor sends an event-based message, which in turn
is a small packet, to the BS. Through this observation alone, exclusive and
thus orthogonal physical resources lead to a large amount of unused physical
resources. Therefore, DRA can be used to enable efficient use of physical
resources. Unlike WI-FI, the physical random access channel (PRACH)
in LTE or other schemes, in which DRA is also partly implemented, we
do not assume here that collision avoidance methods are used for active
users. We assume a DRA where each sensor node sends whenever it has
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something to send, so we could have a number of simultaneously active users
Nact per frame. The BS then performs activity detection to estimate the
data afterwards. In TWRC we assumed full knowledge of CSI for equal-
ization and detection at the assisting relay. Contrary to the transmission
of unidirectional P2P or TWRC, the channel estimation by a massive
number of users would lead to enormous pilot overhead. In LTE we have a
pilot overhead per user of about 15 or 48% to fully describe the CSI, which
means a huge reduction in effective throughput on the one hand, and an
orthogonal allocation of pilots is not feasible for a massive number of
nodes even if only a low number of users is active (due to the scheduling
of orthogonal pilots) [JKL+16]. Another challenge is the allocation of data
symbols to physical resources beside existing systems. Thus, flexible al-
location on the TF grid is favorable, leading to multi-carrier schemes as
introduced in Chapter 3 in combination with CDMA concepts. Especially
the use of proper designed waveform can lead to a high reduction of the
OoBE radiation, which makes it also applicable within white spaces in the
spectrum. To serve a flexible and thus scaleable amount of users, CDMA
concepts with non-orthogonal spreading sequences are used, which makes the
system adaptive to higher loads. For wirelessly connected sensor nodes, a
cost-efficient and energy-efficient design is important to achieve long
battery life, leading to dump sensors. The algorithm used should be robust
against influences of TO or CFO.

In the next section we first introduce the general idea of MCSM. The basic
concept uses MC-CDMA with CP-OFDM within the coherence bandwidth
of the channel and differential modulation to simplify the system model and
provide a simple transmission scheme.

After the description of the general MCSM concept, further promising
approaches such as non-orthogonal MC transmission schemes for node pro-
cessing and factor graph-based estimation algorithms at the base station are
presented which lead to an improvement of the performance especially in
asynchronous scenarios.

5.3.2 The MCSM Concept
MCSM identifies three key components to cope with the above requirements
and provide a flexible PHY layer solution as illustrated in Fig. 5.7.

1. Multi-carrier Processing: Multi-carrier (MC) schemes offer a flexible
and scaleable possibility to assign symbols to a TF grid and serve here as
first key component. Especially under “mild channel conditions”, each
symbol on an orthogonal sub-carrier is only affected by one unknown
channel coefficient and no additional interference term disturbs the
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Figure 5.7: MCSM key components.

transmission. Furthermore, by requiring low data rate, the available
spread data symbols can be allocated within the channel’s coherence
bandwidth, resulting in a single channel coefficient for a set of sub-
carriers within a small bandwidth. This property greatly simplifies the
amount of channel estimation.

2. Compressed Sensing-Multi-User Detection: The second key component,
as already introduced above, is CS-MUD exploiting the MUI of all users.
Due to the sporadic nature of the transmission - whether event-driven
or regular - fewer resources can be used than nodes exist in the system.
Processing complexity is shifted to the BS, which requires algorithms
(such as GOMP) to detect the activity and the data information of
the nodes.

3. Non-orthogonal pilots: Data detection at the aggregation node demands
either a non-coherent reception of the data symbols by, e.g. differential
symbol mapping, or coherent reception. For the latter, the channel
has to be known for all active nodes. The original approach of MCSM
in [MWBD15b] requires differential symbol mapping. In the context
of this work we also take a look at the average estimation of the
channel, which offers soft values for the code bits and thus a better
FER performance may be expected.

The following section introduces the general MCSM system concept includ-
ing node processing and TF grid mapping. While MCSM offers the possibility
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to multiplex several narrow band MCSM subsystems simultaneously, we limit
ourselves to the description of a certain MCSM subsystem with Nu nodes
without loss of generality. The multiplexing of several MCSM subsystems
will be explained later on. The general system topology is shown in Fig. 5.2
on page 145. Here, Nu nodes transmit frames with NFrame

Symbols symbols to a
central BS for further processing. Fig. 5.2 also shows that not all nodes are
permanently active but sporadically transmit frames to the BS. The traffic
model is assumed to be Bernoulli distributed and determined by the node
specific activity probability pa = Pr (d 6= 0) � 1, which we assume is the
same for all the nodes in the system. With probability pa a node is active
and transmits a data frame to the BS, while 1− pa specifies the probability
that the node is inactive. Adaptations of the underlying CS-MUD algorithms
for other traffic models have been investigated in [JBD15]. Furthermore, we
assume a slotted ALOHA scheme [Abr70] as random access protocol, where
the time is divided into slots and active nodes transmit only for the duration
of a slot.

As already mentioned above, we use MC-CDMA with direct sequence
spreading as medium access. For this reason, the matrix Mu in (5.2) can be
decomposed into two parts for a user u, such as

Mu = HuSu , (5.9)

where the MC transmission can be described by the effective channel matrix
Hu capturing all effects of the physical channel and the underlying waveforms
introduced by (3.25) and (3.26) in the MC Chapter 3.

User separation in this setup is based on CDMA with non-orthogonal
spreading sequences, where each user is assigned a user-specific spreading
sequence su.

The CDMA part of MC-CDMA can be modeled by the multiplication of
a user specific stacked spreading matrix Su with the user data vector d.

All spreading sequences of all users can be stored in the columns of a
spreading sequence matrix S ∈ CNs×Nu , whereby the spreading sequence
length is shorter than the number of users Ns � Nu. In a classical CDMA
context, this system is referred to as resource efficient or in mathematical
context under-determined, because we use fewer resources than users in the
system.

5.3.3 MCSM Node Processing
In the following we describe the MCSM transmit signal generation at node u
as shown in Fig. 5.8. To illustrate the basic idea of MCSM, we limit ourselves
to a pure sub-carrier mapping of general M -PSK symbols. A realization
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with D-M -PSK as in the original work [MWBD15b] is presented later.
We describe the signal generation at a specific node that is assumed to
be active. First, a data stream of Nb bits bu ∈ FNb

2 is encoded by an

Encoder C
Symbol

Mapper M
Spreading

S
TF Map Multi-

Carrier
bu cu

du

Θu

pa

Figure 5.8: Block diagram of signal generation at MCSM node.

encoder C into a stream of code bits cu ∈ FNc
2 with code rate Rc = Nb

Nc
,

here F2 denotes the binary field. Subsequently, the stream of code bits
cu is interleaved and further mapped with a modulator M to a symbol
vector du ∈ CNd via a M -PSK or M -QAM, leading to a user specific rate
%u = Nb

NFrame
Symbols

= NcRc
NFrame

Symbols
= Nd log2(M)Rc

NFrame
Symbols

.
The next stage (Spreading S) spreads the symbols du to chips via a unique

node specific spreading sequence su ∈ CNs by

θu
i = sudu

i (5.10)

resulting in a user specific chip matrix Θu with columns θu
i . Note, the

latter matrix can also be generated by the Kronecker product with Θu =
vec{du ⊗ su} = vec{Sudu} = suduT.

The last step in the MCSM signal generation is to multiplex the chips to
physical resources, i.e., to the TF grid and the generation of the MC signal.
Here, we start the description based on CP-OFDM, which is generalized
later on. The set Si determines the sub-carriers that are allocated for
transmission. Without loss of generality, we assume |Si| = Ns, ∀i, i.e. the
spreading factor matches the number of sub-carriers allocated (which we
term pure sub-carrier mapping). We multiplex the weighted chip matrix
Θu to Si ⊆ {0, . . . , NIFFT − 1} consecutive sub-carriers of the overall NIFFT
sub-carriers by using a partial power normalized IDFT matrix FHIT

Si
∈

CNIFFT×|Si| at the transmitter, which is related to a narrow band OFDMA
transmission. Adding a CP as GI of length NCP via the CP insertion matrix
TI ∈ FNCP+NIFFT×NIFFT

2 yields the following description of the baseband
transmit signal xu

i in vector notation for node u per symbol i

xu
i = TIFHIT

Si
θu
i . (5.11)
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5.3.4 MCSM Detection Model
The following section mathematically formalizes the MCSM system model
and states the detection model at the BS. The first processing step at
the BS is to remove the guard interval via the CP removal matrix TR ∈
FNIFFT×(NIFFT+NCP)

2 . Afterwards, the time domain signal is transformed
into frequency domain by the application of the partial DFT matrix ISi

F ∈
CNs×NIFFT selecting only the |Si| sub-carriers used. The noise free user
specific received signal for a frame can be written in the same way as the
model in Chapter 3 by

yu = Hu
Si

θu , (5.12)

where θu = vec{Θ} = du ⊗ su is the stacked weighted chip vector of user
u. The partial frame-based effective channel matrix Hu

Si
according to (3.41)

and (3.43) contains only the sub-carriers used with the sub-carrier set Si

Hu
Si,i′,i =

{
ISi

Σu
h,i′,iIT

Si
i′ = i

0Ns×Ns otherwise
. (5.13)

Under mild channel conditions, i.e., no frequency offset and timing offset
and a channel length within the GI, the effective channel matrix (5.13) is
purely diagonal and restricted to the set of sub-carriers used, illustrated by
Fig. 3.13.

As stated above, the received signal at the BS can be described via the
superposition of Nu user specific signals. Assuming that all nodes transmit
frames of length NFrame

Symbols, we obtain the multi-user (MU)-signal received at
the BS

y =
Nu∑

u=1
yu + n =

Nu∑

u=1
Hu

Si
(du ⊗ su)︸ ︷︷ ︸

θu

+n , (5.14)

where n is an AWGN vector.
As we pointed out in the MCSM concept that we allocate the spreading

sequence along the sub-carriers within the coherence bandwidth, we can
roughly assume that the channel is constant among the sub-carriers (cf.
Fig. 5.9 with bandwidth 1) BMCSM). With the channel coefficient hu

i for
the ith MC symbol the diagonal parts in (5.13) can be approximated ΣH ≈
hu
i INs×Ns . Therefore the partial frame-based effective channel matrix is given

by Hu
Si
≈ diag {h} ⊗ INs×Ns , where hu = [hu

0, h
u
1, . . . , h

u
i , . . . , h

u
NFrame

Symbols
]T is

a vector collecting all channel elements over a frame. Hence, the overall
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Figure 5.9: Possible channel realization with a maximum delay spread τmax =
1µs, sampling rate of TA = 1

26MHz and NFFT = 2048.

received signal can be then approximated by

y ≈
Nu∑

u=1
(diag {hu} ⊗ INs×Ns) · (du ⊗ su) + n

=
Nu∑

u=1
(diag {hu}du)︸ ︷︷ ︸

d̃u

⊗ (INs×Nssu)︸ ︷︷ ︸
su

+n (5.15)

where the vector d̃u contains the symbols of user u weighted by the channel
coefficients d̃u

i = hu
i d

u
i . Note that d̃u ⊗ su = vec{sud̃uT}.

By further applying the vectorization operator on Y = vec{y } the receive
signal can be approximated by

Y ≈ SD̃ + N (5.16)

with N = vec{n } ∈ CNs×NFrame
Symbols , where the summation over all users

in (5.15) can be realized by a matrix multiplication after applying the
vectorization operator with spreading matrix S ∈ CNs×Nu containing the
spreading sequences su of all active and inactive nodes in the columns. The
matrix D̃ ∈ CNu×NFrame

Symbols contains the modulated symbols from the Nu
nodes weighted with the individual frequency domain channel tab, i.e. for
user u the entries D̃u,i = hu

i d
u
i contain the weighted symbol of node u at time
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instance i. Y ∈ CNs×NFrame
Symbols contains the NFrame

Symbols received chips as column
vectors. Recovering D̃ from Y can be interpreted as MMV-CS problem
introduced in (5.8) and can be solved by the GOMP in Alg. 5.1 or other
algorithms from the literature.

By the application of the three basic concepts of MCSM, the SMV-CS
problem (5.2) with “unknown” measurement matrix M results in a MMV-
CS problem with known measurement matrix S and row-sparse matrix D̃ .
Note that (5.16) is under-determined due to the fact that we use less radio
resources than nodes resulting in a fat matrix S ∈ CNs×Nu with Ns � Nu.
The load of this system can directly be given as β = Nu

Ns
.

The overall BS processing is given in Fig. 5.10. After estimating the activity
set Â and symbol matrix D̃ , the BS is able to delete the unimportant rows
of D̃ in the node sorting block and perform classical symbol demapping and
decoding to obtain the underlying information of each user.

MC−1 Demultiplex Activity &
data detector

Node
Sorting

M−1 C−1 CRC

M−1 C−1 CRC

...

M−1 C−1 CRC

S

Y D̃ , Â

d̃1

d̃2

d̃Nact

c̃ 1

c̃ 2

c̃ Nact

b̂ 1

b̂ 2

b̂ Nact

Figure 5.10: BS processing of Nact active user data streams.
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5.3.5 Frequency Hopping and Channel Coding
The assignment of all spreading sequences su to the same set of sub-carriers
Si = S ∀i leads to a marginal change of the average channel coefficients
hu
i over time, particularly in a static channel scenario. Especially if the

sub-carrier set is coincides a notch as shown in Fig. 5.9 (cf. Fig. 5.9 with
bandwidth 2) BMCSM), this overall effective channel cannot be described by
a 1-path Rayleigh fading transmission.

To gain diversity, we define a changing sub-carrier allocation set Si, which
changes according to a predefined pattern and results in frequency hopping.
This method enables frequency diversity gains through reallocating the
sub-carriers of each Nhop MC symbol and can be used when several MCSM
systems are multiplexed to a certain bandwidth. The changing channel
coefficient can be exploited by the channel decoding, which gains diversity.

MCSM 1
MCSM 2
MCSM 3
MCSM 4
MCSM 5

MCSM 5
MCSM 3
MCSM 1
MCSM 5
MCSM 2

MCSM 3
MCSM 4
MCSM 5
MCSM 2
MCSM 1

· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·

MCSM 2
MCSM 5
MCSM 4
MCSM 1
MCSM 3

Nhop︷ ︸︸ ︷

NFrame
Symbols︷ ︸︸ ︷

f

t

Figure 5.11: Illustration of possible scheduling. Each MCSM systems changes its
sub-carrier allocation each Nhop symbols to gain frequency diversity.

Figure 5.11 illustrates this reallocation exemplary in a setup with 5 MCSM
systems in which each MCSM system changes its sub-carrier allocation
according to Nhop transmit symbols and thus gains in frequency diversity
through encoding and interleaving via time symbols with Npilots = dN

Frame
Symbols
Nhop

e.
Assuming that each MC symbol carries one symbol du

i , this reallocation
result in a rate loss of Npilots

NFrame
Symbols

Rc log2 (M), which is caused by the insertion
of pilots or start phase symbols through differential symbol mapping that
does not carry information as introduced in (5.17). Complex scheduling
algorithms can be avoided by implementing a static hopping pattern that is
repeated each frame.

Especially in combination with channel coding, hopping leads to a diversity
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gains that improves the overall performance shown in [MWBD15a].

5.3.6 Spreading Sequences
It has been shown in [EK12, FR13, Sch15, CT05, RV08] that the choice
of the spreading sequences in S, and thus, the choice of the measurement
matrix highly changes the performance of the underlying CS algorithm.
Since S only contains the spreading sequences su, the question arises: How
to choose good spreading sequences? Within this work, we restrict ourselves
on three different types of sequences:

1. Pseudo noise (PN) sequences-based on maximum length sequence
(MLS) [Ver98]

2. Complex Gaussian sequences

3. Random phase (RP) sequences

motivated by good average correlation properties even under asynchronous
reception. It should be noted, that the PN and RP sequences have constant
amplitudes, whereas the Gaussian distributed sequence have non-constant
amplitudes. For a fair comparison the spreading sequences are normalized
to the same power. The interested reader is referred to [Sch15, Wil16] for a
deeper analysis w.r.t. different implementations.

5.4 New Concepts for MCSM
In addition to the already described concepts, which were already described
in the publications [MWBD15b, MWBD15a, BMWD15, WMBD16],
and [Mon17], we now present further concepts. These concepts have not
yet been published and represent the most innovative part of this chapter.
Fig. 5.12 shows again the node processing, furthermore the new concepts,

Symbol
Mapper M

- differential
- non-differential

Spreading
S

- unweighted
- weighted

TF Map

- sub-carrier
- time
- abritrary

Multi-
Carrier

- CP-OFDM
- CP-FBMC
- GFDM

d Θu

pa

Figure 5.12: Block diagram of signal generation at MCSM node.

which we will present below, are shown in bold font.
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5.4.1 Differential vs. Non-differential Symbol Mapping
In this subsection we give a brief insight into the third technology component

M pilot insertion Spreading S
cu

pilots

du

a) Modulation with pilots

M difference Spreading S
cu

Starting phase

du

b) Differential modulation

Figure 5.13: Block diagram of pilot insertion versus differential symbol mapping
per active user u.

of MCSM: “non-orthogonal pilots”. So far we have assumed that the channel
knowledge is perfectly known, so that the base station does not have to
estimate the channel. As we have seen, MCSM “shifts” the knowledge of
the channel from the measurement matrix M including the effective channel
impact to the MCSM approximation of a fully known spreading matrix S
and to the symbols D̃u,i = hu

i d
u
i with the influence of a one-tap channel per

user as given in (5.16). Complete estimation of the CSI for all users with
an orthogonal pilot design seems not feasible. However, a non-orthogonal
channel estimation, where the pilots are introduced before spreading within
the coherence bandwidth leads to a reasonable approach. Since we are
shifting the channel estimation problem to the symbol matrix D̃ affected
by a one-tap channel, we can use any mapping such as M -PSK, M -QAM
or other mappings with additional pilots. The pilots, however, cannot be
freely assigned in the TF grid, since the pilot is inserted before spreading
illustrated by Fig. 5.13a. The estimated pilots at the BS reflect only an
average de-spread channel coefficient per pilot.

By contrast, the use of differential symbol mapping, as in the original
work [MWBD15b], provides incoherent detection based on the differences
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of symbols without the need of an additional channel estimation. We use
differential symbol mapping and the ith symbol reads d̊u

i = du
i−1d̊

u
i−1 for

i = 1, . . . , Nd with an arbitrary known starting phase, e.g. d̊u
0 = 1 as

illustrated in Fig. 5.13b.
The number of symbols NFrame

Symbols per frame is given by

NFrame
Symbols = Nd +Npilots (5.17)

where Npilots is the number of pilots used in one frame. If D-M -PSK is
initialized only once, the number of “pilots” is Npilots = 1 for the starting
phase. Note that the starting phase symbol and the pilot symbols carry no
information. Hence, the bandwidth efficiency gets reduced.

5.4.2 MCSM with Timing and Carrier Frequency Off-
sets

In a scenario where a massive number of sensor nodes transmit to a BS, the
receive signal gives a sum over this huge number of transmit signals affected
by multi-path channels. Different runtimes due to different distances of
the sensor nodes to the BS, low-cost local oscillator (LO) and imprecise
synchronization at the sensor nodes are some reasons for TO. In this part
we want to demonstrate the impacts of practical limitations such as TO and
CFO in CP-OFDM-based MCSM systems. At essence, MCSM uses CS-MUD
techniques, which in turn have proven their robustness against asynchronicity.
As shown in [SBD13a], the CS-MUD detector can be extended by delay
hypothesis, which drastically increase the complexity of the detection. In
contrast, MCSM can inherently handle asynchronous transmissions without
increasing the detection complexity, as long as the maximum delay is limited
to the length of the CP in time domain, i.e. the CP must correspond to the
length of the channel impulse response and the expected time shift from
asynchronous transmissions. The performance gracefully degrades under
asynchronicity as shown in [MWBD15a]. Nevertheless, the extension of the
CP to cope with asynchronicity clearly leads to a loss in spectral efficiency.

Timing Offsets As mentioned above, we assume a slotted ALOHA proto-
col, in which a sensor has to synchronize to a slot basis if it wants to transmit
a data packet. An asynchronous reception of packets at the BS might occur,
as illustrated in Fig. 5.14. In contrast to a unidirectional P2P transmission
and similar to the transmission via a TWRC, even if the offsets ∆τu are
perfectly known, individual post-compensation at the BS is not possible as
only the sum of all user signals affected by the physical channel are available.
However, an average compensation is possible. We distinguish two cases:
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Figure 5.14: Illustration of possible asynchronous reception of CP-OFDM sym-
bols from some active sensor nodes.

• Case a: the user specific delay ∆τu ≤ TGI is within the GI time and

• Case b: the delay ∆τu > TGI is larger than the GI length.

Particularly, in case b the overall transmission is affected by ISI. We focus on
case a and assume that the GI is well-designed to match an overall ISI-free
transmission.

Nevertheless, we assume that a MCSM system lies within the coherence
bandwidth Bc of a multi-path channel, which only leads to a distortion that
can be described by a one-tap channel coefficient for all sub-carriers used.
However, by the presence of a TO ∆τu per user u, the individual received
signal (5.12) is additionally affected by a phase rotation by

yu = d̃u ⊗
(
Σu

TO,Si
su) , (5.18)

where the main diagonal elements of the matrix Σu
TO,Si

= diag
{

exp[ jkq∆τ
u

NSC
]
}

comes from the time-shift property of the Fourier transform with kq ∈ Si as
sub-carriers indices used in the transmission. The multiplication leads to a
chip-wise rotation of the spreading sequence su. Assuming that these offsets
are not known to the receiver, the undistorted original spreading sequences
are chosen as hypotheses.

The correlation between the hypotheses sequence su as original sent and
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the rotated version s̃u = Σu
TO,Si

su can be calculated like

ΨssTO
(ι,∆τu) = 〈su,Σu

TO,Si
su〉 =

Ns−1∑

q=0
su
qsu∗
q+ιe

j2πkq∆τu
NSC , (5.19)

which can be interpreted as a discrete ambiguity function As,s (ι,∆τu)
[Fro16].

Carrier Frequency Offset In contrast to the TO, the presence of CFO
∆νu occurs, e.g., due to a user-specific mismatch of the LO between a cheap
sensor node and the BS, resulting in a user specific receive signal

yu = d̃u ⊗ (ISi
FΣu

CFOFHIT
Si︸ ︷︷ ︸

ΩCFO

su) , (5.20)

where Σu
CFO,Si

= diag
{

exp[ j2πkq∆ν
u

NSC
]
}

comes from the frequency-shift prop-
erty of the Fourier transform with kq ∈ Si as sub-carriers indices used in
the transmission. The matrix ΩCFO is not purely diagonal as in the TO
case. It can be interpreted as a circular convolution matrix of sampled sinc
function shifted by the CFO ∆νu due to the nature of the rectangular filter
applied in CP-OFDM. This convolution results in a correlated sequences at
the BS and the correlation of the affected sequence s̃u = ΩCFOsu with the
transmitted spreading sequence su is given by

ΨssCFO
(ι,∆νu) = 〈su,ΩCFOsu〉 =

Ns−1∑

q=0
su
qΩCFOsu∗

q+ι . (5.21)

The lack of knowledge of offsets, however, has a strong influence on the
detection capability at the BS. The MIP (5.5), which is essentially based on
the correlation of the columns of the spreading matrix S reflects no longer
directly the recovery properties as this matrix not covers the influence by the
introduced offsets. However, the correlation functions in (5.19) and (5.21)
describe this mismatch.

In Fig. 5.15 we consider the auto- and cross correlation function (5.19)
for PN, Gaussian, and RP sequences with ι = 0 of spreading sequences
affected by TO in the left columns. On the right side column the auto-
and cross-correlation function |Ψsusu (0) | and |Ψsqsu (0) | ∀q 6=u (5.21) w.r.t.
CFO are given. Here we use a spreading sequence length Ns = 20. The TO
is normalized by the symbol duration time T. The correlation of the PN,
Gaussian and the RP sequences are given in the upper, middle and lower
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Figure 5.15: Correlation function with ι = 0 for timing offsets and frequency
offsets with different spreading sequences with unweighted spreading
sequences.

sub-figures. As expected by (5.19), the sequences with constant amplitudes,
namely the PN and the RP results in a correlation characteristic such
as |Ψsusu

TO
(ι = 0) | = | sinc

(
∆τuNs

1
T

)
|. The result is reasonable, since

the sequences with constant amplitudes can be interpreted as rectangular
waveform of length Ns

1
T by mapping in the frequency domain. The auto-

correlation function of Gaussian sequence affected by a TO has roughly the
same shape for low TO, but it has a “better” auto-correlation for higher TO,
similar to the cross correlation performance. In the curves for the TO one can
see that a 3dB drop of the correlation function is about ∆τu/T ≈ 0.0296 in
all 3 cases. For the CFO the corresponding 3dB drop is at ∆νu/F0 ≈ 0.032.

By the presence of CFO there is no visible difference between the different
sequences. All cross correlation share roughly the same performance.

It is remarkable that the spreading sequence length Ns determines the cor-
relation behavior under TO. Since the dimension of the measurement matrix
determines the performance, the spreading sequence length Ns determines
the sensitivity against TOs as it is a parameter of the sinc function.

Performance of Weighted Spreading Sequences To improve the
auto-correlation under TO and to develop a more robust activity detec-
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tion, we can use PN, Gaussian and RP sequences weighted with a general
waveform as indicated in Fig. 5.12. This weighting is motivated by the
correlation function (5.19) similar to a discrete ambiguity function. To this
end, we generate new spreading sequences with

ŝu = Gsu (5.22)

with G = diag {g}. The real-valued filter vector g contains filter coefficients
of length Ns. The resulting auto- and cross-correlation are given by

Ψs̃ s̃TO
(ι,∆τu) = 〈Gsu,Σu

TO,Si
Gsu〉 =

Ns−1∑

q=0
Gsu

qG∗su∗
q+ιe

j2πkq∆τu
NSC ,

(5.23)

Ψs̃ s̃CFO
(ι,∆νu) = 〈Gsu,ΩCFOGsu〉 =

Ns−1∑

q=0
Gsu

qΩCFOG∗su∗
q+ι . (5.24)

The corresponding correlation functions by the application of a Gaussian
waveform (3.18) (Ns samples in t = ±1 with ρ = 1) are shown in Fig. 5.16. It
can be observed that the overall correlation function now has Gaussian-like
characteristic and the auto-correlation function |Ψsusu

TO
(ι = 0) | exhibits a

broader shape than in the unweighted case shown in Fig. 5.15.
Here, the curves will have a 3dB drop of the correlation function at approx.

∆τu/T ≈ 0.0704 for the TO and ∆νu/F0 ≈ 0.032 for the CFO. This leads
to a gain of 3.76dB for the weighted spread sequence in the TOs case.

However, the cross correlation is higher than in the unweighted case
due to the introduced filtering. This behavior now makes it possible to
significantly improve the activity detection under unknown TOs by weighting
the spreading sequences. But it is also clear that this only makes sense if one
expects large offsets with constant spreading sequence lengths. The choice
of take a shorter spreading sequence by the cost of efficiency, or to choose a
weighting function to improve the performance is a compromise parameter
for the system designer and depends on the system configuration.

System Model Suppose any arbitrary but fixed TO and CFO within a
OFDM symbol per user, both effects can be summarized as

Y ≈ S̃D̃ + N (5.25)

leading to a changed MMV-CS problem with an effective spreading matrix
S̃ ∈ CNs×Nu , where the columns are S̃:,u = Ωu

CFOΣu
TOGS:,u, with filter
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Figure 5.16: Correlation function with ι = 0 for timing offsets and frequency
offsets with weighted spreading sequences weighted by the Gaussian
waveform.

matrix G ∈ CNs×Ns , user specific CFO matrix Ωu
CFO ∈ CNs×Ns , user

specific TO matrix Σu
TO ∈ CNs×Ns , one-tab channel affected symbol matrix

D̃ ∈ CNu×NFrame
Symbols , and observation matrix Y ∈ CNs×NFrame

Symbols .
In general, the values of the offsets ∆νu and ∆τu are unknown for the

BS. In this case, the GOMP algorithm can use the detection model in (5.16)
instead of (5.25). However, both offsets affect the activity and data detection
by changing the correlation properties.

5.4.3 Channel Estimation using Spread and Waveform
Filtered Pilots

Channel Es-
timation

Dpilots

Y

Â

H̃

Figure 5.17: Block diagramm for channel estimation.
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So far we have introduced the overall concept to create an MCSM transmis-
sion that is capable to serve a massive number of sensor nodes sporadically
active and BS recovering the sensor data. Here we want to emphasize the
influence of non-orthogonal channel estimation on the system. For this dis-
cussion we limit ourselves to the system model in (5.16) with pure sub-carrier
mapping, the non-differential mapping in Section 5.4.1 and concentrate only
on the MC symbols that carry the spread pilot sequences. The channel
estimation (cf. Fig. 5.17) is based on the reduced activity aware system
model (5.37). To estimate the channel, we use a least squares (LS) approach
with

H̃ = S†:,ÂY:,P �Dpilots (5.26)

The pseudo inverse S†:,Â ∈ CNact×Ns covers only the Nact active estimated
spreading sequences. The reduced observation matrix Y:,P ∈ CNs×Npilots

contains the observations at the pilot positions P and Dpilots ∈ CNact×Npilots

is the matrix with pilots used. Applying (5.26) results in an estimation
matrix H̃ ∈ CNact×Npilots , which contains per row the estimated channel
coefficients h̃u per user for the pilots Dpilots used. The sign � determines
the point-wise division.

We introduce the average MSE

MSE = 1
Naver

Naver−1∑

q=0

∣∣∣∣∣h̃
u − 1

Ns

Ns−1∑

ι=0
Σu

Hι,ι

∣∣∣∣∣

2

, (5.27)

averaged over Naver channel realizations, where the diagonal matrix Σu
H is

the applied effective channel per user.
The result of this measurement is given in Fig. 5.18 for different parameter

sets given in Table 5.1. We assume a sampling rate of FA = 26MHz,
Rayleigh fading channel coefficients with constant path loss for illustration
and an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) length NIFFT = 2048. In this
analysis, we use the unweighted RP spreading sequences in the left plots
and on the right plots the RP spreading sequence is weighted by the same
truncated Gaussian waveform as discussed in Fig. 5.163 . In the upper plots,
we fix the spreading sequence length Ns = 25 and use a maximum delay
spread of τmax = 0.05µs. It can be observed in Fig. 5.18a) that, if only a
single user is active the MSE between the estimated and the true average
decreases linearly with higher SNR 1/σ2

n in the unweighted case. In the
unweighted case, the performance is mainly determined by the noise term,
3 Related to (3.18) with gRect (t/2) · g(ρ=1)

Gaussian (t)
∣∣∣
kTA

and equidistant sampled resulting

in Ns filter coefficients.
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Table 5.1: Parameter Sets

Plots fixed parameters varying parameters
Fig. 5.18 a) & b) Ns = 25 Nact = 3, 7, 10, 20, 30

τmax = 0.05µs 1/σ2
n = −5, . . . , 30dB

Fig. 5.18 c) & d) Nact = 7 τmax = 0.05, . . . , 0.49µs
1/σ2

n = 15dB Ns = 10, . . . , 30
Fig. 5.18 e) & f) Ns = 25 Nact = 3, 7, 10, 20, 30

1/σ2
n = 15dB τmax = 0.05, . . . , 0.49µs

as the underlying application of the pseudo inverse in (5.26) results in an
identity matrix.

Contrary, the application of the pseudo inverse in (5.26) for the weighted
case (5.22) results in a diagonal matrix unequal to the identity matrix due
to weighting. In Fig. 5.18b, the average MSE results in an error floor due to
the correlated sequence caused by weighting.

The channel estimation downgrades for a higher number of active users in
both cases. Especially in the case, where the number of active users is larger
than the spreading sequence length Nact ≥ Ns, we see a huge gap, due to
the under determined system used.

Fig. 5.18c and Fig. 5.18d show the MSE for a varying spreading sequence
length Ns and for different maximum delay spread lengths τmax. We consider
a fixed number of active users exemplary Nact = 7 and a SNR working point
of 1/σ2

n = 15dB. Similar to the correlation analysis in Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16
for a low τmax the unweighted sequence has a lower MSE compared to the
weighted version of roughly 1dB. Whereas, for higher maximum delay spread
lengths, the weighted version achieves a significant lower average MSE up to
3− 4dB.

The discussion for different maximum delay spread lengths τmax for a
varying number of active nodes is illustrated in Fig. 5.18e and f. As expected,
the MSE downgrades with higher τmax. A huge gap is achieved with
Nact ≥ Ns, similar to the upper plots, due to amount of observations
compared to number of estimations needed. Furthermore, the above indicated
gain of roughly 3−4dB for a medium number of active nodes Nact = 7, 10, 15
can be observed.

Overall, we can observe that the non-orthogonal channel estimation needs
a low user activity to achieve a low MSE, which fits well in the assumption
of the setup we have in mind. Furthermore, the performance of the channel
estimation is one of the critical points in the overall performance.
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Figure 5.18: Average MSE of channel estimation with different configurations
given by Table 5.1.

5.4.4 Resource Efficient Mapping
Beyond frequency hopping, MCSM implements a resource efficient TF map-
ping that is outlined in the following. So far we assumed a pure sub-carrier
mapping, where we map the spread symbol matrix Θu column wise to
a set Si of NSC sub-carrier resulting in NSC = Ns sub-carriers used and
mathematically described in (5.14). It is assumed, that the MCSM lies
within the coherence bandwidth of the wireless channel. Other mappings
are possible and are preferable for different channel conditions. E.g. if the
coherence bandwidth is too small to capture the whole spreading sequence,
the spreading sequences could be aligned along the time axis as illustrated in
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Fig. 5.19 as the right gray block. Mathematically, this can be described by

Θu = vec{PTS (su ⊗ du)} (5.28)

with the permutation matrix PTS = I yielding for a pure time axis mapping
as left gray block. The selection set Si has to be reconfigured according
to |Si| = NFrame

Symbols and the number of time symbols is changed to NTS =
NFrame

Symbols. Note that, by changing the direction of the spreading sequence
to the time axis, will result in an interchanged behavior of TO and CFO
impacts as well as the spreading sequences now should be allocated within
the coherence time τc of the channel. The trade-off between the impacts of
TO, CFO coherence bandwidth and coherence time can be achieved by a
generalized mapping, where we use a permutation matrix PTS leading to
arbitrary mapping as illustrated in Fig. 5.19. Also, the sub-carrier mapping
can be generalized by

Θu = vec{PSC (du ⊗ su)} (5.29)

with PSC = I for pure sub-carrier mapping and arbitrary permutation matrix
PSC to achieve mappings like illustrated in Fig. 5.19 in the lower blocks.
Moreover, both mappings can be mixed, yielding a joint TF mapping, which

f

t

PTS = I
arbritrary

PTS

PSC = I arbritrary
PSC

Figure 5.19: Illustration of one-to-one mapping of spread sequences over NSC
sub-carriers.

allows a flexible link adaptation. Note that the system model at the BS is
changing according to the permutation and mapping used

SC: vec{PSCy} ≈ SD̃ + vec{PSCn} (5.30)
TS: vec{PTSy}T ≈ SD̃ + vec{PTSn}T (5.31)
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And, in the special case of pure sub-carrier or time mapping this results in

SC: Y ≈ SD̃ + N (5.32)
TS: YT ≈ SD̃ + NT (5.33)

5.4.5 General Multi-Carrier in MCSM
The use of a large number of devices within a given bandwidth is a major
challenge. As we have stressed previously, the low data-rate within a
industrial application could lead to a narrow-band transmission, which is
also proposed in LTE for IoT [NO16]. The application within a given
bandwidth by utilizing white spaces leads to a need of systems with a
low OoBE, not interfering with other existing systems [KRS18]. So far,
MCSM was analyzed with CP-OFDM as MC scheme, only. Within this
subsection, we generalize MCSM to the application of general waveforms
offering better spectral shape and, as we have seen in Chapter 4, an overall
better performance for a wide range of offsets is achievable. Especially for an
under determined system, where a synchronization is not precisely realizable
we need a robust design.

First we will introduce the combination of MCSM with CP-FBMC, because
this method introduces a symbol-wise CP just like CP-OFDM and thus
represents the simple extension of this method. We will then give an outlook
on the general GFDM procedure and show the extension of the system
model.

Non-Orthogonal Design with Cyclic Prefix

Unlike synchronous CP-OFDM, CP-FBMC has an effective channel with
a block-diagonal structure, as shown by (3.67) in Chapter 3. This prop-
erty offers the application of the MMV-CS problem, if the channel can be
approximated by a one tap coefficient as in the CP-OFDM case.

In this design criteria, the effective channel matrix is given by

Hu
Si,i,i′ =

{
IS+

i
FΣRx

g FHΣu
h,i,i′FΣTx

g FHIT
Si

i = i′

0 i 6= i′
(5.34)

related to (3.67) in Chapter 3 and, thus, in not of purely diagonal structure
anymore.

The application of a general waveform with CP leads to the following new
system model

Y ≈ SwD̃ + J + Ñ (5.35)
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derived in Appendix D.1. This system model is a generalized MCSM model,
which also covers CP-OFDM with filter matrices ΣTx

g = ΣRx
g = I. The noise

matrix Ñ = FΣRx
g N is colored by the receive filter matrix ΣRx

g and the
matrix J is an unknown interference term based on the waveform and the
approximation of a one-tap channel.

The matrix Sw = MwS captures the properties of the spreading sequences
by S and of the given waveform by the waveform matrix Mw ∈ C|S+

i |×|Si|

derived in (D.8), and it is fully known at the BS. The set S+
i can be extended∣∣S+

i

∣∣ = |Si|+ 2NSC
N by NSC

N neighbors collecting not only the assigned set
|Si| = Ns of sub-carriers, but also the neighborhood of additional NSC

N
sub-carriers on each side. As already discussed in the Section 4.5 of the
TWRC chapter, the non-orthogonal waveform affect also neighboring sub-
carriers. The NSC

N parameter stresses this impact. The CP-FBMC becomes
interesting when the transmission is influenced by offsets and an orthogonal
transmission with CP-OFDM can no longer be guaranteed.

The interference matrix J, which will be also present for offset affected CP-
OFDM also depends on the number of neighbors NN. Especially for larger
offsets, the unknown entries in the interference matrix J of CP-OFDM grow
stronger than those of CP-OFDM, even if they are vanishing for CP-OFDM
in the synchronized case, which has already been discussed in Chapter 3.
The larger this number is chosen, the smaller is the effect of the disturbance.
This argument follows similar principles as in Chapter 4, where only a few
neighbors are collected within the equalizer. However, the neighboring sub-
carriers can be allocated with other MCSM systems or completely different
systems in such a way that the choice of NN too large affects the total
interference at the BS. Therefore, NN is a compensation parameter to weight
either the influence of useful signal power or interference.

Outlook to General Non-Orthogonal Waveform

So far, we have seen that by assuming an ISI-free MCSM transmission
based on a GI vie CP, the resulting system model can be approximated by
an MMV-CS problem with known measurement matrix and with symbols
weighted with a one-tap channel. Contrarily to CP-OFDM, we introduced
in CP-FBMC the extension of neighboring sub-carriers to capture the ICI
introduced by the waveform, resulting still in a good approximation. To
further increase the spectral shape and the spectral efficiency by avoiding
the symbol-by-symbol guard interval time, we want to give a brief outlook
to the extension of MCSM to QAM/FBMC or GFDM. Especially, the CP
in GFDM allows still a robustness against TO, which is very important in
a system with a massive number of nodes. These schemes are not directly
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applicable to the aforementioned MMV-CS problem since the system is not
ISI-free. The approximation of a flat-fading channel is more stringent, due
to higher influence of a symbol in the frequency and in the time domain,
without the symbol-wise GI. However, if we can assume that a spread symbol
vector is still affected roughly by just one channel tap and we consider NSC

N
neighboring sub-carriers and NTS

N time symbols, the resulting system model
yields

Y ≈ SwD̃ + J + Ñ , (5.36)

where Y is a stacked matrix with 2NTS
N + 1 sub-matrices capturing the NTS

N
past symbols, the desired and NTS

N following symbols. Each sub-matrix is of
size S+

i to capture the neighboring sub-carriers similar to the CP-FBMC
transmission. The waveform matrix Sw = MwS is a stacked matrix of block
diagonal structure considering the influence on the neighboring blocks with
the waveform matrix

Mw = (I2NTS
N +1 ⊗ INs+2NSC

N
)
[
Mw,i−NTS

N ,i, . . . ,Mw,i,i, . . . ,Mw,i+NTS
N ,i

]T
.

The matrix Mw,i′,i is the waveform matrix which connects the symbol i
with i′ and is fully known at the base-station. The generation of these
matrices and the stacked interference and stacked noise matrices, i.e. J and
Ñ, follows the same ideas as derived in Appendix D.

For a proper chosen waveform under mild channel conditions, it is sufficient
to chose NTS

N = 1, ..., 2 as shown in Chapter 4 resulting in an extended MMV-
CS problem (5.36).

5.4.6 Overview of System models
The properties of the before mentioned system models are summarized in
Table 5.2. All MCSM related systems can be represented by the MMV-CS
problem. Thus, all schemes can be solved by the GOMP or any other
MMV-CS related algorithm.

In contrast to the general system, MCSM can also be solved without
channel knowledge. The original MCSM system in line two, which can be
used well in synchronous scenarios, was first enhanced by other mapping
procedures. To do this, the system enables mapping in time direction in
line three. Depending on the coherence bandwidth or coherence time of
the channel, the spreading sequences can be appropriately distributed on
the time-frequency grid. The systems in lines four and five extend MCSM
with non-orthogonal MC, which is more robust for offsets and offers a better
spectral shape at the same time but introduces interference in synchronous
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Table 5.2: Overview system models

Systems System models Comments

1. General
system (5.2) &
(5.9)

y = Md + n

SMV-CS, need full knowl-
edge of H, M contains Hu

(unknown at BS) and S
(known at BS)

2. CP-OFDM,
pure SC map-
ping (5.32)

Y ≈ SD̃ + N MMV-CS, S ∈ CNs×Nu ,
with Ns = NSC is known

3. CP-OFDM,
pure TS map-
ping (5.33)

YT ≈ SD̃ + NT MMV-CS, S ∈ CNs×Nu ,
with Ns = NTS is known

4. CP-FBMC,
pure SC map-
ping (5.35)

Y ≈MwSD̃ + J + Ñ

MMV-CS, S ∈ CNs×Nu ,
with Ns = NSC and Mw ∈
CNs+2NN×Ns are known, J
unknown

5. GFDM, pure
SC mapping
(5.36)

Y ≈MwSD̃ + J + Ñ

MMV-CS, S ∈ CNs×Nu ,
with Ns = NSC and Mw ∈
C(2NTS

N +1)(Ns+2NSC
N )×Ns

are known, J unknown

systems. Especially for the latter system, a very high interference level is
expected, since the symbol-wise CP is dropped there.

5.5 New Concepts for Base-Station Process-
ing

So far we have mainly looked at processing on a node. To recover the sent
data we also want to have a short look at the processing at the base station.

In the original publication of MCSM [MWBD15b], a recovery algorithm
based on least squares has always been used at the base station, namely
the GOMP algorithm (Alg. 5.1) depicted in Fig. 5.20a, which directly
uses LS as data estimation algorithm. In [MBD14, Mon17] the multiple
measurement vector-successive interference cancellation (MMV-SIC) and
in [Mon17] the Multiple Signal Classifier (MUSIC) algorithm are used for
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GOMP-LS
MMV-SIC
MUSIC-LS

Y Â

D̃
a) Activity & data - detector

AMP
Y Â

D̃
b) Full factor graph

Activity-LS SPA
Y Â

D̃LS

D̃SPA

c) Two-step approach

Figure 5.20: Possible activity and data estimation schemes.

activity detection. As we have seen in Chapter 4, the waveform part can
be efficiently exploited deriving a FG-based model. The main difference
to Chapter 4 is the additional use of spreading sequences within the MC
scheme, i.e. MC-CDMA. However, the full FG, which estimates the data
symbols, the activity of a sensor node and the channel leads to a high
computationally complexity to solve the estimation problem with the SPA.
The approximate message passing (AMP) algorithm [Kab03] offers a more
realizable implementation as it uses approximations w.r.t. the PDF of the
symbols estimated as discussed in [Mon17] shown in Fig. 5.20b. Certainly,
the complexity is still very high.

In this thesis, we restrict ourselves to the system shown in Fig. 5.20c,
which is a two-step approach. In the first step an activity recovery algorithm
is used to estimate the activity of the users before a FG-based data detection
is performed in the second step. It should be noted that also other detection
algorithms could be used like the soft interference cancellation algorithm in
[WV99]. However, we limit ourselves to the use of the SPA.

We use the GOMP and the famous MUSIC algorithm as in [Sch86, Mon17]
for the activity detection and afterwards, a symbol detection based on the
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Figure 5.21: Factor graph of CP-FBMC in MCSM for reduced activity aware
system model.

reduced activity aware system model is performed given by

Y ≈ SwD̃ + Ñ Â−−−−→ Y ≈ Sw:,ÂD̃Â,: + Ñ . (5.37)

To convey the basic idea, the argumentation goes along the pure sub-carrier
mapping related MCSM systems, both for CP-FBMC and for its special
case CP-OFDM. The FG of the reduced activity aware system model in
(5.37) is shown in Fig. 5.21. Each plane i describes the FG of a MC
symbol. We ignore here the FG part of the underlying decoding scheme
for simplicity’s sake to illustrate the main parts of the MUD. However,
the decoding part is connected across all i symbols for an active user and
provides useful information in the detection process. As the system model
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Figure 5.22: Factor graph of CP-FBMC in MCSM with closed function Sw =
MwS.

can be decomposed into the two parts like

1. the MC part affected by the physical channel: H the dashed crossed
lines denote the non-orthogonality of CP-FBMC, and

2. the spreading part: S,

the corresponding FG also consists of two parts.
Some other important notes, the variable θ depends on the chosen spread-

ing order and the chosen symbol mapping. In section 5.3.6 we have discussed
three different types of sequences, where the Gaussian and RP sequences
are vectors, with elements either with continuous phase or elements in the
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entire complex plane. This has an effect on the calculation of the messages
in the FG. Since the messages at an edge in a FG refer to the associated
variable, the messages for the sequences are continuous function, i.e., PDFs.
In contrast, MLS-based spreading sequences result in discrete variables
with a PMF of M values, here the calculation and storage are much easier
than with the other sequences, since only M values have to be stored and
processed per message.

By closing the function Sw = MwS the FG in Fig. 5.22 is obtained.
Closing functions and thus hide variables has the disadvantage that the full
structure of the FG can no longer be exploited, but allows the simplification
of calculations. For the application of CP-OFDM, the FG in Fig. 5.21
results in the same FG as in Fig. 5.22 as the waveform matrix Mw = I.
In this case the underlying structure is fully utilized. The FG of a GFDM
implementation is not shown, however, a FG detector with GFDM would
lead to cross connection between the planes due to the introduced ISI.

5.6 Monte Carlo Performance Evaluation
In this section we want to focus on the performance of some new concepts
and compare them with the state of the art MCSM [MWBD15b], i.e.,

1) MC component: CP-OFDM

2) CS-MUD component: GOMP-LS and

3) Symbol Mapping component: differential.

In Table 5.3 we have first listed the system parameters that are to be used in
the following analyses. Important here is the system load β = 3, where we
have three times as many users in the system as the length of the spreading
sequences.

Furthermore, we will look at the performance of the systems in asyn-
chronous environments where the new general waveforms can play out their
advantages. Especially the extension at the base station with the factor
graph based detection will be able to show its advantages here.

5.6.1 Key Performance Indicators
As already introduced in Section 5.2.2, different error events exist within
this system. We summarize all activity related errors, i.e. FA and MD, as
average activity error rate (AER) at the BS. The FA can be considered
as negligible as the implemented CRC will detect these errors. As already
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Table 5.3: Parameter Sets for Monte Carlo Simulation

General Parameter
Payload Size Nb = 204bit
Number of OFDM Symbols trans. NTS = 228 Symbols
Delay spread of channel τmax = 2/3µs⇒ 200m
Length of sampled channel imp. resp. Nγ = 2
Path-loss exponent Path loss exponent = 2
Bandwidth of MCSM System BMCSM = NsF0 = 120.8kHz
Channel code Half rate conv. [318, 338]

CRC
Symbol Mapping D-M -PSK, M -PSK

M = 4
Bandwidth efficiency η = 10kbit/s
Frequency hopping Every 12 MC symbol
Frequency hops per frame 17 hops

CS-MUD Specific Parameter
Number of nodes Nu = 36
Spreading seq. length Ns = 12
System load β = 3 nodes per resource
Activity detection GOMP w/ LS, MUSIC w/ LS
Data detection Linear LS, SPA
Channel est. for D-M -PSK No channel estimation
Channel est. for M -PSK Aver. CSI (CSI) by LS in (5.26)

Multi-carrier Specific Parameter
Multi-carrier scheme CP-OFDM, CP-FBMC,
Tx/Rx Filter Rect., Gaussian w/ ρ = 1
Chip to sub-carrier multiplexing Frequency oriented
Number of sub-carriers for MCSM |Si| = Ns
Number of total sub-carriers used NSC = 256
Sub-carrier spacing F0 = 10.671kHz
MC symbol length T0 = 99.3µs
Cyclic-prefix length TGI = τmax

Sampling time TA = 388ns
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mentioned above, the system suffers an SNR loss by the occurrence of an
FA,. Thus, the average AER is given by

AERBS = NActivity-Frame-Errors
NActive-Frames

, (5.38)

where NActive-Frames are the number of active frames transmitted to the BS
and NActivity-Frame-Errors are all active frames wrongly decided, i.e. FA and
MD. And all data related errors are captured by the average FER at the BS
FERBS, which is defined similar to (4.30) like

FERBS = NData-Frame-Errors
NActive-Frames

, (5.39)

where NData-Frame-Errors is the number of erroneous frames received at the
BS. The parameters used in the subsequent analysis are summarized in
Table 5.3.

5.6.2 Synchronized Transmission
Before going into asynchronous transmission, let’s look at the performance
of the MCSM system with a fully synchronized setup.

Differential Symbol Mapping Thus, in Fig. 5.23 the average AER and
average FER of a MCSM system with the parameters given in Tab. 5.3
without any additional TO or CFO are shown over 1/σ2

n in dB. As in
the initial publication [MWBD15b], the symbol mapping of the MCSM
system is D-M -PSK and modulation alphabet size M = 4. In this analysis,
we focus on CP-OFDM and CP-FBMC as both systems are not affected
by any ISI caused by channel delay spread. Besides the GOMP already
introduced in Alg. 5.1, we use the famous MUSIC algorithm as activity
detector. It can be observed in the left plot of Fig. 5.23 that the activity
detection with GOMP algorithm with CP-OFDM get a lower AERBS at
roughly 1/σ2

n = −5dB and runs then into an error floor of 3 · 10−3 for lower
noise variances. This error floor comes from the inaccurate assumption of a
flat channel as already discussed above. Contrarily, the MUSIC algorithm
with CP-OFDM outperforms the GOMP as it has a significant lower error
floor at around 1 · 10−5.

By the application of the MC scheme CP-FBMC with a Gaussian waveform
and filter parameter ρ = 1, the average AER significantly increases by
the application of GOMP algorithm, whereas the average AER with the
MUSIC algorithm only slightly increases. The intra-spread correlation of
the spreading sequences by the application of CP-FBMC reduces activity
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Figure 5.23: AER and FER of a synchronized CP-OFDM and CP-FBMC with
LS data detection with differential-quaternary phase shift keying
(D-QPSK).

detection capability of the GOMP by roughly one decade in the error floor
performance. This behavior was already indicated by the measure MIP in
(5.5) that a correlation of the sequences leads to a lower performance.

The average FER shown in the right plot of Fig. 5.23 of the MCSM
system is mainly dominated by the AER and thus the average FER runs
also in error floor. The performance of the data detection is far worse as
the activity detection as for the activity detection more observations are
available compared to one data symbol. It’s no surprise that CP-OFDM
outperforms CP-FBMC in the synchronous case. Especially in this case
the non-orthogonal CP-FBMC cannot play out its advantages, because
CP-OFDM is perfect orthogonal and therefore no interference is present.
However, the MC schemes CP-OFDM and CP-FBMC have roughly the same
FER performance with MUSIC algorithm in this synchronized system as
the spreading gain dominates.

Non-Differential Symbol Mapping As mentioned above, we can use
non-differential symbol mappings like M -PSK as well as differential symbol
mappings. Here we use a the non-differential symbol mapping with M = 4,
i.e. QPSK. By using this coherent symbol mapping, we need to estimate
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Figure 5.24: AER and FER of a synchronized CP-OFDM and CP-FBMC with
SPA data detection perfect known and estimated mean channel
state information.

the channel to further process the data as in Fig. 5.17. However, although
only the average CSI is estimated as stated in 5.4.3, we can use the more
sophisticated two-step approach based on the SPA shown in Fig. 5.22. The
average AER and average FER performance of this two-step approach using
MUSIC algorithms as activity detectors are shown in Fig. 5.24. The AER
remains unchanged compared to Fig. 5.23 as nothing has been changed in
the activity detection method. A huge improvement in the average FER
is achieved by up to 10dB with perfect knowledge of the mean channel
coefficient at the lower 1/σ2

n region. For the higher regions up to 20dB
are achievable. The performance by estimating the channel coefficient is
shown Fig. 5.24 with dotted lines. As expected, the performance decreases
compared to the perfect knowledge of the mean channel coefficient roughly
5dB, but still outperforms the data detection with simple LS detection by
5dB-25dB depending on the noise level. Since in contrast to the full channel
knowledge with MCSM only the average channel coefficient is either perfectly
known or estimated as shown in Fig. 5.18, the data error rate results in an
error floor. The gains are mainly driven by the SPA-based data detection and
in the synchronized case CP-OFDM always outperforms the non-orthogonal
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CP-FBMC, but rather marginally.

5.6.3 Asynchronous Transmission
So far, we introduced a synchronized MCSM system without any offsets.
Here, we now focus on asynchronous transmission. We introduced two
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Figure 5.25: AER and FER of CP-OFDM with unweighted and Gaussian
weighted spreading sequences affected by timing offset ∆τ .

different approaches to deal with an asynchronous reception. First, the
weighted spreading sequences in Section 5.4.2 for TO and, second, the
general waveform like CP-FBMC to deal in particular with CFO in MCSM.

The plots in Fig. 5.25 show the average AER and the average FER for
CP-OFDM-based MCSM with unweighted and Gaussian weighted spreading
sequences over TOs using MUSIC algorithm as activity detector. The TO
of each user ∆τu in this analysis comes from a random process with the
uniform distribution within U (0,∆τmax). Both KPI performances, i.e. AER
and FER, loose in performance with a higher maximum ∆τ . However, by
the application of the weighted spreading sequences lower error rates are
achieved among a wide range of offsets. These results coincide with the
correlation analysis in Fig. 5.15, where also the Gaussian weighted spreading
sequences achieve a higher correlation with higher TOs.
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Figure 5.26: AER and FER CP-OFDM and CP-FBMC affected by a CFO ∆ν .

The plots in Fig. 5.26 show the AER and FER performance of CP-OFDM
and CP-FBMC in MCSM over CFOs. Similar to the TO, the CFO of each
user ∆νu is from random process with U

(
−∆νmax

2 , ∆νmax

2
)
. Similar to the

analysis in the TWRC in chapter 4, MCSM with a different waveform shows
that the better localization property of the Gaussian waveform in CP-FBMC
offers a more robust reception for higher CFO.

5.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we examine a new system concept designed for sporadic
mMTC. This new system concept called multi-carrier compressed sens-
ing multi-user detection (MCSM), which was firstly published by the au-
thor in [MWBD15b] and further analyzed in [MWBD15a, BMWD15,
WMBD16], and [Mon17] and filed in as patent in [MWBD16a,
MWBD15c, MWBD16b, MWDB18b, MWDB18a] was further ex-
tended in this thesis. In contrast to the TWRC system, MCSM uses a spread
sequences in MC-CDMA. The extension is a major contribution of this
work and was developed to deal with MC schemes with general waveforms,
weighted spread sequences and channel estimates at the base station. In
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addition to the original publication, where the use of differential symbol
mapping avoids channel estimation for all users, we introduce non-differential
symbol mapping into MCSM and spread pilot symbols. The spread pilots per
user provide an average channel estimate among the resources used per user
at the base-station. An analysis w.r.t. the quality of the channel estimation
was performed and it was shown that, for sporadic access to the channel, an
average channel estimation achieves a low MSE for low activity of the sen-
sors. By the channel knowledge, the application of detection algorithms was
enabled using soft information for the data estimation at the BS. Therefore,
we introduced the use of a FG-based detection in MCSM, which resulted
in gains of 5 − 30dB compared to LS data detection used in the original
publication, and closes the large difference between activity error rate and
frame error rate of the data detection that has been achieved so far. Since
CP-OFDM is strongly affected by asynchrony, the introduction of general
waveforms and weighted spreading sequences provides robust reception for
activity and data acquisition for a wide range of offsets.
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Chapter 6

Summary

The extreme high demands for today communications systems increase
steadily regarding very broad requirements like coverage, shorty latency,
simple transmitter design. Especially, the latter point results in cheap and,
thus, low-cost imprecise implementations, which results in a higher detection
processing at a receiver. The goal of this thesis is to analyze such scenarios
with the help of robust multi-carrier (MC) transmission schemes.

Numerous studies of the application of general MC in simple P2P scenarios
were analyzed in the past. Therein, the advantages of the spectral shape
as well as the robust behavior in the presence of offsets were frequently
shown. Unfortunately, only some analysis were done with a high number of
devices which transmit simultaneously to a receiver. Even today, where a
huge growth in the number of devices is expected, a combination of MC with
general waveforms and other multi-user techniques could be very promising.

In this thesis, two scenarios were selected representing the multiple user
scenarios of the future systems. Firstly, two-way relaying channel (TWRC),
which allows two users the exchange of data simultaneously over a helping
relay on the same time and frequency resources. The challenging task is
the detection of the joint message especially then when the transmission is
affected with individual timing and frequency offsets. The other scenario
was a setup, where it is assumed to have a massive number of users or sensor
nodes which only want to transmit a small message to a joint base station.
Also, here a perfect synchronous transmission cannot be guaranteed and is
hardly realizable.

In Chapter 2 the fundamentals for a general transmission were inves-
tigated. This includes a discussion of channel coding, symbol mapping, a
very brief view on general MC transmission schemes. Further a rudimentary
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consideration of physical channels for single link communication between two
users, two users communication via a relay node, and for a massive number
of users communicating to a base-station. Because the subsequent discussed
estimators be treated in a factor graph-based fashion, all mentioned blocks
were depicted as factor graph and a detailed discussion on factor graphs was
outsourced to Appendix B.

An integral part of this thesis was the consideration of general MC trans-
mission schemes so that this topic even if it is well-known in literature was
given an own chapter. In Chapter 3 the basics of general MC procedures
for single P2P communication were discussed in a significant deeper manner
as the previous chapter. For that, first, the general MC system model with
the different time-frequency grid spacings and the general waveforms has
been introduced in terms of an effective channel matrix. Therein the main
view has been focused on the ambiguity function, which is a representative
of the waveforms used. Secondly, famous concrete MC transmission schemes
like the CP-OFDM, OQAM/FBMC or QAM/FBMC were discussed in terms
of orthogonality, time-frequency grid density and waveform localization. Es-
pecially, the effective channel matrix under offsets has been discussed. The
orthogonal schemes share the nice property in synchronous transmission of
having an effective channel matrix with only elements on the main diagonal.
This leads to possible application of simple 1-tap frequency domain equaliz-
ers. However, under offsets the effective matrices will change significantly.
Especially here, the non-orthogonal schemes with well-localized waveforms
demonstrate their advantages. In a synchronous transmission the effective
channel matrix of non-orthogonal MC schemes will have some off-diagonal
elements, but the application of well-localized waveforms, like the Gaussian
waveform, leads to roughly the same effective channel matrix even in highly
asynchronous transmissions. Thus, they offer a higher robustness compared
to the orthogonal counterparts even if the computational complexity for
detection is higher in synchronous transmission.

At the beginning of Chapter 4 the fundamental basics of TWRC in
a single-carrier (SC) transmission with simple 1-tap channels have been
discussed. First, the general scenario has been described before the two
phase scenario was introduced, which compared to the other scenarios offers
the advantage of a higher data rate. To keep this promise, the detector has
to be able to detect the PLNC joint message at the relay. For this, three
well-known algorithms, i.e. SCD, JCNC, and GJCNC, have been presented
and were analyzed in synchronous flat-fading channels to first show the
behavior of the algorithms. In particularly, all PLNC detection schemes
are sensitive to phase differences and the error rates drop down significant
for ambiguous symbol phase mappings. The joint message consists of the
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summation of both user signals affected by individual impacts like timing or
frequency offset. The post-compensation of asynchronism of the two users at
the relay is particularly difficult as the compensation can only by done on the
joint message. To reduce these impacts a combination of TWRC and general
MC transmission schemes with well localized waveform has been proposed.
A famous example from literature is the OQAM-based MC transmission
scheme, which applies a clever combination of well-localized filters and an
arrangement of the symbols and interference on the time-frequency grid.
This property results in an orthogonal or interference reduced transmission
scheme ant leads to a higher robustness in P2P transmissions. However, in
this work it was shown that the sensitivity of TWRC and the OQAM-based
technique lead to a worse performance as the symbols are limited to purely
real or purely imaginary domain. Contrarily to this, the QAM-based schemes,
like the orthogonal CP-OFDM or the QAM/FBMC and its derivative GFDM
have no phase sensitivity. Unfortunately, the famous MC scheme CP-OFDM
is highly sensitive to frequency offsets. In the following analysis the PLNC
detectors and general waveform has been presented as factor graphs based
on the effective channel matrix. The QAM-based MC schemes with well-
localized waveforms generate a very stable factor graph as the connections
in the factor graph are directly related to the structure of effective channel
matrix. This robustness comes by the choice of the waveform as the main
energy is primary limited to the adjacent time-frequency grid points. This
causes a significant improvement in error performance and the computational
complexity stay within reasonable limits by considering only the adjacent
time-frequency grid points in the factor graph. This is in contrast to
the orthogonal transmission schemes based on the rectangular waveform,
where a significant higher number of time-frequency grid points have to be
considered to achieve a low error performance resulting in unreasonable high
computational complexity. All these features make the combination a very
promising technique to achieve high data rates with a good coverage in the
TWRC scenario.

In Chapter 5 a somehow similar overloaded scenario has been considered.
This scenario was concerned with a massive number of MTC sensor nodes,
where each node wants to transmit some short status information to a
common base station (BS). In contrast to well-known schemes like WLAN,
Bluetooth, and etc., the activity and data of the sporadic active nodes
should be detected in the PHY and data link layer, directly based on DRA
medium access. To this end, a new PHY concept was presented, which
is a skillful combination of narrow-band general MC transmission scheme,
compressed sensing-multi-user detection (CS-MUD), and non-orthogonal
pilots. CS-MUD is already known in the literature to estimate the activity
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and data of massive communication in such an industrial application. After
a brief introduction of the underlying concept of CS-MUD, the combination
of these three key components was introduced, and the system was called
multi-carrier compressed sensing multi-user detection (MCSM). It was shown
that with the assumption of transmitting within the coherence bandwidth of
the channel, the MCSM system model results in a simple MMV-CS matrix
model which can be solved by CS-MUD detection strategies. Especially
the non-orthogonal pilots which can be implemented as differential symbol
mapping or straight symbol mapping before spreading lead to reduction of
signaling overhead before transmission. It was shown that these assumption
works only in scenarios with sporadic transmission with low-activity and low
data rate and will fail in full-blown high data rate systems. However, this
was not intended be design. Similar to the TWRC scenario, the summation
of all user signals including the impact of the individual offsets is the basis
of the detection at the BS.

Using the new concepts introduced in this thesis, such as well-localized
waveforms for the MC transmission schemes obtain a higher robustness for
activity and data detection for a wide range of offsets even in this simple
implementation of MCSM. Furthermore, by the application of factor graph
(FG) data estimation a gain of roughly 5− 30dB compared to the simple LS
can be achieved.

Overall, this work gave some deeper insight to MC applying well-localized
waveforms and its applications. Especially, the use of well-localized wave-
forms and FG-based detection, utilizing the knowledge of the waveforms, a
factor graph-based equalizer (FGE) has been developed which combine the
advantages of both worlds. The results of these analyses yield the statement
that MC concepts with well-localized waveform can improve the robustness
in multiple access schemes.

Open Questions and Future Work
Even though this work aimed to demonstrate the robustness of general
transmission schemes in high-end scenarios, it also raised some additional
questions that could not be answered in the limited scope of this work.
Below, some of these questions and related tasks for future work are briefly
summarized:

• The combination of TWRC, general MC with well-localized waveforms
and factor graph-based detection considered here is a promising ap-
proach. However, as we have seen here, the structure always has loops
that lead to sub-optimal solutions, even if the performance is excellent.
To improve the performance even further approaches could be used to
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close the cycles in the FG as in [LYWM05] by the application of an
BCJR algorithm.

• Moreover, in addition to the above-mentioned point, especially for very
different channels, adapted transmit waveforms can be used by each
user to restrict the interference to a few neighbors in the time-frequency
grid. This would still allow a very robust receiver design. Also, in
addition, in such a case, a different adjusted time-frequency grid could
be applied to control the interference similar to [SK15].

• The MCSM concept opens up a wide field of research activities. Espe-
cially in a variety of applications, the physical channels differ greatly
and an analysis of different coherence bandwidths or coherence times
in these scenarios would be useful to apply a suitable mapping to
time-frequency grid and allows for better adaptation and greater per-
formance.

• The data detection in the MCSM concept was implemented in this
work with the help of a two-stage approach, which has minor disad-
vantages with very small frame sizes, since the activity detection is
clearly more susceptible compared to the data detection here. The
approach for small frames would then rather be the AMP used in
[Mon17]. In addition, the information about successful data detection
was not attributed to the activity estimator. Therefore, interference
cancellation of already decided data would be a promising approach
for extremely short frames.
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Appendix A

Multi-Carrier
Transmission Schemes

A.1 Effective Channel Coefficient
The main goal is the derivation of the effective channel coefficient hr,s used
also in the matrix model (3.27). The derivation follows similar steps like in
[DS07b, Du08, DS08].

After matched filtering the receive signal (2.7) in (3.9) with corresponding
transmit signal x (t) (cf. (3.5)) of one user (we skip the user index u in
this discussion), the representation of the channel as delay-Doppler function
s (τ , ν) (cf. (2.9)) the receive signal at time-frequency (TF) grid point (k, `)
can be rewritten as

yk′, ′̀ =
∑

k

∑

`

dk,`

∫∫∫
s (τ , ν) gTx

k,` (t− τ ) gRx
k′, ′̀ (t) ej2πνtdτdνdt

︸ ︷︷ ︸
h
(
s(τ ,ν ),gTx

k,`
(t),gRx

k′, ′̀ (t)
)

+ñk′, ′̀ .

(A.1)

The term h(s (τ , ν) , gTx
k,` (t) , gRx

k′, ′̀ (t)) contains the impact of the channel
s (τ , ν) and the prototype Tx/Rx filters gTx

k,` (t) and gRx
k′, ′̀ (t). It will be

termed effective channel coefficient throughout the work and it should be
simplified herein by the use of the ambiguity function defined in (3.12).

The effective channel coefficient can be further simplified such that the
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waveform dependent part W is captured by only one integral like in

h
(
s (τ , ν) , gTx

k,` (t) , gRx
k′, ′̀ (t)

)

=
∫∫∫

s (τ , ν) gTx
k,` (t− τ ) gRx

k′, ′̀ (−t) ej2πνtdτdνdt

=
∫∫

s (τ , ν)
∫
gTx
k,` (t− τ ) gRx

k′, ′̀ (−t) ej2πνtdt
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Waveform dependent part W

dτdν

By inserting the definition of the transmit and receive filter like in (3.4) and
(3.8), the waveform dependent parameter yields

W =
∫
gTx
k,` (t− τ ) gRx

k′, ′̀ (−t) ej2πνtdt

=
∫
gTx (t− `T0 − τ ) ej2πkF0(t−τ )+jφk,`

× gRx (−t− ′̀T0) ej2πk
′F0(−t)+jφ

k′, ′̀ ej2πνtdt

=
∫
gTx (t− `T0 − τ ) gRx (−t− ′̀T0)

× ej2π(kF0(t−τ )−k′F0t+νt)+j
(
φ
k′, ′̀+φk,`

)
dt

Here, the matched filter condition gRx (t) =
(
gTx)∗ (−t) is used and the name

Tx is skipped. Apply the substitution t = t′ + (`+ ′̀)T0+τ
2 , the parameter W

will change to

W =
∫
g

(
t′ − (`− ′̀)T0 + τ

2

)
g∗
(
t′ + (`− ′̀)T0 + τ

2

)

×ej2π[((k−k′)F0+ν)(t′+ (`+ ′̀)T0+τ
2 )−kF0τ ]+j

(
φ
k′, ′̀+φk,`

)
dt′

By further substituting t = t′ and doing some rearrangement will result

W =ejπ[((k−k′)F0+ν)((`+ ′̀)T0+τ )−2kF0τ ]+j
(
φ
k′, ′̀+φk,`

)

×
∫
g

(
t− (`− ′̀)T0 + τ

2

)
g∗
(
t+ (`− ′̀)T0 + τ

2

)
ej2π((k−k′)F0+ν)tdt

By using the abbreviation parameters for the Doppler spread
ν = (k − k′)F0 + ν , the delay spread τ = (`− ′̀)T0 + τ and the phase
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φ = −π (2kF0τ − ν τ ), we achieve a compact form like

W =ej
(
φ
k′, ′̀+φk,`

)
ejφ

∫
g

(
t− τ

2

)
g∗
(
t+ τ

2

)
ej2πν tdt

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A∗g,g (τ ,ν )

We use the short-hand notation hr,s = h
(
s (τ , ν) , gTx

k,` (t) , gRx
k′, ′̀ (t)

)
with the

transmit running index s = f (k, `) and the receive running index r = f (k′, ′̀)
for the prototype filters 1 and the effective channel coefficient yields

hr,s = ej(φr+φs)
∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

s (τ , ν)︸ ︷︷ ︸
delay-

Doppler function

ejφ A∗gTx,gRx (τ , ν )
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tx/Rx Waveform

dτdν (A.2)

Inserting a general time-variant channel like in (2.13) represented by delta
functions results finally in an effective channel coefficient:

hr,s = ej(φr+φs)
Npath−1∑

γ=0
ςγe

jφγA∗gTx,gRx

(
τ γ , νγ

)
(A.3)

with the abbreviation parameters: νγ = (k − k′)F0+νγ , τ γ = (`− ′̀)T0+τγ ,
φγ = −π

(
2kF0τγ − νγτ γ

)
.This effective channel coefficient is used through-

out the thesis.

A.2 Orthogonality in Multi-Carrier Schemes
Herein, we check the orthogonality condition for QAM-based and OQAM-
based transmission schemes. The derivation follows similar steps like in
[DS07b, Du08, DS08].

Orthogonality with QAM Modulation In multi-carrier schemes with
QAM modulation the complex inner product

〈gTx
k,`, g

Rx
k′, ′̀〉C =

∫

R
gTx
k,` (t) g∗Rx

k′, ′̀ (t) dt =
{

1 if ′̀ = ` and k′ = k

0 otherwise
(A.4)

is used. An orthogonal system design is achieved, if the inner product fulfills
the condition:

〈gTx
k,`, g

Rx
k′, ′̀〉C =

{
1 if ′̀ = ` and k′ = k

0 otherwise
. (A.5)

1 for a matrix notation later on, the running indices are below in (3.10).
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By inserting the Tx/Rx waveforms (3.4) and (3.8), where the phases
φk,` = φk′, ′̀ = 0 will result in

〈gTx
k,`, g

Rx
k′, ′̀〉C =

∫

R
g (t− `T0) ej2πkF0tg∗ (t− ′̀T0) e−j2πk

′F0tdt

using t = t′ + (`+ ′̀)T0
2 and perform some rearrangement yields

〈gTx
k,`, g

Rx
k′, ′̀〉C =

∫

R
e
j2π(k−k′)F0

(
t′+ (`+ ′̀)T0

2

)

g

(
t′ + (`+ ′̀)T0

2 − `T0

)
g∗
(
t′ + (`+ ′̀)T0

2 − ′̀T0

)
dt′

= ejπ(k−k′)(`− ′̀)F0T0

∫

R
ej2π(k−k′)F0t

′

g

(
t′ + (`− ′̀)T0

2

)
g∗
(
t′ − (`− ′̀)T0

2

)
dt′

Using the ambiguity function (3.12) the orthogonality condition yields

〈gTx
k,`, g

Rx
k′, ′̀〉C = ejπ(k−k′)(`− ′̀)F0T0A


(`− ′̀)︸ ︷︷ ︸

˜̀

T0, (k − k′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k̃

F0


 . (A.6)

To design an orthogonal transmission, the inner product has to fulfill (A.5).
Thus, the ambiguity function should fulfill the condition

A
(˜̀T0, k̃F0

)
=
{

1, ˜̀= 0, k̃ = 0
0, otherwise.

Orthogonality with OQAM Modulation In FBMC with SMT
(OQAM/FBMC) or CMT the real valued inner product is used like

〈gTx
k,`, g

Rx
k′, ′̀〉R = <

{∫

R
gTx
k,` (t) g∗Rx

k′, ′̀ (t) dt
}

=
{

1 if ′̀ = ` and k′ = k

0 otherwise
.

(A.7)
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The calculation are done for OQAM/FBMC, but can be easily exchanged to
CMT.

〈gTx
k,`, g

Rx
k′, ′̀〉R

= <
{∫

R
g (t− `T0) ej2πkF0tej(`−k)π2 g∗ (t− ′̀T0) ej2πk

′F0tej(
′̀−k′)π2 dt

}

= <
{∫

R
ej

π
2 [(k−k′)+(`− ′̀)]ej(k−k

′)2πF0tg (t− `T0) g∗ (t− ′̀T0) dt
}

now by substituting t = t′ + (`+ ′̀)T0
2

〈gTx
k,`, g

Rx
k′, ′̀〉R =

<
{
ej

π
2 [(k−k′)+(`− ′̀)]ej(k−k

′)2πF0
(`+ ′̀)T0

2

∫

R
ej(k−k

′)2πF0t
′

× g

(
t′ + (`+ ′̀)T0

2 − `T0

)
g∗
(
t′ + (`+ ′̀)T0

2 − ′̀T0

)
dt′
}

In OQAM/FBMC the following condition holds δLD (Λ) = 1
F0T0

= 2 or in
other words F0T0 = 1

2 leading to

〈gTx
k,`, g

Rx
k′, ′̀〉R =

<
{
ej

π
2 [(k−k′)+(`− ′̀)+(k−k′)(`+ ′̀)]

×
∫

R
ej(k−k

′)2πF0t
′
g

(
t′ − (`+ ′̀)T0

2

)
g∗
(
t′ + (`+ ′̀)T0

2

)
dt′
}
.

Finally, by using ejnπ2 = jn, if n ∈ Z, the real valued inner product results
in

〈gTx
k,`, g

Rx
k′, ′̀〉R = <




j((k−k

′)+(`− ′̀)+(k−k′)(`+ ′̀))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

1

A ((`− ′̀)T0, (k − k′)F0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2




.

In contrast to the transmission with QAM mapping, where the orthogonality
can only designed by the ambiguity function (A.6), OQAM mapping offers
an additional possibility 1 to achieve an orthogonal transmission beside
the ambiguity function 2 . Having a deeper look at the indices’s, it turns
out that part 1 is purely imaginary, if the condition

(` mod 2, k mod 2) = ( ′̀ mod 2, k′ mod 2) (A.8)
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holds [Du08]. Hence, if the ambiguity function is purely real, which is
achievable by using symmetric Tx/Rx filters, the condition on the ambiguity
function to achieve an orthogonal transmission can be relaxed to

A (2`T0, 2kF0) =
{

1, ` = 0, k = 0
0, otherwise.

(A.9)

A.3 Mirabbasi and EGF Waveform
Here, the mathematical description of the two filter Mirabbasi and EGF
waveforms mentioned in Section 3.2.2 on page 37 are given. It should be
pointed out that the notation here is somehow related to the original paper
and in some places contradicts the notation used in this work, due to a lack
of Greek letters.

Mirabbasi Waveform According to [Mar98, MM02, Bel02, MM03,
Bel10, SGA12] the Mirabbasi waveform used in the PHYDYAS project
can be expressed by

gMirabbasi (t) =





1 + 2
Q−1∑

q=1
aq cos

(
2π qt

QTS

)
, for − QTS

2 ≤ t ≤ QTS
2

0 , otherwise
,

(A.10)

in a non-causal representation, where the coefficients aq are listed in Ta-
ble A.1, with overlapping factor Q.

Table A.1: Coefficient aq for Mirabbasi prototype filter

aq Q = 3 Q = 4 Q = 5 Q = 6 Q = 7 Q = 8
q1 0.91143783 0.97195983 0.99184131 0.99818572 0.99938080 0.99932588
q2 0.41143783 0.70710678 0.86541624 0.94838678 0.97838560 0.98203168
q3 0 0.23514695 0.50105361 0.70710678 0.84390076 0.89425129
q4 0 0 0.12747868 0.31711593 0.53649931 0.70710678
q5 0 0 0 0.06021021 0.20678881 0.44756522
q6 0 0 0 0 0.03518546 0.18871614
q7 0 0 0 0 0 0.03671221
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Extended Gaussian Function Waveform According to [SR00, Du08],
the EGF waveform can be calculated by

g
(ρ)
EGF,F0,T0

(t) = 1
2

∞∑

q=0
dq,ρ,F0

[
g

(ρ)
Gaussian

(
t+ q

F0

)
+ g

(ρ)
Gaussian

(
t− q

F0

)]

·
∞∑

ι=0
dι,1/ρ,T0 cos

(
2πι t

T0

)
(A.11)

The EGF waveform is based on the sum of Gaussian waveforms (3.18) and
thus depends on the filter parameter ρ and on the symbol spacing in time
T0 and frequency F0. The approximated coefficients

dq,ρ,F0 ≈
jq∑

j=0
bq,je

(−πρ/2F 2
0 )(2j+q) with 0 ≤ q ≤ Q (A.12)

where jq depends on q with jq = b(q −Q) /2c and is a positive integer which

insure an accuracy of e
−πρQ

2F2
0 for the approximation due to truncation of the

infinite summation of the original definition in [RS97]. with filter parameter
in range 0.528F 2

0 < ρ < 1
0.528F 2

0
. The coefficients bq,j are given in Table A.2.

A.4 Circulant Matrices
A matrix H with size N ×N is circulant, if the following condition [Str16]
holds

H =




h0 hN−1 · · · h2 h1
h1 h0 hN−1 h2
... h1 h0

. . . ...

hN−2
. . . . . . hN−1

hN−1 hN−2 · · · h1 h0




. (A.13)

Any circulant matrix can be represented by the SVD [Str16] as

H = FH
NΣFN , (A.14)

where FN and FH
N are the and Fourier and inverse Fourier matrix of length

N , respectively, and Σ is a purely diagonal matrix with eigenvalues on the
diagonal elements.
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Table A.2: Coefficient bq,j for EGF prototype filter.
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A.5 Windowed-OFDM
In this section, we derive the matrix description of the w-OFDM with
and without CP. We start the considerations with the non-overlapping
w-CP-OFDM, before we show the principle of the overlapping w-CP-OFDM.

A.5.1 Non-overlapping w-CP-OFDM
The sampling stays FA = 1/TA and t = qT0/NSC and the filter length is Tg =
NgT0/NSC, where w.l.o.g. Ng is an even number for a fixed number of time
shifts ` shown in Fig. 3.14. Rewriting the transmit signal (3.5) with (3.44) and
taking similar steps like in (3.28) and (3.29), the signal for each MC symbol
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` can be generated separately with q = −(Ng/2 +NCP), . . . , NSC +Ng/2− 1
as

x` [q− ` (NSC +NCP +Ng)] =
NSC−1∑

k=0
dk,`g

Tx [q− ` (NSC +NCP +Ng)] e
j2πkq
NSC

assuming that the filter decay and ramp of two adjacent MC symbols have
no intersection, like Fig. A.1a. Thus, the Tx signal can be separated into
three (four) parts w.r.t. the Tx filter in Fig. A.1 (cf. Fig. 3.16):

CP Symbol ` CPSymbol ` − 1
t

I II III IV

︸ ︷︷ ︸
x`

a) w-CP-OFDM without overlap

CP Symbol ` CPSymbol ` − 1
t

I II III IV

︸ ︷︷ ︸
x`

b) w-CP-OFDM with overlap

Figure A.1: Transmit signal generation by the separation into four parts for a)
the non-overlapping and b) the overlapping w-CP-OFDM.

Part I rise time, Part II (optional) cyclic prefix, Part III core symbol,
and Part IV decay time

Part I: During the rise time q = −Ng
2 −NCP, . . . ,−NCP − 1, where the

filter is g [q− ` (NSC +Ng +NCP)] = 0, ..., 1 the transmit signal yields

x` [q− ` (NSC +Ng +NCP)] =g [q− ` (NSC +Ng +NCP)]

·
NSC−1∑

k=0
dk,`e

j2πkq
NSC . (A.15)

It should be noted that exponential function is integer periodic, thus, we
use the substitution q′ = q+NSC = NSC−Ng

2 −NCP, . . . , NSC−NCP−1.
By this substitution, we can observe that this part I can now be
calculated by the Fourier transform of the considered time symbols,
weighted by the filter response.
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Part II & III: The flat middle part with q = −NCP, . . . , NSC − 1, where
the filter is constant g [q− ` (NSC +Ng +NCP)] = 1 yields

x` [q− ` (NSC +Ng +NCP)] =
NSC−1∑

k=0
dk,`e

j2πkq
NSC

⇒ x` = TI,CPFHd`

Part IV: Finally, the ramp down part with discrete time in-
dex q = NSC, . . . , NSC + Ng

2 − 1, where the filter decays
g [q− ` (NSC +Ng +NCP)] = 1, ..., 0 yield

x` [q− ` (NSC +Ng)] =g [q− ` (NSC +Ng +NCP)]

·
NSC−1∑

k=0
dk,`e

j2πkq
NSC

(A.16)

where we use again a substitution q′ = q−NSC = 0, . . . , Ng
2 − 1.

All in all, it can be observed that part II&III can be simply realized via
the CP-OFDM signal in (3.39). Part I and IV can be realized by extending
GI insertion matrix like

T′I,NO =







0Ng/2×(NSC−Ng/2−NCP) Σg1 0Ng/2×NCP I
0NGI×NSC−Ng/2−NCP INGI II

INSC III
Σg2 0Ng/2×(NSC−Ng/2) IV

(A.17)

This matrix captures the ramp up and down part I & IV , the CP part II
and the core symbol part III within one matrix and the non-overlapping
w-CP-OFDM yield

x` = T′I,NOFH
NSCd` (A.18)

A.5.2 Overlapping w-CP-OFDM
As the ramp up and ramp down edges of the filter are deleted at the receiver
they can be transmitted in an overlapping fashion as shown in Fig. A.1b.
However, adjacent symbols now overlap. Thus, we get the matrix for the
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current symbol `

T′I,win =

[ ]0Ng/2×(NSC−Ng/2−NCP) Σg1 0Ng/2×NCP I
0NGI×NSC−Ng/2−NCP INGI II

INSC III
(A.19)

and the previous symbol `− 1

T′′I,win =

[ ]
Σg2 0Ng/2×(NSC−Ng/2) IV
0(NSC+NGI+Ng/2)×NSC

(A.20)

The calculation in overlapping w-CP-OFDM is known as WOLA [Cro80,
DM88, FB11, KK18] and works like

x` = T′I,winFHd` + T′′I,winFHd`−1 . (A.21)

Finally, by skipping part II in (A.20) or (A.17) corresponds to the respective
version w-OFDM without CP.

A.6 Colored Noise
In this section, we are looking at the correlation property of colored noise
w.r.t. a MC scheme with general waveforms.

General Noise Coloring of Multi-Carrier Schemes For that, we start
at the receiver after matched filtering (3.9) and we focus on the additive
noise part only. Thus, we have

ñr (t) =
∞∫

−∞

gRx
r (t′)n (t− t′) dt′ (A.22)

The noise term (A.22) of a non-orthogonal MC transmission schemes is in
general colored.

We are now looking at to different sampling points r1 and r2 and we want
to calculate the correlation between these two sampling points like

ψr1r2 (τ ) = ψñr1 ñr2 (τ ) = lim
T0→∞

T0∫

T0

y1 (t) y2 (t− τ ) dt . (A.23)
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ψr1r2 (τ ) = lim
T0→∞

T0∫

T0

∞∫

−∞

gRx
1 (t′)n (t− t′) dt′

∞∫

−∞

gRx
2 (τ ′)n (t− τ − τ ′) dτ ′dt

=
∞∫

−∞

gRx
1 (t′)

∞∫

−∞

gRx
2 (τ ′) lim

T0→∞

T0∫

T0

n (t− t′)n (t− τ − τ ′) dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψnn (τ ′+τ−t′)

dτ ′dt′

=
∞∫

−∞

gRx
1 (t′)

(
gRx

2 ∗ ψn1n2

)
(t′ − τ) dt′

=
(
gRx

1 ∗ gRx
2 ∗ ψnn

)
(τ) (A.24)

= ψE
gRx
1 gRx

2
(τ) ∗ ψnn (τ) . (A.25)

The energy cross correlation function defined in [KD18].
The question is how the cross correlation function looks like for a given

receive filter? The receive filter for MC schemes are defined in (3.8) like

gRx
1 (t) = gRx (t− `1T0) ej2πk1F0tejφk1,`1

gRx
2 (t) = gRx (t− `2T0) ej2πk2F0tejφk2,`2

Substituting the filters, the energy cross correlation yields

ψE
gRx
1 gRx

2
(τ) =

∞∫

−∞

gRx
1 (t) gRx

2 (t+ τ) dt

= ej2πk2F0τej(φk1,`1+φk2,`2)

·
∞∫

−∞

gRx
1 (t− `1T0) gRx

2 (t+ τ − `2T0) ej2π(k2−k1)F0tdt .

(A.26)
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Applying substitution t = t′ − τ
2 + `1T0

2 + `2T0
2 yields

ψE
gRx
1 gRx

2
(τ) = ej2πk2F0τe

j2π(k2−k1)F0
(
− τ2 + (k1+k2)F0

2

)
ej(φk1,`1+φk2,`2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
eφ

·
∞∫

−∞

gRx
1 (t− τ + (`1 − `2)T0

2 )gRx
2 (t+ τ + (`1 − `2)T0

2 )e−j2π(k1−k2)F0tdt

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A((`1−`2)T0+τ,k1−k2F0)

(A.27)

Finally, the resulting correlation between two signals are

ψr1r2 (τ ) = ψE
gRx
1 gRx

2
(τ) ∗ ψnn (τ)

=
(
eφA ((`1 − `2)T0 + τ, (k1 − k2)F0)

)
∗ ψnn (τ) . (A.28)

The correlation is dependent on the correlation of the noise and the cross
energy correlation of the receive filter function describable by the ambiguity
function. We assume a AWGN n such that ψnn (τ) = σ2

nδ (τ). The resulting
correlation depends on the ambiguity function of the receive filter used, only.
Related to the matrix description the continuous correlation ψñ1ñ2

(τ ) and
sampled at τ = 0, a correlation matrix can be given like

Ψñ ñ =



ψr0r0 ψr0r1 · · ·
ψr1r0 ψr1r1 · · ·

...
... . . .


 (A.29)

Subsequently, we are looking for the correlation function for the different
introduced MC schemes.

Noise Coloring of Multi-Carrier Schemes In this part, we want to
investigate some features of the colored noise term ñ in the P2P system model
(3.27). For that we consider the autocorrelation function Ψñ ñ = E{ñ ñH}
derived in (A.28).

For the orthogonal schemes the characteristic of the noise are not influenced
by the receiving filter:

1. OFDM: Ψñ ñ = E{FnnHFH} = σ2
nI

2. CP-OFDM: Ψñ ñ = E{TRFnnHFHTH
R} = σ2

nI

3. ZP-OFDM: Ψñ ñ = E{F1:2:2NSC,:nnHFH
1:2:2NSC,:} = σ2

nI
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4. w-CP-OFDM: Ψñ ñ = E{T′RFnnHFHT′HR } = σ2
nI

However, in case of a non-orthogonal MC scheme the noise gets colored,
which will be important for the detection schemes later on.

1. CP-FBMC: Ψñ ñ = E{TRFΣgnnHΣH
gFHT′HR } = σ2

nFΣgΣH
gFH

2. GFDM: Ψñ ñ = E{TRGGFDMnnHGH
GFDMT

′H
R } = σ2

nGGFDMGH
GFDM

In Chapter 4 we will deal with APP-based detection schemes, expecting
uncorrelated noise terms. One very popular receiver structure is known as
Forney receiver [For72b], which applies a prewhitening filter to reduce the
correlation of the noise term by a linear filter, like P. Such that the system
model changes to

ỹ = Py = PHd + PGGFDMn (A.30)

The goal by the application of a prewhitening filter is to achieve an
uncorrelated noise term. Having a deeper look to the autocorrelation function
above yields Ψñ ñ = σ2

nPGGFDMGH
GFDMPH = I.

In Appendix B the solution of the prewhitening are discussed related the
receiver algorithm design.

A.7 Effective Channel Matrix
The amplitudes of the effective channel matrices with (3.33) for the orthogo-
nal transmission schemes are illustrated with different channel conditions
in Fig. A.2 for plain-OFDM, in Fig. A.3 for CP-OFDM, in Fig. A.4 for
ZP-OFDM, in Fig. A.5 for w-CP-OFDM, respectively.

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

a) ∆ν = 0,∆τ = 0

ISI

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

b) ∆ν = 0,∆τ = 0.1TS

ISI

ICI

ACI

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

c) ∆ν = 0.1F0,∆τ = 0.1TS

Figure A.2: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix of for
plain-OFDM.

The amplitudes, the real and imaginary part of the effective channel
matrices for the OQAM-based schemes are illustrated in Fig. A.6 for plain-
OQAM/OFDM, in Fig. A.7 for OQAM/FBMC with half-cosine filter, in
Fig. A.8 for OQAM/FBMC with Gaussian waveform, respectively.
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H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

a) ∆ν = 0,∆τ = 0

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

b) ∆ν = 0,∆τ = 0.1TS

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

c) ∆ν = 0.1F0,∆τ = 0.1TS

Figure A.3: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix for
CP-OFDM.

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

a) ∆ν = 0,∆τ = 0

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

b) ∆ν = 0,∆τ = 0.1TS

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

c) ∆ν = 0.1F0,∆τ = 0.1TS

Figure A.4: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix for
ZP-OFDM.

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

a) ∆ν = 0,∆τ = 0

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

b) ∆ν = 0,∆τ = 0.1TS

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

c) ∆ν = 0.1F0,∆τ = 0.1TS

Figure A.5: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix for
w-CP-OFDM.

The amplitudes of the effective channel matrices for the non-orthogonal
QAM-based schemes are illustrated in Fig. A.9 for QAM/FBMC with half-
cosine filter, in Fig. A.10 for QAM/FBMC with Gaussian waveform, respec-
tively.

The amplitudes of the effective channel matrices for the non-orthogonal
GFDM related schemes are illustrated in Fig. A.11 for GFDM with Gaussian
filter, in Fig. A.12 for CP-FBMC with Gaussian waveform, respectively.
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H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

a) |H|

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

b) < {H}

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

c) = {H}

Figure A.6: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix for
OQAM/FBMC with rectangular filter.

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

a) |H|

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

b) < {H}

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

c) = {H}

Figure A.7: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix for
OQAM/FBMC with half-cosine filter.
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H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

b) < {H}

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

c) = {H}

Figure A.8: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix for
OQAM/FBMC with Gaussian filter and localization parameter
ρ = 1.
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H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

a) ∆ν = 0,∆τ = 0

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

b) ∆ν = 0.1F0,∆τ = 0.1TS

H0,0

H1,0

H0,1

H1,1

c) ∆ν = 0.2F0,∆τ = 0.2TS

Figure A.9: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix for
QAM/FBMC with half-cosine filter.
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c) ∆ν = 0.2F0,∆τ = 0.2TS

Figure A.10: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix for
QAM/FBMC with Gaussian filter.
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Figure A.11: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix for
GFDM with Gaussian filter and localization parameter ρ = 1.
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Figure A.12: Illustration of the amplitudes of the effective channel matrix for
CP-FBMC with Gaussian filter and localization parameter ρ = 1.
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Appendix B

Estimators

B.1 Brief Recapitulation of General Estima-
tors

The transmission via a channel distorts the transmission. The main purpose
at the Rx is to recover the data of a sending user on the basis of the received
signal with high accuracy. In this chapter we give a brief overview on
Bayesian estimation theory on which the famous minimum mean square
error (MMSE) and maximum a-posteriori (MAP) estimators are based and
we further investigate graphical methods to represent the transmission over
a disturbed channel into so-called factor graph (FG), which provides an
intuitive representation of the underlying problem. Based on the graphical
representation we solve the data estimation by the famous sum-product
algorithm.

By means of abstraction, the problem definition can be refereed to the
estimation problem depicted in Fig. B.1. where a vector of realizations b of
a random process B with length Nb out of a set BNb is transmitted over a
channel with transition probability pB |Y (b | y) yielding an observation y .

The vector of realizations y of the observation variable Y with length
Ny is again a random variable with a set YNy . The task is to build an
estimator b̂ = E (y) giving an estimation b̂ based on the received signal y
and the transition probability pB |Y (B = b | Y = y). Within this work we
don’t focus on the derivation of the basic ideas of the estimators and refer
to [Wym07, KD18] for the interested reader. We further use the shorthand
notation p(b | y) = pB |Y (B = b | Y = y) to simplify the description of the
PDF.
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pB|Y (B = b | Y = y)

E (y)

b

b̂

Figure B.1: General Estimation Problem.

B.1.1 Minimum Mean Square Error Estimation
A well-known estimator is based on minimizing the cost function ‖b − b̂‖2,
which is based on the euclidean distance between the true value b and the
estimation b̂ = E(y). This estimator results in

E (y) =
∫

BNb

b p(b | y) db (B.1)

averaging over all transition probabilities, which can also be given by the
expected value operator E{·} in

E (y) = E{p(b | y)} (B.2)

The estimate b̂ is called MMSE-based estimation. Simply spoken: the
estimator based on the MMSE criterion is given by the mean of the a-
posteriori probability (APP) distribution p(b | y).

Linear MMSE When we consider a linear relationship between the trans-
mit signal b and the received signal y like

y = Hb + n (B.3)

with a known matrix H, an uncorrelated transmit signal b with zero mean
and variance σ2

b, and a noise vector n with N
(
0, σ2

n
)

uncorrelated to b , the
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linear estimator b̂ = E(y) = GLMMSEy can be derived [Wym07, KD18] like

GLMMSE = HH
(

HHH + σ2
n
σ2

b
I
)−1

. (B.4)

Maximum A-Posteriori Estimation Contrarily to the estimator using
the mean, another famous sequence estimator takes that sequence b̂ , which
maximizes the APP distribution p(y | b) like

b̂ = E (y) = arg max
b∈BNb

p(b | y) ≡ arg max
b∈BNb

p(y | b) Pr (b) (B.5)

Furthermore, a symbol-by-symbol MAP estimator can be defined like

b̂$ = E (y) = arg max
b$∈B

p(b$ | y) ≡ arg max
b$∈B

p(y | b$) Pr (b$) (B.6)

which takes that symbol b̂$, which maximizes the APP distribution.
Note, that Bayes theorem is applied to achieve the right-hand-side parts of

(B.5), containing the likelihood p(y | b) and the a priori Pr (b). A similar
factorization can be done in (B.6).

B.2 Graph based Estimation in a Communi-
cation System

In digital communication systems, we are usually looking for binary sequences
b . Subsequently, we limit the considerations on binary sequences of length
Nb like b ∈ BNb . Based on the MAP sequence criterion in (B.5) we have
seen that the task at the destination is to calculate the APP p(b | y) for all
combinations of the bit vector b ∈ BNb .

This calculation requires a huge effort in terms of complexity and it
is sometimes not feasible to solve this approach. The Viterbi algorithm
introduced in [Vit67] by Andrew J. Viterbi in 1967 solves the MAP problem
by interpreting the overall transmission as a trellis, which is a special kind of
graphs. But, the algorithm scales exponentially with the number of memory
elements of the system. Especially for the non-orthogonal MC schemes
introduced in Chapter 3, where the crosstalk (which can be also interpreted
as memory elements) occur in time and in frequency direction leading to a
high number of memory elements as also discussed in [MKFK98, Mat98].

Another approach is to solve the approach in (B.6) with optimal bit-by-bit
decisions by the BCJR algorithm firstly introduced by L. R. Bahl, J. Cocke,
F. Jelinek, and J. Raviv in 1974 [BCJR74].
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The BCJR algorithm is also based on a graphical memory model (also
called state-space model [Wym07]), hence the complexity scales exponentially
with the number of memory elements in the system.

The BCJR algorithm can be interpreted as FG augmented with variable
describing the state of each node, leading to an acyclic FG. Within this
work we focus on a FG, where these nodes are opened. On the one hand no
additional variable determining the state is necessary reducing the complexity
of the calculation, on the other hand the FG gets loopy and the calculation
of the MAP solution gets non-optimal. However, as indicated in [OWM+12]
and [LYWM05], the opened FG can approach the FER performance of the
optimal BCJR.

In the sequel, the general FG is introduced briefly exemplify by the
MAP problem. Furthermore, by factorization of the likelihood function the
underlying structure get utilized. Finally, the calculation on the FG by the
famous SPA is introduced [Gal62, Pea82] solving the MAP problem above.

However, these message passing algorithms are only exact on FG with a
tree structure. We will see that in communication systems the underlying
structure is not always a tree, but more often a structure with cycles.
For that, an iterative SPA will be used One famous representation is the
conventional FG representation [KFL01] another one is the normal FG by
Forney in [For01]. We concentrate on the former one. In general a FG is
a bipartite graph containing of factor nodes (function nodes), in our case
p(y | b) denoted by squares and variable nodes like b denoted by circles

. Connections are allowed between variable and function nodes only and
are called “edges”. Fig. B.2 shows the FG of the right-hand-side of (B.5).

Estimator
p(y | b)

b

y

Pr (b)

µEst→b (b) µb →Est (b)

Figure B.2: FG given by equation (B.5).

The function node p(y | b) is connected via an edge to the variable b . We
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define two messages like

b̂ = E (y) = arg max
b∈BNb

p(y | b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
µEst→b (b )

Pr (b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
µb→Est(b )

, (B.7)

where the message µEst→b (b) is a message on an edge from the function
“Estimator” to a variable node b . The argument b is the concrete realization
of the random variable B = b 1 . During this work we omit the function node
of the a priori information Pr (b) and the variable node of the observation
variable y because it facilitates the representation of the FG. We can observe
that the calculation in (B.7) can be done by the product of the incoming
message to a variable µEst→b (b) with the outgoing message µb→Est (b).
Thus, µb→Est (b) can be interpreted as the a priori message for the realization
b . Both messages are functions of the realization b and by solving the
MAP sequence estimation all possible |B|Nb = 2Nb sequences have to be
considered. This calculation is not feasible without utilizing the underlying
structure, similar to the Viterbi or the BCJR algorithm. To simplify the

Estimator
p(y | b)

b0 b1 b2 bNb−1. . .
µEst→b0

(b0)
µb0→Est (b0)
µEst→b1

(b1)
µb1→Est (b1)
µEst→b2

(b2)
µb2→Est (b2)
µEst→b

Nb −1

(
bNb−1

)

µb
Nb −1→Est

(
bNb−1

)

Figure B.3: FG given by equation (B.8).

calculation, the bit-by-bit estimator in (B.6) is used and similar to (B.7) the
estimator is rewritten and can be interpreted by the multiplication of the
1 Instead of µEst→B (b ), we mostly use the term µEst→b (b ) and do not differ between
random variable and realization to keep the notation simple.
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incoming message with the outgoing message like

b̂$ = E (y) = arg max
b$∈B

p(b$ | y) (B.8a)

= arg max
b$∈B

∑

∼{b$}
p(b | y) (B.8b)

= arg max
b$∈B

∑

∼{b$}
p(y | b) Pr (b) (B.8c)

= arg max
b$∈B

∑

∼{b$}
p(y | b)

∏

ι

Pr (bι) (B.8d)

= arg max
b$∈B

Pr (b$)︸ ︷︷ ︸
µb$→Est(b$)

∑

∼{b$}
p(y | b)

∏

ι\$
Pr (bι)︸ ︷︷ ︸

µbι→Est(bι)︸ ︷︷ ︸
µEst→b$ (b$)

(B.8e)

The marginalization over all available bits in b without b$ and by the appli-
cation of Bayes’ theorem2 we get (B.8c)3 . In (B.8d) we use the assumption
of independent bits with known a priori probability Pr (b) =

∏Nb−1
$=0 Pr(b$).

This assumption can be interpreted as factorization of the variable nodes
leading to the FG in Fig. B.3. We also define messages on this FG given
by a rearrangement of the equation in (B.8e). In contrast to (B.7) the
incoming message µEst→b$ (b$) and outgoing message µb$→Est(b$) from a
binary variable b$ have a cardinality of just |B| = 2, leading to a lower
computational complexity of the calculation of the individual messages.

B.2.1 Factorization the Underlying Structure
To going deeper into the structure of a transmission from a source to a
destination a general communication transmission scheme is considered and
given by Fig. B.4. In particular, the overall transmission can be separated into
encoding with encoder C with the probabilistic mapping p(c | b), symbol
mapping with modulator M and the probabilistic mapping p(d | c) and
transmission over a channel with transition mapping p(y | d) [Wym07]. By
extending the general estimator in (B.6) with the underlying structure, we
can rewrite the estimation like

E (y) = arg max
b$∈B

p(B = b$|Y = y , D = y , C = c) (B.9)

2 The Bayes’ theorem states p(A | B) = p(A) p(B | A) /p(B) 3 ∑
∼{b$}

is a short
hand notation for the sum over all realization in bι$ with a fixed b$
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Encoder C

p(c | b)

Symbol
Mapper M

p(d | c)

Eff.
Channel
p(y | d)

Estimation
b c d y b̂

Figure B.4: Point-to-Point transmission applying encoding, symbol mapping and
modulation by multi-carrier transmission over a physical channel.

where D is the random variable related to the modulated tranmsit symbols
d and the random variable C corresponds to the code bits c . Applying
Bayes’ rule several times on the first order Markov chain Y → D → C → B
and omit the illustration of random variables yields

b̂$ = E (y) = arg max
b$∈B

p(b$ | y ,d, c) (B.10a)

≡ arg max
b$∈B

∑

∼{b$}
p(b | y ,d, c) (B.10b)

≡ arg max
b$∈B

∑

∼{b$}
p(y ,d, c | b) Pr (b) (B.10c)

≡ arg max
b$∈B

∑

∼{b$}
p(y | d, c ,b) p(d, c | b) Pr (b) (B.10d)

≡ arg max
b$∈B

∑

∼{b$}
p(y | d) p(d | c ,b) p(c | b) Pr (b) (B.10e)

≡ arg max
b$∈B

∑

∼{b$}
p(y | d) p(d | c) p(c | b)

∏

ι

Pr (bι$) (B.10f)

≡ arg max
b$∈B

Pr (b$)︸ ︷︷ ︸
a priori︸ ︷︷ ︸

µb$→Est.(b$)

∑

∼{b$}
p(y | d)︸ ︷︷ ︸

eff. Channel

p(d | c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mapping

p(c | b$)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Encoding

∏

ι\$
Pr (bι)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
µbι→Est.(bι)︸ ︷︷ ︸

µEst→b$ (b$)

(B.10g)

In (B.10b) the marginalization over all b is used. The Bayes rule is used to
achieve (B.10c). Keeping in mind that this is a first order Markov chain yields
p(y | d, c ,b) = p(y | d) leading to (B.10d) and p(d | c ,b) = p(d | c) to
(B.10e). In (B.10f) we use again (cf. (B.8d)) the assumption of independent
bits with known a priori probability Pr (b) =

∏Nb−1
$=0 Pr(b$). Finally,

by reordering the equation we yield the final description (B.10g). This
factorization is illustrated in Fig. B.5, where each block on the right-hand
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side corresponds to one probabilistic mapping in (B.10g). Throughout this

Estimator
p(y | b)

b0 b1 b2 bNb −1· · ·

Decoder
p(c | b)

b0 b1 b2 bNb −1· · ·

Demapper
p(d | c)

c0 c1 c2 cNc −1· · ·

Equalizer
p(y | d)

d0 d1 d2 dNd −1· · ·

Figure B.5: FG given by equation (B.8) on the left and (B.10) on the right side.

work we focus on the transmission over under-determined systems like in
Chapter 4 with a TWRC for a pair of users per resource leading to an
overloaded system of β = 2 or in Chapter 5 with a load β > 1. The crucial
part in both scenarios is the equalizer p(y | d). Such we focus here in the
appendix on the general concept of the equalizer with a single link (β = 1)
and refer to the specific chapters for the FGE regarding higher loads.

The steps to generate a FG for the mapping and encoding part are not
topic of this thesis, but the overall procedure is the same, we refer to
[KFL01, Loe03, Wym07] for the interested reader.

Equalizer To further open the likelihood function p
(
y | d

)
we need this

underlying structure of the transmission as also discussed in [LYWM05]. As
we stressed in Chapter 3, this transmission can be described by a frame
based receive signal (3.10) like y = Hd + n with channel matrix H ∈
CN ′SCN

′
TS×NSCNTS . We first assume that the transmission is affected by

a noise vector n with uncorrelated Gaussian characteristic to state the
principle ideas, before we discuss colored noise terms later on in this chapter.

Additive White Gaussian Noise By assuming an AWGN vector n with
entries nr coming from an iid random variable with Gaussian distribution
N
(
0, σ2

n
)

determined by the PDF pn(n) given by

pN (N = nr) = 1√
2πσ2

n
e
− n2

r
2σ2

n (B.11)
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the function node p
(
y | d

)
can be factorized by

p
(
y | d

)
=
N ′SCN

′
TS−1∏

r=0
p(yr | d) =

N ′SCN
′
TS−1∏

r=0
pN
(
yr −Hr,:d

)
(B.12)

This factorization is shown in Fig. B.6. The connections of each function

Equalizer
p(y | d)

d0 d1 d2 dNd −1· · ·

p(y0 | d) p(y1 | d) p(y2 | d) p
(

yNy −1 | d
)

d0 d1 d2 dNd −1· · ·

· · ·

Figure B.6: General EQ Factorization with iid noise.

pN
(
yr −Hr,:d

)
are given by rows of the underlying channel matrix4 Hr,:.

Hence, the entries in H are responsible for the generation of the FG, i.e.,
if an entry hr,s is unequal to zero, a connection between the corresponding
observation yr and the symbol ds exist in the FG. For this let us introduce
a helping adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}N

′
SCN

′
TS×NSCNTS of the same size as

the effective channel matrix H . The entries in A are given by

ar,s =
{

1 , hu
r,s 6= 0

0 , otherwise
, (B.13)

and a row in Ar,: gives the connection between the rth observation yr and all
connected symbols ds and a column A:,s determines all connections between
the sth symbol and all connected observations yr. Furthermore, we can
define the neighborhood of a factor and a variable node by the adjacency
matrix, which gives the indices of all connected nodes. The neighborhood of
a factor node p(yr | d) is given by the set of variables connected like

Nyr
= {s | ar,s = 1} (B.14)

4 Here, we use a MATLAB like notation Hr,: =
[
hr,0, hr,1, . . . , hr,NSCNTS−1

]
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and the neighborhood of a variable ds is given by the set of factor nodes
connected

Nds
= {r | ar,s = 1} . (B.15)

A simple example with three variables and four observations is drawn in
Fig. B.7 with adjacency matrix

A =




1 1 0
1 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 1


 . (B.16)

p(y0 | d0, d1) p(y1 | d0, d1) p(y2 | d1) p(y3 | d1, d2)

d0 d1 d2

cycle

Figure B.7: Concrete equalizer factorization example with adjacency matrix A.

Here, the neighborhood sets are Ny0
= {0, 1}, Ny1

= {0, 1}, Ny2
= {1}

and Ny3
= {1, 2} for the factor nodes and Nd0

= {0, 1}, Nd1
= {0, 1, 2, 3}

and Nd2
= {3} for the variable nodes.

It should be noted that this FG has a cycle illustrates by the dashed line
in Fig. B.7, this has implications on the calculation of the SPA, discussed
below.

Messages on the Factor Graph Within the FG we can differ mainly
two types of messages [Loe03, KFL01, Wym07], 1) the message from a factor
node to a variable node given by

µyr→ds (ds) =
∑

∼{ds}
p
(
yr | ds ∈ NyR

r

) ∏

q∈Nyr\s
µdq→yr

(
dq
)

, (B.17)

and 2) the message from a variable node to a function node:

µds→yr (ds) = µMap.→ds (ds)
∏

q∈N
ds
\r
µyq→ds (ds) , (B.18)
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where µMap.→ds (ds) is the a priori message for variable ds generated from
the mapping function. The outgoing message to the mapping function is
given by

µds→Map. (ds) =
∏

q∈Nds

µyq→ds (ds) . (B.19)

Sum Product Algorithm The overall procedure calculating the messages
from a variable to a function node is given in Alg. B.1. Since the FG most
likely have cycles, the calculation of the SPA depends on the scheduling
of the messages. This work does not focus on scheduling methods, so the
messages are calculated in ascending order.

Algorithm B.1 Iterative SPA Equalizer
1: #Initialize FG #
2: Setup the edges based on the adjacency matrix like in (B.13)
3: #Initialize#
4: µDemapper→ds (ds) = 1/M
5: #Start Calculation of SPA#
6: repeat
7: #Calculate variable to factor message#
8: for s = 0, s ≤ NSCNTS − 1, s = s+ 1 do
9: calculate µds→yr (ds) like in (B.18)

10: end for
11: #Calculate factor to variable message#
12: for r = 0, r ≤ N ′SCN

′
TS − 1, r = r + 1 do

13: calculate µyr→ds (ds) like in (B.17)
14: end for
15: until Any stopping criterion is met
16: #calculate equalizer output message#
17: calculate µds→Map. (ds) like in (B.19)

Complexity

The amount of messages exchanged within the FGE of the equalizer depends
mainly on the number of iterations NIt and number of edges given by

Nµ,exchanged = NIt

NSCNTS−1∑

s=0
N
ds
edges = NIt

N ′SCN
′
TS−1∑

r=0
N
yr
edges (B.20)
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where

N
ds
edges =

NSCNTS−1∑

j=0
As,j =

∣∣∣Nds

∣∣∣ (B.21)

N
yr
edges =

N ′SCN
′
TS−1∑

i=0
Ai,r =

∣∣Nyr

∣∣ . (B.22)

are the number of edges of the connected symbols ds and yr, respectively.
The number of messages exchanged Nµ,exchanged gives a first indication on
the complexity of the calculation of the SPA. Furthermore, the complexity
of the messages depends on their possible implementations, e.g., probability
domain, log domain or log likelihood ratio (LLR) domain and the system
model. However, the calculation of the messages also scale with the number
of edges per node and the modulation alphabet. By assuming the calculation
in the probability domain and the same number of edges for simplicity like
Nedges = N

ds
edges = N

yr
edges omitting the indices’s, the number of additions

per message are given by

NAdditions,per Message = 1
2
(
Nedges2Nedges

)
(M log2 (M)) , (B.23)

likewise, the number of multiplications per message is:

NMultiplications,per Message =
(
2Nedges2Nedges

)
(M log2 (M))

+
(
Nedges − 1

)
log2 (M) . (B.24)

The complexity grows linearly with the number of iterations NIt and the
number of resources NSC or NTS within the multi-carrier scheme as shown
in (B.20). However, the main impact is given by the modulation alphabet
scaling with M log2 (M) and the number of edges scaling with 2Nedges2Nedges ,
which is mainly dominated by the channel and the waveform and controlled
by the threshold ε in (B.13).

Symbol Mapper and Channel Coding Some symbol mapping and the
channel encoding schemes are described in Chapter 2. The basic calculation
procedure is the same as that of the equalizer, i.e., we have two types of
messages, one which are going to factor nodes and one going to variable nodes.
For more information on symbol mapping and encoding, see [Loe03, KFL01,
Wym07]. In addition, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 includes the calculation of
the symbol mapping and channel encoding schemes.
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Figure B.8: Number of multiplications and additions for a given symbol mapping
and different number of edges.

Correlated Noise Terms So far we addressed a system model considering
white Gaussian noise, only. The system model considers a general not
necessarily white noise process, which depends on the choice of the receive
filter-bank. The corresponding autocorrelation function Ψnn of the noise
terms related to the considered waveform candidates are given in Chapter
3. In case of an orthogonal waveform,e.g. CP-OFDM, the correlation
function Ψnn = σ2

nI yields an uncorrelated noise term, such that the Forney
approach can be directly applied [For72b]. Contrarily, the application of a
non-orthogonal waveform yields a correlation of the noise term as derived in
A.6. The choice now is twofold, we can either use the Forney based receiver
[For72b, For72a], where we need uncorrelated noise and thus the application
of a prewithening filter is essential or we apply a FG approach based on
Ungerboeck [Ung74], where we change the FG to deal with underlying
correlation [OWM+12]. In this work we focus on the former approach, hence
a prewithening filter is needed. As the noise is modeled at the receiver, only,
a prewithening filter based on the Rx analysis filter-bank has to be designed
[Vog06]. We use a linear filter P such that the correlation yields

Ψñ ñ = E{PGRxnnHGRxHPH} != σ2
nI (B.25)
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E{PGRxnnHGRxHPH} = PGRxGRxHPH
︸ ︷︷ ︸

!=I

σ2
nI (B.26)

The condition PGRxGRxHPH != I has to be fulfilled. This is the basis of
the prewhitening filter design. In [Vog06], the solutions are given by P = G−1

or P = FG−1. Another approach can be achieved by the application of
the SVD like G = UΣVH resulting in P = (UΣ)−1. Especially, if the
matrix GRx has a circular structure, the eigenvalue decompensition results
in G = FΣFH and the prewhitening filter P =

(
FΣ1/2FH)−1 can be used.

The application of all approaches result in uncorrelated noise terms, such
that the Forney detection can be used. However, the application of the
prewhitening filter P can result in a complete change of the structure of
the effective channel matrix H̃ = PH and, hence, the complexity and
performance of the SPA.

Consequently, it is dependent on the MC scheme used, which prewhitening
should be used changing the structure of the effective channel only marginally.
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Two-Way Relaying

C.1 TWRC Signals
In Table C.1 the possible combinations of code bits, symbols and noise/inter-
ference-free receive signal are given with QPSK and a mapping du = (−1)cu

2c ·
(j)(c

u
2c+1) and the set Du

QPSK ∈ {1, j,−1,−j}. The code word combination
cAB = cA

1 + cA
2D + cB

1D
2 + cB

2D
3 for QPSK is defined and given in the table

with indeterminate D in a polynomial description as a short hand notation for
the 16 different combinations living in the extension field cAB ∈ F2Nu log2(M)

[Wüb10, WL10, Wu17]. Furthermore, the mapping sets DDu=du

SCD for SCD
and DDA⊕B=dA⊕B

JCNC are given below.

Mapping Sets for SCD

• For user A: DDA=1
SCD = {0, 4, 8, 12}, DDA=j

SCD = {1, 5, 9, 13}, DDA=−1
SCD =

{2, 6, 10, 14} and DDA=−j
SCD = {3, 7, 11, 15}.

• For user B: DDB=1
SCD = {0, 1, 2, 3}, DDB=j

SCD = {4, 5, 6, 7}, DDB=−1
SCD =

{8, 9, 10, 11} and DDB=−j
SCD = {12, 13, 14, 15}.

Mapping Sets for JCNC

DDA⊕B=1
JCNC = {0, 5, 10, 15}, DDA⊕B=j

JCNC = {1, 4, 11, 14}, DDA⊕B=−1
JCNC =

{2, 7, 8, 13} and DDA⊕B=−j
JCNC = {3, 6, 9, 12}.
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Mapping Sets for GJCNC

No explicit mapping is required for GJCNC, since the symbols have a direct
assignment.
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Table C.1: Possible combinations of code bits, symbols and noise & interference-
free receive signals for QPSK.
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Appendix D

Multi-Carrier
Compressive Sensing
Multi-User Detection

D.1 General Waveform in MCSM
D.1.1 Error Estimate of CP-FBMC
As we have seen in Chapter 3, the insertion of the frame-based waveform
matrix (3.67) into equation (3.63) yields the effective channel matrix

Hu
Si,i,i′ =

{
ISi

FΣRx
g FHΣu

h,i,i′FΣTx
g FHIT

Si
i′ = i

0 otherwise
. (D.1)

which is a pure block-diagonal matrix, if the channel length not exceeds the
CP. The question is: Do the assumption of transmitting within the coherence
bandwidth still result in a one-tap channel coefficient per spreading sequence?
To answer this question, we have a look on the user specific receive signal

yu
i = Hu

Si
sudu

u . (D.2)

Due to the block diagonal structure and without loss of generality, we can
rewrite the matrix multiplication in (D.1) as sum over NBlocks = NIFFT/Ns
with b = 1, . . . NBlocks corresponding to the set Si = S+

i yielding the following
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equation

Hu
Si,i,i =

NBlocks∑

b=1




NBlocks∑

κ=1
Fq,κΣRxκ,κ

g FH
b,κ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
L(q,b)

Σu
h,i,i,b,b

NBlocks∑

κ=1
Fb,κΣTxκ,κ

g FH
q,κ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R(b,q)




.

(D.3)

With the left matrix L(q, b) and right matrix R(b, q) the user specific receive
signal can be rewritten into

yu
i =

[
NBlocks∑

b=1
L(q, b)Σu

h,i,i,b,bR(b, q)
]

sudu
i (D.4)

Further, it is worth mentioning that L (q, b) = RH (b, q).
By assuming now p is the block of sub-carriers related to the set Si, we

can separate the sum into

yu
i = L(p, p)Σu

i,i,p,pR(p, p)sudu
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

desired part

+



NBlocks∑

b=1
b 6=p

L(p, b)Σu
i,i,b,bR(b, p)


 sudu

i

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Interference

(D.5)

Now we assume the transmission within the coherence bandwidth resulting
in block-wise. Hence, each block can be represented by one channel coefficient
Σu

i,i,b,b = hu
bI. By this assumption, we can rewrite (D.5) to

yu
i = hu

pL(p, p)R(p, p)sudu
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

desired part

+



NBlocks∑

b=1
b 6=p

hu
bL(p, b)R(b, p)


 sudu

i

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Interference

(D.6)

And follow the same methodology using the vectorization operator like
in CP-OFDM based MCSM in (5.15) and (5.16), the detection model for
CP-FBMC based MCSM can be given as

Y ≈ SwD̃ + J + Ñ, (D.7)

where

Sw = L(p, p)R(p, p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mw

S (D.8)
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and J covers the interference terms on the right-hand-side of (D.6) and
Ñ = ISi

FΣRx
g FHN.

CP-OFDM Applying CP-OFDM to (D.6) with the filter matrices ΣTx
g =

ΣRx
g = I, these left and right matrices yield:

L(b, q) = R(q, b) =
{

I , q = b

0 , q 6= b
. (D.9)

Thus, the user specific receive signal results with Σu
h,i,i,b,b = ISi

Σu
h,i,iIT

Si
in

yu
i = ISi

Σu
h,i,iIT

Si
sudu

i (D.10)

as already given in Section 5.3.4 and further assuming within the coherence
bandwidth results in the receive signal model for a frame in (5.16).
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Acronyms

M-PSK M -ary phase shift keying
M-QAM M -ary quadrature amplitude modulation
3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project
5G 5th Generation
5GNOW 5th Generation Non-Orthogonal Waveforms for Asynchronous Sig-

nalling

ACI adjacent carrier interference
AER activity error rate
AF amplify and forward
ALOHA ALOHA
AMP approximate message passing
ANT Arbeitsbereich Nachrichtentechnik
APP a-posteriori probability
ARQ automatic repeat request
AS-JCNC arithmetic sum-joint channel decoding and physical-layer network

coding
AWGN additive white Gaussian noise

BC broadcast
BCJR Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv
BER bit error rate
BPSK binary phase shift keying
BS base station

CDMA code division multiple access
CFO carrier frequency offset
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CMT cosine modulated multi-tone
COIN Communication in Interference Limited Networks
CP cyclic prefix
CP-FBMC cyclic prefix-based FBMC
CP-OFDM cyclic prefix-based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
CRC cyclic redundancy check
CS compressed sensing
CS-MUD compressed sensing-multi-user detection
CSI channel state information

D-M-PSK differential-M ary-phase shift keying
D-QPSK differential-quaternary phase shift keying
DCT discrete cosine transform
DF decode and forward
DFG German Research Department
DFT discrete Fourier transform
DMT discrete multi tone
DRA direct random access
DSL digital subscriber line
DVB digital video broadcast
DVB-S2 digital video broadcast, satellite 2nd Generation
DVB-T digital video broadcast terrestrial
DVB-T2 digital video broadcast, terrestrial 2nd Generation

EDGE Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution
EGF extended Gaussian function

FA false alarm
FB filter-bank
FBMC filter-bank multi-carrier
FBMC/FMT filter-bank multi-carrier/frequency multi-tone
FDMA frequency division multiple access
FEC forward error correction
FER frame error rate
FFT fast Fourier transform
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FG factor graph
FGE factor graph-based equalizer
FMT frequency multi-tone

GFDM general frequency division multiplexing
GI guard interval
GJCNC generalized joint channel decoding and physical-layer network coding
GMIP group mutual incoherence property
GMSK Gaussian minimum shift keying
GOMP group orthogonal matching pursuit
GPRS General Packet Radio Service
GS guard symbol
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications

HSPA High Speed Packet Access

I4.0 Industry 4.0
IBI inter-block interference
ICI inter-carrier interference
IDFT inverse discrete Fourier transform
IDGT inverse discrete Gabor transform
IDMA interleaved division multiple access
IDSTFT inverse discrete short-time Fourier transform
IFFT inverse fast Fourier transform
IFI inter-frame interference
IGT inverse Gabor transform
iid independent and identically distributed
IoT Internet of Things
IOTA isotropic orthogonal transform algorithm
ISI inter-symbol interference
ISTFT inverse short-time Fourier transform

JCNC joint channel decoding and physical-layer network coding
JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group

KPI key performance indicator
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LDPC low density parity check
LE linear equalizer
LLR log likelihood ratio
LO local oscillator
LS least squares
LTE Long Term Evolution

M2M machine-to-machine
MA multiple access
MAC multiple access channel
MAP maximum a-posteriori
MC multi-carrier
MC-CDMA multi-carrier-code division multiple access
MCSM multi-carrier compressed sensing multi-user detection
MD missed detection
METIS Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for the Twenty-twenty

Information Society
METIS-II Project: METIS-II
MF matched filter
MIMO multiple input multiple output
MIP mutual incoherence property
MLS maximum length sequence
MMSE minimum mean square error
mMTC massive machine type communication
MMV multiple measurement vector
MMV-CS multiple measurement vector-compressed sensing
MMV-SIC multiple measurement vector-successive interference cancellation
MSE mean square error
MTC machine type communication
MU multi-user
MUD multi-user detection
MUI multi-user interference
MUSIC Multiple Signal Classifier

NB-IoT narrow band Internet of Things
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NC network coding
NGMN next generation mobile networks
NP non-deterministic polynomial-time

OFDM orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
OFDMA orthogonal frequency division multiple access
OMP orthogonal matching pursuit
OoBE out-of-band emissions
OQAM offset quadrature amplitude modulation
OQAM/FBMC offset quadrature amplitude modulation/filter-bank multi-

carrier
OQAM/OFDM offset quadrature amplitude modulation/orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing

P/S parallel to serial
P2P point-to-point
PAPR peak-to-average power ratio
PDF probability density function
PHY Physical
PHYDYAS Physical Layer For Dynamic Spectrum Access And Cognitive Radio
PLNC physical layer network coding
PMF probability mass function
PN pseudo noise
ppm parts per million
PPN polyphase network
PRACH physical random access channel
PSK phase shift keying

QAM quadrature amplitude modulation
QAM/FBMC quadrature amplitude modulation/filter-bank multi-carrier
QoS Quality of Service
QPSK quaternary phase shift keying
QR QR-factorization

RFID radio-frequency identification
RHS right-hand-side
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RIP restricted isometric property
RP random phase
RRC root-raised-cosine
Rx receiver

S/P serial to parallel
SC single-carrier
SC-FDMA single-carrier-frequency division multiple access
SCD separate channel decoding
SF-SCD straightforward separate channel decoding
sIC soft interference cancellation
SISO single-input single-output
SMS short message service
SMT staggered multi-tone
SMV single measurement vector
SMV-CS single measurement vector-compressed sensing
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
SotA state of the art
SPA sum-product algorithm
STFT short-time Fourier transform
SVD singular value decompensation

TDD time division duplex
TF time-frequency
TFL time-frequency localization
TO timing offset
TWR two-way relaying
TWRC two-way relaying channel
Tx transmitter
Tx/Rx transmitter/receiver

UF-OFDM universal filtered - orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunication System

w-CP-OFDM windowed-cyclic prefix-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
w-OFDM windowed-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
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WAP Wireless Application Protocol
WI-FI wireless-fidelity
WiMax Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
wLE windowed linear equalizer
WOLA weighted overlap-add

XO crystal oscillator
XOR eXclusive OR

ZP zero padded
ZP-OFDM zero padded-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
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Functions and Operators
|·| . . . . . . . Absolute value or Cardinality
‖ · ‖0 . . . . . `0-pseudo norm of a vector
‖ · ‖2 . . . . . `2-norm of a vector
Ag1,g2 (τ , ν ) . . Ambiguity function of filter g1 and g2

arg max . . . Argument that maximizes expression
arg min . . . . Argument that minimizes expression
< (·) . . . . . Real part
= (·) . . . . . Imaginary part
cos (·) . . . . . Cosinus function
det (·) . . . . . Determinant of a matrix
diag {·} . . . . Diagonal of a matrix
C (·) . . . . . Encoding function
EX{·} . . . . Expectation w.r.t. X
exp (·) . . . . Exponential function
FNq . . . . . . Galois field base q of dimension N

log10 (·) . . . . logarithmus with base ten
log2 (·) . . . . logarithmus with base two
M (·) . . . . . Symbol Mapping function
max . . . . . Maximum
min . . . . . . Minimum
pX(x) . . . . . Probability density function for X with realization x

pX|Y (x|y) . . . Probability density funct. for X given Y w/ realizations x & y

pX,Y (x, y) . . Probability density funct. for X & Y w/ realizations x & y

Pr (X = x) . . Probability of the random variable X = x
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P . . . . . . . Power
s (τ , ν ) . . . . Doppler-variant impulse response
sTF (f, ν ) . . . Doppler-variant transfer function
sin (·) . . . . . Sinus function
vec{A} . . . . Vectorization of a matrix A
vol (Λ) . . . . Volume of a lattice Λ
w (τ , t) . . . . Time-variant impulse response
WTF (f, t) . . . Time-variant transfer function
X . . . . . . . Frame matrix
x̂ . . . . . . . Hard estimated values of x
XH . . . . . . Hermitian of matrix X
X† . . . . . . Pseudo-inverse of matrix X
x̃ . . . . . . . Soft estimated values of x
XT . . . . . . Transpose of matrix X
xq,ι . . . . . . qth column and ιth row element of matrix X
x . . . . . . . Frame vector
Xq,ι . . . . . qth column and ιth row of sub-matrix
xq . . . . . . qth column vector of matrix X

General and Calligraphic Symbols
b . . . . . . . Index for blocks

CN . . . . . . Complex numbers of dimension N

C . . . . . . . Complexity
C . . . . . . . Complex numbers
c . . . . . . . Index for code bit
C . . . . . . . Set of code bits c
r . . . . . . . Discrete index for the delay
C . . . . . . . Encoding function
E . . . . . . . Estimator
F {·} . . . . . Fourier transform
F−1 (·) . . . . Inverse Fourier transform

ZN . . . . . . Natural numbers of dimension N

Z . . . . . . . Natural numbers
B . . . . . . . Set of information bits b
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M . . . . . . Symbol mapping function

N
(
µ, σ2) . . . Complex normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2

O . . . . . . . Order
P . . . . . . . Set of pilots

RN . . . . . . Real numbers of dimension N

R . . . . . . . Real numbers
Y . . . . . . . Set of receive symbols
s . . . . . . . Sparsity

Â . . . . . . . Estimated set of active users
A . . . . . . . Set of active users

N
yR
r

. . . . . . Set of neighbors of yR
r

Nd . . . . . . Set of neighbors of d

N dAB
s

. . . . . Set of neighbors not in N
dAB
s

N
dAB
s

. . . . . Set of neighbors dAB
s

Nds
. . . . . . Set of neighbors of ds

S+
i . . . . . . Set of extended sub-carriers

Si . . . . . . . Set of sub-carriers
D . . . . . . . Set of symbols d
DJCNC . . . . Set of Symbols for JCNC
DSCD . . . . . Set of symbols for SCD
S (·) . . . . . Spreading function
N . . . . . . . Set of neighbors
X . . . . . . . Set of transmit symbols
U (a, b) . . . . uniform distribution within [a,b]
W . . . . . . Window operator
w . . . . . . . Oversampling factor

Greek Symbols
α . . . . . . . Filter parameter for the RRC filter
β . . . . . . . Load of a system
γ . . . . . . . Normalized Power loss
γ . . . . . . . Path of a channel
δ (t) . . . . . Dirac distribution
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δLD (Λ) . . . . Average lattice density
δLD (Λ) . . . . Lattice density
ζ . . . . . . . Index for iterations
η . . . . . . . Bandwidth efficiency
θ . . . . . . . Spread signal vector
Θ . . . . . . . Spread signal Matrix
ι . . . . . . . Context dependent index
κ . . . . . . . Direction parameter
Λ . . . . . . . Lattice
µf→B (B = b) . Factor graph from function to variable node
µB→f (B = b) . Factor graph from variable to function node
µ . . . . . . . Mean value
ν . . . . . . . Doppler shift
ψf1f2 . . . . . Continuous correlation function between f1 and f2

Ψxy . . . . . . Discrete correlation function between x and y
ξ . . . . . . . Heisenberg-Gabor parameter
$ . . . . . . . Index for Information bits
Π . . . . . . . Interleaver function
π . . . . . . . pi
ρ . . . . . . . Filter parameter for the Gaussian filter
% . . . . . . . Rate per complex symbol
ς . . . . . . . Index for channel tab
Σ . . . . . . . Purely diagonal matrix
σ . . . . . . . Standard Deviation
σ2 . . . . . . Variance
τc . . . . . . . Coherence time
w (τ , t) . . . . time impulse response of a channel
τγ . . . . . . Delay spread
τmax . . . . . Maximum delay spread
τ . . . . . . . Helping variable for delay
τ . . . . . . . Delay spread
∆τ . . . . . . Constant delay TO
φ . . . . . . . Phase value
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Roman Symbols
AER . . . . . Average activity error rate
pa . . . . . . Activity probability
A,B,R, u . . . Different users
Bc . . . . . . Coherence bandwidth
B . . . . . . . Bandwidth
b . . . . . . . Information bit
c . . . . . . . Code bit

d̊ . . . . . . . Differential modulated transmit symbol
d . . . . . . . Transmit symbol
Eb/N0 . . . . Bit over noise energy ratio

FER . . . . . Average frame error rate
F ′0 . . . . . . Symbol spacing in f for OQAM
F0 . . . . . . Symbol spacing in f for QAM
f0 . . . . . . Carrier frequency
νD . . . . . . Doppler frequency
f . . . . . . . Frequency
TGI . . . . . . Guard Interval time
i . . . . . . . Content dependent index

j . . . . . . . Imaginary number, i.e. j =
√−1

L . . . . . . . Lattice generator matrix
mi . . . . . . Mutual interference property
M . . . . . . Number of symbols in an alphabet
Nact . . . . . Number of active users
Naver . . . . . Number of averaging
NBlocks . . . . Number of blocks
NCP . . . . . Number of CP samples
Nc . . . . . . Number of code bits
Nedges . . . . Number of edges in a factor graph
Ne . . . . . . Number of errors
NFFT, NIFFT . FFT, IFFT size
Ng . . . . . . Number of filter samples
NGS . . . . . Number of guard symbols
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NGI . . . . . . Number of GI samples
Nhop . . . . . Number of hops in MCSM
Nb . . . . . . Number of information bits
NMacroPath . . Number of macro channel path
NMicroPath . . Number of micro channel path
NN . . . . . . Number of neighbours
Npath . . . . . Number of channel paths
Npilots . . . . Number of pilots

NFrame
Resources . . . Number of resources

Ny . . . . . . Number of observations

N b
SC . . . . . Number of sub-carriers per block

N ′SC . . . . . Number of sub-carriers at the Rx
NSC . . . . . Number of sub-carriers at the Tx
Ns . . . . . . Spreading length

NFrame
Symbols . . . Number of symbols per frame

Nd . . . . . . Number of symbols d
N ′TS . . . . . Number of MC symbols at Rx
NTS . . . . . Number of MC symbols at Tx
Nx . . . . . . Number of receive symbols y
Nu . . . . . . Number of users
NW . . . . . . Number of elements in a window W
NZP . . . . . Number of zero added in ZP-OFDM

NFGE
It . . . . . Number of iterations in a FGE

Nouter
It . . . . Number of outer iterations

N sIC
It . . . . . Number of iterations for sIC

NIt . . . . . . Number of iterations
q . . . . . . . Content dependent index
Rc . . . . . . Code rate
r . . . . . . . Receiving index
k′ . . . . . . . Sub-carrier index at Rx
k . . . . . . . Sub-carrier index at Tx
TS . . . . . . Symbol interval time
T ′0 . . . . . . Symbol spacing in t for OQAM
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T0 . . . . . . Symbol spacing in t for QAM
′̀ . . . . . . . Time symbol index at Rx
t . . . . . . . Time
` . . . . . . . Time symbol index at Tx
(k′F0,

′̀T0) . . TF grid point at Rx
(kF0, `T0) . . . TF grid point at Tx
(0, 0) . . . . . TF grid point at origin

Vectors and Matrices
0 . . . . . . . Zero matrix
I . . . . . . . Identity matrix

Au,reduced . . . reduced Adjacency matrix for user u
A . . . . . . Adjacency matrix
Dpilots . . . . Pilot matrix
e . . . . . . . Error vector

F, FH . . . . . Fourier and inverse Fourier matrix
Σg . . . . . . Diagonal filter matrix
GTWRC . . . . TWRC related filter matrix
G . . . . . . Filter matrix

GGFDM, GH
GFDM GFDM and inverse GFDM matrix

G, H . . . . . Generator and Parity check matrix in Chapter 2
ΣH, ′̀,` . . . . element `, ′̀ of diagonal channel matrix
ΣH . . . . . . Diagonal channel matrix

ΣH . . . . . . Off-diagonal channel matrix
H . . . . . . Channel matrix
i . . . . . . . vector with one element equals one
J . . . . . . . Interference matrix
M . . . . . . Multiple access matrix
Mw . . . . . . Waveform matrix
PSC . . . . . Permutation matrix for sub-carriers
PTS . . . . . Permutation matrix for time symbols
P . . . . . . . Prewithening matrix
R . . . . . . . Residuum matrix
Sw . . . . . . Waveform affected spreading matrix
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S . . . . . . . Spreading matrix
Θ . . . . . . Spread signals
T′′I,win . . . . . Ramp down guard insertion matrix for w-OFDM
T′I,win . . . . . Ramp up guard insertion matrix for w-OFDM
TI . . . . . . Guard insertion matrix
TR,win . . . . Guard removal matrix for w-OFDM
TR . . . . . . Guard removal matrix
ΣTO . . . . . TO matrix
Φ . . . . . . . Sensing matrix
Wconv . . . . Convolutional channel matrix
ΩCFO . . . . . CFO matrix
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